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ABSTRACT

Children are the Messengers: A Case Study of Academic Success Through the Voices of High
Achieving Low-Income Elementary Students

by

Stephen H. McCray
For low-income minority and marginalized communities, American democracy’s educational
mission remains unfulfilled. Student voices have provided insight into ways that schools disserve
and serve students and how schools can improve in promoting academic achievement; however,
academically successful low-income students’ voices—particularly those at the elementary
school level—are largely excluded from the literature. Providing a platform for student voices,
this qualitative, intrinsic critical case study explored six high achieving low-income students’
views of their academic success and how that success was achieved. Participants were six fifthgrade students, their parents, and teacher, in a school-wide Title I urban public school. Data were
collected over a 12-week period through individual interviews, observation, participation, and
semiformal conversations. Using an immersive pattern analysis, four main categories emerged
from the student interview data: student beliefs about their role; classroom structures; teacher
practices; and family support. The study found four principal success factors: a dynamic effortdriven view of success and intelligence; a rigorous dialogic classroom that prioritized student
voice, critical thinking, collaboration, and social imagination; an accountable classroom culture
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of high expectations and mastery learning; and the richly diverse experiences and teachings of
parents and families as valuable funds of knowledge. Implications and recommendations are
included for policy, practice, and future research.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
School Setting
After the third month as principal in my new school, I found myself making a point of
always visiting Ms. Stanton’s second-grade reading block during my daily rounds. On this day,
opening the door, my eyes searched beyond the clusters of empty seats for the 24 students and
one teacher who were huddled on the rug in the back beneath huge green faux forest leaves the
size of royal fans. “Would you like to join us?” asked Carlos, predictably. “Of course,” I
answered, landing in the space they created for me. I settled in next to Carlos and Xavier, one of
a dozen pairs of seven and eight year-olds who had turned to talk about the main character’s
motivation. “I disagree with you that she does not like her neighborhood. Would you please
show me the evidence for your thinking?” Carlos asked. Xavier replied, “I’m thinking that that’s
what the title means,” as he pointed to the cover of Nothing Ever Happens on 90th Street. “I
understand what you’re saying,” Carlos continued, “but if she didn’t like it, why would she go on
a walk?” Xavier nodded as if to acknowledge that Carlos had a point.
“Readers,” Ms. Stanton softly interjected, and all discussions on the carpet ended
simultaneously. Each pair of second graders turned, automatically forming a circle, to listen to,
agree, challenge, and learn from their classmates’ perspectives—another great 10 minutes for all
who love literacy learning. I knew what was coming next, and I wanted to stay longer. Every day
Ms. Stanton’s students extended their small group scaffolding into purposeful conversations,
mindful responsiveness, and negotiated meanings. They were very good at it by now, but there
were other classrooms to visit, and I had to leave to do my rounds. I passed the students’ anchor
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charts on my left as I exited. I stepped over the individual book bags that waited in their nooks or
by favorite pillows on the floor, like puppies at the door, impatient and excited for kids to come
and play. Exiting, I could hear seven-year old Carlos metacognitively facilitating the discussion,
and I smiled, excited about what was again unfolding in his classroom and the dynamic, focused,
and effective conversational communities I was about to see in the rooms ahead.
The field of education has struggled for five decades with a seemingly intractable
achievement gap and, yet, here in this modest, low-income elementary school where few of the
students’ parents had completed a postsecondary education and almost 60% of the students were
classified as English language learners, the story was changing through their conversational
communities and voice-centered focus in each subject area. Over 80% of Mrs. Stanton’s second
graders had scored at or above proficiency in both English language arts and math the previous
year. The engaging student-centered approach to literacy she provided each year, consistently
yielded results significantly exceeding district and statewide averages for English language
learners.
One of her partner teachers, Ms. Suk, who taught the next grade level, also facilitated a
dialogic classroom, and I was reminded of the power of continuity for students as I arrived at her
door. Entering Ms. Suk’s third-grade classroom, I found Victoria on the rug beside her, clearly
and confidently describing her secondary character’s internal struggle. Students reading and
journaling in response to the day’s teaching point provided a subtle, sanctuarial backdrop of
academic white noise across the classroom. Some individually, others in pairs, all were uniquely
immersed in their selected literature and the universe of character motivations, patterns of
behavior, and the nature of change.
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Next, in Ms. Hancock’s fourth-fifth grade combination class, Isabel had just edited and
given her poetry assignment to her writing club to read and critique. I watched her walk across
the classroom and pull her chair beside Luis, a very shy fifth grader, with great personality and a
marked learning disability that made writing an often-frustrating challenge for him. Today he
was visibly stuck and getting progressively agitated trying to develop a title for his poem that
would articulate its deeper meaning. Isabel asked him gently to simply reread his stanzas, and the
magic began. Luis softened and read proudly. I could not hear his answers, but I heard her
questions: “What do you want the audience to feel?” “How can you show and not tell?” Luis
smiled and offered ideas. Pointing at the first stanzas, Isabel followed, “Which one of these
words could you foreshadow in your title? Just pick one to try.” More words, more nods, more
smiles, and Luis’s pen was moving again. In Ms. Hancock’s class, focused, product-oriented
collaboration was routine, and these students were becoming masterful. Shortly thereafter, the
bell rang for recess, and Isabel rushed to join Stella, Zeke, Anastasia, and Nate to tutor five
struggling students at the benches who voluntarily came to get help with their math. “It was their
idea,” Mrs. Hancock later informed me. Students listening to each other with intent, using
strategic peer conversation to grow their ideas, voluntarily devoting their time to the academic
well being of others—something special was emerging in these children, and I wanted to learn
more about it.
Listening to student voices each day throughout the year, I witnessed one impressive
conversational community after another. I listened to elementary students, under the careful
guidance of their instructors, trying out new ways of thinking, shaping knowledge for themselves
and each other. I observed these students engaging in group activities designed to elicit
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thoughtful debate and joint reasoning, while collaborating in private and public problem solving
with confidence and rigor. In contrast to the prevalent deficit discourse characterizing lowincome and second language learners as disinterested and unlikely to succeed academically,
these elementary students were engaging academically and achieving at high levels. These
student-centric centers of learning, into which I walked each day, suggested that for educators
and policy makers alike, the achievement gap says more about our nation’s inability to create the
material conditions for equity in achievement than about the students’ capacity to learn
(Haycock, 2001; Ravitch, 2010; Reeves, 2004). As transformational leaders for educational
justice, after decades of a multiplicity of reform efforts with limited systemic success, we need to
study achievement where it is occurring, where our students are successful, and learn from them.
During these routine visits, I quickly developed rich relationships. I joined in
conversation with these students who were accustomed to draw upon, discuss, and explore their
literature, their lives, and the experiences of friends, family, and characters to analyze and inform
their literacy work. With the centrality of talk in these classrooms and the power of engaging
students in their zone of proximal development (ZPD) for mastery learning, these classrooms
served as my workshop, where, along with their teachers, I learned about the students’ thinking
directly from them (Johnston, 2012; Vygotsky, 1978). Each day, I listened to these elementary
students describe and bring their unique experiences, efforts, struggles, and perspectives to their
educational space to join with their teachers and classmates to shape and construct their vibrant
and special academic journeys.
But who, other than their teacher, perhaps their parents, and me, was listening? Most of
the research on academic success and failure through student voices has been generated at the
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secondary and postsecondary levels, and yet these elementary students were already fully
engaged in metacognitive and rigorous learning across the curriculum. Articulating their thinking
was an integral part of their daily routines. Too few low-income students are achieving at these
levels within the public school setting. The more time I spent with Carlos, Chloe, Isabel, and
other high-achieving students, the more I was convinced that ignoring successful elementary
students constituted a missed opportunity to deepen our understanding of how children learn well
and draw upon their valuable insight to systematically provide greater access to academic
success. It became clearer and clearer that it was time to allow them to tell their story. 	
  
Statement of the Problem
In Privilege, Power, and Difference, Johnson (2006) urged leaders to transformationally
engage their school communities in a thorough analysis of the way educators understand and
contribute to notions and structures of privilege and inequality that deny social and educational
justice to children and families. Currently, almost one of every two low-income and minority
students in urban high schools drops out before completing a high school course of study (Rebell
& Wolff, 2009), 17-year-old Black and Latino students read and do math at the same level as 13year-old White students (Haycock & Huang, 2001; Rebell & Wolff, 2009), and nearly one third
of the eligible citizens of this country, despite their access to schooling, do not consistently vote
(Sondheimer & Green, 2010). In 2012, of the 1,791,046 bachelor’s degrees conferred to U.S.
citizens and nonresident aliens, 70% were conferred to White students, 10.7% to Black students,
9.8% to Latino students, and 0.7% to American Indian/Alaska Native students. Compared to
42% of White students and 45% Asian students, only 20% of Black students, 29% of Latino
students, and 22% of Native American students that enter a four-year institution go on to
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complete a four-year college degree (National Center for Educational Statistics	
  , 2013), without
which the majority of individuals are almost inevitably excluded from the professional and
decision-making structures of our society. For these marginalized students and their families,
there exists a pernicious gap between the egalitarian master narrative of education as the road to
freedom in a meritocracy and the hegemonic reality of the reproductive structure of urban public
schools that assigns all “failure” to the individual and not to the historical and material
conditions that shape American society and its public schools (Darder, 2009; Macedo, 2006;
Shields, Bishop, & Mazawi, 2005). Situating failure in the economically and politically
marginalized families and children, in turn, has served as justification for maintaining school
structures that marginalize parents and students from the decision-making structures and
processes of their schools, effectively extinguishing their voices, and excluding the capital that
they bring.
This study recognized a fundamental and transformative role for both family funds of
knowledge and student voices and perspectives. Both liberation pedagogy and pedagogy of
possibility (Freire, 1973) established freedom as the purpose of democratic schooling.
Systemically transforming schools from sites of silencing and exclusion to dynamic and
inclusive learning communities requires an understanding of power: who has it, who benefits,
who suffers, and how it persists and is transformed (Darder, 2014). Whose knowledge is being
studied, and who makes that decision? Socially just education requires that these power
dynamics in schools are identified, named, problematized, and acted upon (Cummins, 2000;
Freire, 1970; Giroux, 2006), with the voices of the oppressed as the starting point to acquire a
deep, transformative understanding of education and schooling, and their impact and possibilities
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(Freire, 1973; Macedo, 2006; Shor, 2009). Freire (1970) referred to the process and attainment of
this depth of critical understanding as “reading the world.” To achieve this, he explained, voice
and dialogue are essential: the subjects must experience concientização, or the development of a
critical consciousness, which is accomplished through “reading,” sharing, and coconstructing
one’s own world as a community. Students, parents, and teachers become therefore subjects—
not objects—of the discourse on school reform (González, Moll, & Amanti, 2005; YonemuraWing & Noguera, 2007).
In Children are the Messengers, student voice provides a conceptual framework and a
methodology for directly accessing the perspectives and lived experiences of the students and
their families in schools. Student voice research recognizes student perspectives as a legitimate
source of information and knowledge to be acquired through listening to student narratives,
student participation, and student input. Student voice research is emerging in its approaches to
practice (Behrman, 2006), but has focused almost exclusively on middle and high school
classrooms (Behrman, 2006; Janks, 2000; Skerrett, 2010). Student-centered ethnographies such
as Willis’s (1977) study of reproductive working class schooling, Mitra’s (2008) study of student
agency, and Bridgeland, Dilulio, and Morison’s (2006) study of high school dropouts mirror this
pattern of examining schooling critically through the voices of secondary students. Elementary
student voices, however, are notably absent.
This is problematic in that elementary school is an extremely receptive period of time
educationally, a time during which foundational experiences and competencies are developed or
missed, and meaning, self-concept, world-views, and academic identities are negotiated and
shaped (Alexander, 2004, 2005; Comer, Ben-Avie, Haynes, & Joyner, 1999; Cross, 2009;
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Darling-Hammond, 2007a; Delpit, 1995; Gutierrez, 2008; Labov, 1972; Mullaly, 2010; Phillips
& Pittman, 2003; Sandoval, 2000; Watkins & Schulman, 2008). Researchers Piaget and Inhelder
(1969) and Erikson (1950) have established the elementary school developmental period as a key
socializing stage in the formation of identity for children and in the acquisition of a technical
understanding of their reality (Comer, 1999). Both Reeves (2004) study of the 90-90-90 schools,
schools that were 90% low-income and achieved 90% proficiency on standardized tests, and a
longitudinal meta-analysis by Haycock and Huang (2001) showed that low-income minority
students in elementary schools achieve at high levels when they have early access to teachers
who establish a rigorous college prep curriculum, provide a systematic writing program across
all subject areas, collaboratively engage in meticulous data-based progress monitoring, and allow
instruction to be driven by student academic zones of proximal development (Jerald, Haycock, &
Wilkins, 2009). Student-centered approaches to literacy at the elementary level that focus on
mastery learning thinking strategies, student choice, collaborative problem-solving, and strategy
development for gradual release of learning responsibility are founded in the underlying
assumption that all students shall have the time and support to learn each topic to mastery before
moving on to the next. These mastery-driven approaches: frequent and targeted formative
assessments, strategy-based instruction (“correctives”) dictated by the student’s zone of proximal
development, and scaffolding and feedback loops are effective during elementary schooling in
developing foundational and sustainable academic and intellectual stamina, capacity, expertise,
and depth (Alexander, 2008; Calkins, Hartman, & White, 2005; Darnon, Doll, & Butera, 2007;
Fletcher, 2006; Francis, Read, & Skelton, 2012; Johnston, 2012).
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However, despite the availability of these more inclusive instructional models, the
following classroom observation described in a study by Fisher and Larkin (2008) is still too
common in low-income public school classrooms:
The teacher was clearly the controller of the discourse: he asked the questions, nominated
the responders, repeated answers and moved on. The questions were not used as starting
points for discussion, nor were they genuinely exploratory: the answers were printed on
the teacher’s card and all engaged in the quest for the “correct” response were clear about
that. The children were not expected to expand, to confer, to speculate or to question. (p.
27)
Such “banking” or “transmission” approaches to learning cast students as passive, empty vessels
to be filled by others’ choice of content and pedagogy and have not proven successful for the
majority of socioeconomically and politically marginalized populations—with devastating
results (Cummins, 2000; Davis, Kilburn, & Schultz, 2009; Freire & Macedo, 1998; Goldenberg,
2004; Rose, 1989). Researchers and policy makers have noted in a 2007 United States
Department of Education (USDOE) study that nationally, over 85% of all juveniles who face the
juvenile court system and over 70% of prison inmates are functionally illiterate or reading at or
below fourth-grade proficiency (USDOE, 2007). Other researchers have identified pervasive
antistriving behavior, the onset of purposeful disengagement and fatalism, and early
disenfranchisement through tracking at the elementary level (Giroux, 2006; Noguera, 2008;
Rossatto, 2005). Failure to identify and address young students’ foundational academic,
experiential, and identity needs can result in years of schooling that place students from
nondominant groups further behind privileged peers. School invisibility and marginalization
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subjects them to practices, conditions, omissions, and discourses that result in internalized
oppression and academic underpreparedness, which reinforces and compounds their subjugation
(Anyon, 1980; Bartolomé, 2008; Fanon, 1967; Haycock, 2001; Holland, Lachicotte, Skinner, &
Cain, 1998; Mullaly, 2010; Ogbu, 1991).
Willis (1977) utilized the voices of students, teachers, and families, providing insight as
to how working class kids got working class jobs, and illuminated the nature and power of
resistance to the reproductive nature of schooling. Student, teacher, and family voices, and their
insights enabled Fine (1991) to illuminate ways in which structures and master narratives of
schools generate high dropout rates in urban comprehensive high schools, and systemically
reproduce restricted opportunities and capitalization. Student and parent voices in Berkeley High
School led to new levels of academic achievement by identifying institutionalized reproductive
practices, illuminating the need for specialized academic support, and collectively
institutionalizing specific kinds of interventions and curriculum structures for previously
underachieving low-income African American and Latino high school students (YonemuraWing & Noguera, 2007). If these voices at the secondary level can provide such valuable insight
and meaningful change, what can the voices of our youngest students and their teachers and
families reveal about the ways in which social justice outcomes are served in low-income public
elementary schools and academic achievement is fostered and attained? The predominance of
research on urban schools has been focused on understanding underachievement and lack of
school engagement (Luke & Goldstein, 2006; Schultz, 2011).The unspoken narrative was that
urban schools and their students are experts at failure.
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This study rejected this deficit discourse that there is something inherently wrong or
deficient about this demographic, asserting that, in contrast, students in these same schools are
achieving at high levels and can serve as experts on academic success.
Children are the Messengers provided a platform for student voices to be heard and to
illuminate the nature of academic success from their perspective and within their context. This
study created a format within which these students and families could “say their own word”
(Freire, 1970; Freire & Macedo, 1987) and provide insight into how academic success is
achieved in a low-income urban elementary school.
Finally elementary education is foundational; however, the discourse informing the
curriculum, instruction, and educational ecology of elementary schools has been centered on the
voices of educators and policy makers, excluding the voices and experiences of the populations
they are purposed to serve: students and their parents. Can such unconscious, reproductive, and
marginalizing structures of silence ever produce equality in educational outcomes? To what
degree can schools and students be better served by identifying and building upon their assets?
Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this intrinsic critical case study was to listen to high-achieving lowincome elementary students talk about their academic achievement. Through the voices and
experiences of these students, their teacher, and families, this study determined how they saw
and understood their own academic success, and how their academic success was achieved and
supported. Furthermore, the applied purpose of this study was to provide insight for educational
leaders on student achievement that would serve as a counter-narrative to deficit views of low-
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income students and their academic capacity and shape their thinking and pedagogy to create
more effective schools and classrooms.
Significance of the Study
Conducting research on elementary student achievement was significant in that
elementary schooling is foundational (Goodlad & MacMannon, 1997; Wagner, 2008) yet major
achievement gaps persist (Ravitch, 2010; Valenzuela, 2004). These young students’ insights into
academic success provided clear focus areas for implementing more effective pedagogical and
organizational practices that support academic attainment. Many public elementary school
ecologies, however, continue to be characterized by existing top-down power relationships,
stratifying practices such as tracking and teacher-centric banking pedagogy, skills-based
curriculum, and master narratives that present hegemony, silencing, and inequality as
normative—as opposed to historically situated and mutable (Darder, 2009; Giroux, 2009;
Macedo, 2006). The study’s focus on young student voices as methodology was important
because their student-centered educational ecology provided equity of access to participant
structures, dialogic opportunities, rigorous content, competencies, and transformative narratives
that cultivated agentive academic empowerment (Blackwell, Trzesniewski, & Dweck, 2007;
Conley, 2005; Freire, 1973; Freire & Macedo, 1987; Jacobs, 2010; Johnston, 2012; Rossato,
2005; Stein, Robinson, & Haycock, 2005; Trilling & Fadel, 2009; Wagner, 2008). The voices of
these six elementary school students, their teacher, and their parents, offered a new perspective
on how students and their families were experiencing their current educational context during the
formative primary school years and identified specific conditions in their belief systems, the
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school, and at home that are preparing them for academic success, indisputably an essential
starting point for full democratic citizenship.
The results of this study also informed the school and district under study of our six
students’ most important success factors, and can serve similar schools and districts that need a
deeper, more long-term and historically situated view of student success and essential student
needs that may not be apparent or captured fully by No Child Left Behind’s (NCLB) or Common
Core’s standardized assessments. In this study, NCLB proficiency served as a starting point for
identifying academically successful students; this study then opened the door onto a larger room
for discourse where students, parents, and their teachers spoke for themselves. The insights that
emerged from this study revealed successful practices and perspectives that illuminated the
nature of that success. Thus, in schools where students have been struggling or experiencing
ecologies that limit their access to capitalization experiences for long-term success,
understanding student needs differently, as exemplified at Berkeley High School (YonemuraWing & Noguera, 2007) can result in a reallocation of key resources, a reassessment of
instructional and accountability practices, and a realignment of roles and relationships among the
range of school stakeholders. The results of this study demonstrated that all students and their
families come from rich and varied backgrounds which, when accessed as funds of knowledge
for content and context within the educational setting, bolster student achievement and curricular
depth. The goal of socially just education is to include students, families, and educators to
increase student academic achievement, pro-academic identity development, and academic
capitalization for long-term educational success and full participatory citizenship.
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Theoretical Framework
Rooted in feminist/constructivist theory, this study utilized two frameworks: student
voices and funds of knowledge.
Student Voices
The history of egalitarianism points to the need to elicit and act upon pupil voice as a
means of democratic reform (Arnot & Reay, 2007). Within the wide academic terrain of school
improvement over the last five decades, student voice has emerged as a conceptual framework
and reform strategy, generally rooted in the following premises: students have a democratic right
to be heard on structural, governance, academic, and citizenship issues within schools; students
have unique perspectives on teaching, learning, and schooling and warrant adult individual and
institutional responses; student conversation, dialogue, and input can provide valuable scientific
data and understanding across levels and domains of school improvement initiatives and
discourse (Cook-Sather, 2006; Flutter & Rudduck, 2004); and, as subjects, not objects of
schooling and research, students must exercise voice, participation, and agency to self-actualize
and generate authentically liberatory and transformative learning communities and institutions
(Freire, 1998; Giroux, 2006; Shor, 2009; Zinn & Macedo, 2005).
Funds of Knowledge
The theoretical framework of funds of knowledge posits that valuable resources exist
within low-income and sociohistorically marginalized families and communities that can enrich,
inform, improve, and contribute to curriculum content, instructional practices, and the
effectiveness of schooling and school culture (Gonzales et al., 2005; Vélez-Ibáñez & Greenberg,
2005). Funds of knowledge manifest in the social relations and networks outside of the family as
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well as in the rituals, stories, competencies, and helping relationships within families that
generate access to essential social and cultural capital (Stanton-Salazar, 2011). This construct is
central to the present critical case study in that the funds of knowledge of pervasively
marginalized populations are largely excluded from formal school life and are invisible to
educators, resulting in missed opportunities for establishing home/school congruency, building
social, college, and work-place capital, and causing a devaluing of student and family
participation and voice (Gonzales et al., 2005; Kiyama, 2010; Olmedo, 2003; Pabón-Lopez &
Lopez, 2010; Stanton-Salazar, 2011). By focusing on the stories, perspectives, and narratives of
these students and others in their micro-ecology, this study responded to this omission by
creating an opportunity to access the students’ funds of knowledge as a possible source of
meaningful insight into their academic success.
By attending to their subjective voices, this study provided the students, their parents, and
teacher the opportunity to participate in the content and process of academic inquiry and reform
in their learning community. Gonzalez et al. (2005) joined with public school teachers and
administrators to explore the narratives of students and families and consciously experience and
document their funds of knowledge. Kellas (2005) stated, "Sense-making is the central function
of narratives" (p. 379), and narrative theorists have identified stories as a way of knowing and
communicating about their world and their meanings as they orient to experience (Barbow,
Kline, & Rawlins, 2005; Koenig, Kellas, & Manusov, 2003; Pinnegar & Daynes, 2007;
Polkinghorne, 1988). Voice is central to this process in that “saying one’s own word,” that is,
identifying, expressing, analyzing, and valuing one’s lived reality, is essential knowledge for
agency (Freire, 1970). In the practice of liberation, Freire (1973) placed “saying one’s own
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word” as central to making sense of one’s personal, social, and political context, and labeled this
voice-based transformative process as “reading” the world. This study shined a light on the
stories of six elementary students, along with their parents and teacher, guided by the notion that
these stories provide one way that children shape and make sense of their schooling experiences,
beliefs, and, in the case of this study, their academic success. As in the case of Fine (1991),
Willis (1977), Cook-Sather and Schultz (2001), and Gonzales et al. (2005), this project
centralized inquiry in the student narratives, and their perspectives provided definitive statements
on the power of beliefs, determination, classrooms, and families on achieving academic success.
The literature review for this study considers the conceptual frameworks of student voice
and funds of knowledge. The review focused first on the emergence, varied definitions,
typologies, and evolution of student voice in theory, practice, and in educational research and
reform: voice as participation and agency (Mitra, Serriere, & Stoicovy, 2012); voice as speech
and knowledge (Cook-Sather, 2009); voice as pedagogic encounter (Bernstein, 1996; Fielding,
2004); and voice as knowledge generator through student and classroom talk (Johnston, 2012;
Mercer & Hodgkinson, 2008). The funds of knowledge section explores the origin of the
conceptual framework and then follows the evolving expansion of its scope from a householdcentered framework to a more inclusive construct that takes into account family and student lifeworld experience and knowledge as authentic knowledge and essential to an inclusive classroom.
Research Goal and Positionality
The superordinate goal of emancipatory educators is to determine how to re-vision and
transform reproductive public schools into socially just, foundational communities of deep
learning, transformative individuation, humanitarian citizenry, and possibility (Darder,
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Baltodano, & Torres, 2009; Darling-Hammond, 2007a; Fielding, 2004; Freire, 1970; Giroux,
1983; Gutierrez, 2008; Hackman, 2005; hooks, 2003; Katsarou, Picower, & Stovall, 2010;
Kincheloe, 2008; Mitra, 2008; Noguera, 2008; Schultz, 2011; Sen, 2009; Stanton-Salazar, 2011).
There is much to learn from students and families, and it is critical that educators
structure our educational institutions to be socially just by cogenerating school communities that
in structure and practice, collaboratively lead to academic, economic, and social parity. For over
three decades, I have worked and been associated with schools across a wide range of
communities as a teacher, administrator, professional developer, teacher educator, and school
improvement consultant, and I have found schools—from the most imperiled to the most
privileged—to be centers of many wonderful people and vibrant possibilities. Yet far too often,
in low-income communities, schools were also centers of persistently missed opportunities,
where the vibrant possibility of high-quality educational experiences for all existed as a dream in
waiting. Low-income students too commonly lack access to essential conditions and resources.
These missing conditions and resources, for example, depending on the school, regularly ranged
from basic physical safety to essential academic resources such as rigorous, engaging science
education, current technology, authentic language development pedagogy and curriculum,
thinking-centered and mastery learning structures. Many schools failed to provide regular,
future-oriented formal and informal authentic educational experiences to develop background
knowledge, build cultural and social capital, and engage with the authentic lives of its school
community to foster a sense of societal place of possibility and promise. The disparity between
educational resources and structural coherence in high and low wealth communities frames all
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transformative work as social justice work (Darder, 2009; Freire, 2010; Giroux, 1992; Kincheloe,
2008; McKenzie et al., 2008; Noguera, 2008).
Social justice provides a conceptual and operational framework for transformational
leadership. Social justice, in concert with critical theory and Freirean principles as described in
his pedagogy of possibility, shapes both my work as an educator in the schools and the
motivation for this research study (Darder, 2010; Freire, 1970). The intersection of these two
orientations as described below, highlights the value and necessity of a focus on students and
families as subjects and not objects of research, and identifies voice and empowerment as
mutually generative imperatives.
Critical theory advocates a pedagogy that is agentive and situates knowledge and power
within each individual. Critical pedagogy prioritizes the process of “coming to know” or
concientização, which means developing a consciousness of awareness through reading the
world and humanizing it (Freire, 1973; Martin-Baro, 1994). Within the critical pedagogy
framework, the primary purpose of education, and therefore, schools, is the praxis of freedom
(Freire & Macedo, 1998; Giroux, 1986).
With this foundation, Freirean pedagogy of possibility requires that to engage in
educational practices and forge educational ecologies that promote social justice for students and
families, educators engage with students and families as subjects, not objects of praxis,
centralizing their agency and voices in the pursuit of their full humanization (Freire, 1970/2010).
The goal of Children are the Messengers was, in a context of research dominated by a
focus on academic underperformance, to provide a place for students, parents, and teachers to
relate counter-narratives of academic success as they experienced it. Children are the
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Messengers co-created a space within the discourse of this study for the emergence of insight
useful to both transformational work in the lives of the participants and in their immediate school
community, and to the transformative discourse of socially just educational renewal.
Research Questions
This study was designed to advance the efforts of educational leaders toward this goal
through the eyes and voices of our students, their teachers, and parents. Through the voices and
experiences of these students, their teacher, and their families, this study explored their
understandings of their academic success and the view they had of themselves as learners, and
identified implications of their school success for transformative educators.
To this end, this study answered the following research questions:
1. What do low-income high-achieving students’ voices reveal about academic success
in a low-income urban elementary school?
2. What are the implications of their success stories for practice and policy in schools?
Research and Methodology
This section summarizes the qualitative methodology employed in this study to address the
research questions presented above. The sections that follow include: (a) the research approach
and methodological stance; (b) the sample, data collection method, and analysis; (c) the format
of data presentation; and (d) limitations and delimitations.
Research Approach and Methodological Stance
I conducted this qualitative intrinsic critical case study to gain insight into scholastic
achievement utilizing the voices and experiences of academically successful elementary
students, their teacher, and families, in a low-income urban public school. This study employed
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qualitative methods to capture the students’ lived experiences and the meaning that they made of
those experiences through their knowledge and words (Denzin & Lincoln, 2003; Hatch, 2002).
Case study methodology was selected for this study because the project was designed to
critically investigate a contextualized contemporary phenomenon—in this case, the perspectives
of the students as they pertained to academic success within specific boundaries (Hatch, 2002).
Case study methodology also served the constructivist and critical/feminist principles that
informed this study (Yin, 2010). This study began from the ontological and epistemological
position “that multiple realities are constructed . . . that the apprehended world makes a material
difference in terms of race gender and class,” and that knowledge is co-constructed, subjective,
and political (Hatch, 2002, p. 13).
This critical case study focused on the dynamics of power reported in the data collected
and sought to “deconstruct the established meanings and received practices that characterize the
day to day workings of school” (Giroux, 1981, p. 13) for the students, and their parents and
teacher, through the lens of their word. Children are the Messengers recognized the students and
their teachers as subjects, that is, as agents, in their world.
Participants
This study used a purposive homogeneous sample that consisted of six ethnically diverse
low-income students, representing socioeconomically and historically marginalized populations,
from one fifth-grade classroom in a low-income urban school. Their respective parents and their
classroom teacher also participated in the in-depth interviews. A total of six students, 10 parents,
and one teacher were interviewed.
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Data Collection and Analysis
The nature of the research question and the ontological paradigm framing the study
dictated the methods (Hatch, 2002; Yin, 2010). Multiple sources of data and converging lines of
evidence strengthened this study’s construct validity. Qualitative data was collected over a fourmonth period through a series of weekly participant observations and semiformal and informal
interviews with the students, their parents, and their teacher. All interview participation was
voluntary. Narratives, observations, and formal interviews were recorded in field notes and
digitally, and were transcribed verbatim immediately after recording in order to include
additional details, descriptions, and impressions while the data gathering was clear and within
my ability to recall. This method, termed contextual processing (Denzin, 2001), was essential in
a narrative inquiry and employed to create the richest possible data set and accuracy of meaning.
Elementary students’ voices and insights have been rarely represented in the literature in
part due to questions about the accuracy of the self-reported perceptions and the communication
of those perceptions during these formative years (Schultz, 2011). To this point, this study
employed multiple sources, student, parent, teacher narratives, and researcher observations to
deepen data triangulation and to inform the overall goals of the study. I returned to the students,
their parents, or their teacher with their transcriptions to confirm accuracy, a triangulation
process termed “member checking” (Hatch, 2002). I utilized the mini-narratives in these
encounters to create “nested stories” whose patterns and themes were then combined into a
unified master narrative and findings described in Chapter 4 (Clandinin & Connelly, 2000).
Data for this intrinsic ethnographic case study were analyzed through immersive pattern
analysis on an ongoing basis (Yin, 2010). The content of interview data was analyzed and coded
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to determine general categories and initial patterns. The student data were further tabulated for
intragroup comparison and to look for more specific patterns that emerged as the students made
meaning of their academic success. Identified patterns were synthesized and triangulated to
shape and identify the key findings.
Methodological Assumptions
All six students were low-income high-achieving elementary students. Access to
participants was voluntary and unrestricted. Earhart School was a representative low-income
urban elementary school. The interview participants provided honest responses. All research
data, including interview transcripts, journal entries, and observation data, were accurately
recorded and secured. The triangulation of interview data from multiple sources allowed for
sufficient reliability and validity. All participants had full access to the data to check for
accuracy.
Limitations
Narrative inquiry method is a limitation because it relies heavily on the interpretation of
the researcher and thus is subject to researcher bias. This study addressed credibility—the
believability of the findings of the study—through use of multiple data sets, thick description,
peer review, and member checking (Hatch, 2002; Lincoln & Guba, 1988; Yin, 2010). All
transcripts and recordings were kept on file and copies of interviews were provided to the
original sources upon request.
The study was limited to the conceptual frameworks of student voices and funds of
knowledge through narratives informed by the data. The students were selected by the principal
in collaboration with the classroom teachers’ recommendations based on student performance.
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The small sample size of six students and purposive convenient sampling were limitations in this
inquiry case study but beneficial and desirable because it allowed the researcher and participants
to engage in more in-depth interviews and observations to deepen the data pool and avoid
generalizations.
Another potential limitation was the emic perspective of the researcher. I was the
principal in the school during this research. This constituted a potential condition for biased
responses from students and teachers in terms of role advocacy, support, conflict, and time
(Stake, 2010). I addressed this issue, however, by utilizing an interview protocol for students that
was focused on them: their perspectives on themselves and their learning process. They were
never asked to rate teachers, fellow students, or the schools.
Delimitations
This was an intrinsic case study that only focused on issues of academic success, student
voices and funds of knowledge for six elementary school students in a low-income urban
elementary school. The findings are not automatically generalizable to any school or students
outside of those categories and are primarily relevant to a narrow class of schools that are lowincome elementary schools in urban settings. The small purposive sample also limited the
generalizability of the study and was time-bound to control the amount of analyzable data that
could be collected in 12 weeks. This study did not address all of the structures and practices that
were related to academic success. I did not utilize quantitative measures, and the research relied
heavily on the data from interviews and observations to inform its analysis and generate the
findings. In contrast to statistical generalization, this study, however, provided several analytic
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interpretations—referred to as analytic generalizations—that were generalizable to theoretical
propositions, not necessarily to populations or universes (Yin, 2010).
Definition of Terms
Definitions vary and key concepts are defined below to provide clarity. The body of
research in these areas reflects many uses and interpretations of each of the terms below. If the
terms were not clearly understood, it was possible to misuse them, resulting in
miscommunication and misinterpretation of the theoretical constructs, research results, and
interpretations of the data in this study.
Academic identity. There are both essentialist (static and stable) and individualist
(flexible and dynamic) theories of identity. Identity is an awareness and personal concept of self
(Erikson, 1968). This study utilized the psychosocial constructivist concept of identity (Erikson,
1968), whereby identity is ever evolving and engaged in successive resynthesizing, integrating
constitutional givens with drives, external influences, and experiences (Stevens, 2008). In this
study, academic identity was the awareness and personal concept of self as a learner that
dynamically integrates and reflexively resynthesizes self-awareness with the elements of its
educational ecology.
Capitalization. Capitalization is a sociological construct formulated by Bourdieu (1973,
1977) to describe the acquiring of resources that have reward value in a particular domain.
Bourdieu (1986) identified various forms of capital including social capital, cultural capital, and
economic capital. Social capital, for example, is represented by productive resources, knowledge,
and relationships that generate the power “to achieve certain ends, that in its absence would not
be possible” (Coleman, 1988, p. 98). A high school student lacking a college counselor or
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someone with knowledge of college going would lack social capital in this domain. Providing a
knowledgeable student advisor who meets regularly with the student throughout high school to
ensure that he or she meets all university requirements would constitute a form of capital for that
student.	
  
Communities of Practice. Communities of practice are formed by people who engage in a
process of collective learning in a shared domain of human endeavor. Communities of practice
are groups of people who share a concern or a passion for something they do, and learn how to
do it better as they interact regularly. They value their collective competence and learn from each
other. In pursuing their interest in their domain, members engage in joint activities and
discussions, help each other, and share information. Members of a community of practice are
practitioners. In classrooms that function as communities of practice, students and teachers
develop a shared repertoire of resources, experiences, tools, and strategies for practice: solving
problems, learning content, learning skills, negotiating meaning, and attaining goals (Wenger,
1998).
Constructivist classrooms. Constructivism is an educational philosophy that posits that
each person's knowledge is unique and that learners learn best when they take an active role in
constructing their own knowledge and negotiate meaning with others. Constructivist classrooms
are structured around the principles of sociocultural learning theory and situated or contextdependent learning. Students in a constructivist classroom engage in the social negotiation of
knowledge, collaborative participant structures, cognitive apprenticeships, and dialogic
encounters.
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Critical pedagogy. Critical pedagogy focuses on the dialectical relationship between
those without power and those with power, and advocates engaging the world with this lens to
change it and eliminate hegemony (Freire, 1970/2010; Freire & Macedo, 1998). Critical
pedagogy is agentive and situates knowledge and power within each individual. Critical
pedagogy prioritizes the process of “coming to know” or concientização, which means
developing a consciousness of awareness by reading and humanizing the world (Freire, 1973).
Within the critical pedagogy framework, the primary purpose of education, and therefore,
schools, is the praxis of freedom (Freire, 2010; Freire & Macedo, 1998).	
  
Deficit discourse. Deficit discourse is characterized by a conceptual framework that
blames unequal outcomes and sociopolitical disadvantage, educational underachievement, and
persistent poverty of marginalized populations on the students and families of color themselves
rather than on sociohistorical conditions (Darder et al., 2009; Macedo, 2006), socioeconomic
reproductivity (Bourdieu, 1973; Bowles & Gintis, 1976/2005; Carnoy & Levin, 1985), and
institutionally discriminatory structures (Giroux, 2006; McLaren, 2007). Also known as
“blaming the victim” (Ryan, 1976), deficit theory is rooted in and reinforces racial and cultural
stereotypes, which have as their theoretical foundation genetic determinism, White racial
superiority, and a unitary view of intelligence as innate, hereditary, and rankable (Gould, 1996;
Hilliard, 2001; Jensen, 1969) and cultural deficiency theory (Lewis, 1966; Moynihan, 1965;
Payne, 2013; Small, Harding, & Lamont, 2010). The culture deficit model contends that minority
cultural values, practices, and families are dysfunctional and therefore are both deterministic and
the cause of low educational and occupational attainment (Solorzano & Yossa, 2001).	
  
Dialogic classrooms. The dialogic classroom is defined as a constructivist classroom that
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functions as a community of inquiry in which students learn through dialogue (Wells & Bell,
2008). Dialogic classrooms harness the power of purposeful student talk to engage children,
stimulate and extend their thinking, and advance their understanding through joint knowledgebuilding (Mercer & Hodgkinson, 2008). Principle features of the dialogic classroom include
flexible power relations over the content and form of discourse, open and divergent questioning
to prompt inquiry, metalevel reflection, and collaborative co-construction of knowledge
(Reznitskaya, 2012).	
  
Funds of knowledge. Funds of knowledge is a conceptual framework based on the
premise developed by Gonzalez and Moll (2002) that “people are competent to have knowledge
and their life experiences have given them that knowledge.” The concept of funds of knowledge
serves as counter-narrative to a deficit discourse regarding immigrant and nondominant cultures.
Funds of knowledge refers to knowledge, skills, and relationships that can come from families,
extended families, elders, work, the community, and culture, and can consist of values, beliefs,
practices, relationships, and networks (Gonzales et al., 2005) outside of schools and dominant
institutions but serve the well being and survival of the individual, the family, and the
community (Hogg, 2011).
Intersectionality. According to Sears (2012), intersectional theory affirms that members of
affinity groups:
hold multiple social statuses (locations), according to gender, sexuality, income, social
class, age, citizen status, nationality, disability, race, and ethnicity. These multiple social
locations are experienced simultaneously, are mutually reinforcing, and therefore must be
considered in tandem rather than independently. They intersect and combine. (p. 546)
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Mastery learning. Bloom (1968) developed a systematic approach to assessment and
instruction that prioritizes criterion mastery over normative approaches, recognizes personal
learning differences, provides specific correctives, and allows for the provision of time so that
the student masters the concept before moving to new topics. The concept of mastery learning
derives from the criterion mastery method formulated by Carroll (1963). 	
  
Pedagogy of possibility. Identifies the purpose of education, and therefore schooling, as
the praxis of freedom (Freire, 1973). Pedagogy of possibility takes the position that no one
liberates anyone, no one achieves freedom alone, and that liberation is only achieved by working
in solidarity with others. With this foundation, Freirean pedagogy of possibility (Freire, 1998)
requires that in order to engage in educational practices and forge educational ecologies that
promote social justice for students and families, educators engage with students and families as
subjects, not objects of praxis, centralizing their agency and voices in the pursuit of their full
humanization (Freire, 1970/2010).	
  
Sociocultural theory. Developed by Vygotsky (1987), sociocultural theory posits that we
learn from each other. Vygotsky (1987) argued that the development of the human mind is
mediated and that learning is a process of interacting physically, cognitively, and socially, with
the tools, symbols, relationships, ideas, and phenomenon in the world. Sociocultural theory
argues that while separate, thinking and speaking are tightly interrelated in a dialectical unity and
human thought and behavior result from the integration of socially and culturally constructed
forms of mediation into human activity (Lantolf, 2000).	
  
Social justice. Sandel (2009) described justice as the optimal distribution of welfare,
freedom, and virtue in mutual service of the individual and common good. Social justice exists in
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the fair and equal distribution of these rights, privileges, and protections to all members of the
society (Rawls, 1972; Sandel, 2009). There is no essential definition of social justice (Marshall
& Oliva, 2010) but in an educational leadership context, for purposes of this study, social justice
is attained when: historically, politically, and economically marginalized students as a class
achieve comprehensively at high levels; they are fully prepared to function as critical citizen
leaders in the institutional domains of their local, national, and global settings; and their learning
environments are inclusive, student-centered, and recognize them as funds of knowledge
(McKenzie et al., 2008; Reagan, Pedulla, & Jong, 2011).
Student voice. Student voice represents a construct describing a range of processes in
policy, practice, and research to capture the perspectives and authentic thinking of students.
Myriad approaches to student voice work have evolved, most notably categorized as student
voice as individual expression as in the arts and humanities (Kamler, 2003); student voice as
political presence, participation, and agency (Fielding, 2001; Mitra, 2008); and student voice as
knowledge and constructor of meaning (Bernstein, 1971; Cook-Sather, 2009).
Summary
Elementary schooling is foundational schooling. This qualitative ethnographic case study
was conducted to learn from the voices of young, academically successful low-income students
how they came to be good students, and also to hear the voices and perspectives of their families
and teacher on their academic achievement. Nate, Stella, Alex, Isabel, Ezequiel, and Anastasia
shared their views and stories in interviews, observations, and activities on multiple occasions,
and provided full access to their families. Although the inclusion of this small number of
participants constituted a statistical limitation, the small sample allowed the participants and me
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to go deeper into the variety and richness of each of his or her experiences and to gain insight
into the power of their foundational beliefs, individual determination, dialogic and strategic
learning structure, and family funds of knowledge in how they produced and continuously
improved their excellent educational outcomes.
Organization of the Study
This study is divided into five chapters. The following describes the remainder of the
study. In Chapter 2 I present a review of the related literature with respect to student voices, and
funds of knowledge and the potential of these conceptual frameworks to provide an analytical
frame for insight into student achievement. In Chapter 3, I explicate the study’s intrinsic critical
case study methodology, participants, data, and collection methods. In Chapter 4, I discuss the
research evidence, qualitative data analysis, and findings of the study as they relate to the
students’ perceptions of how they achieved academic success. An immersive pattern analysis of
this qualitative data was conducted and described, followed by a mini-autobiographical profile of
the participants and principal findings. In Chapter 5 I offer a summary of the research findings,
conclusions of the data analysis, policy implications, and recommendations based on the
findings.
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CHAPTER TWO
REVIEW OF LITERATURE
“My philosophical conviction is that we did not come to keep the world as it is, we came to the
world in order to remake the world. We have to change reality.”
--Paulo Freire, World Conference on Literacy, 1996
“What would happen if we treated the student as someone whose opinion mattered?”
--Michael Fullan, The New Meaning of Educational Change
Introduction
The American common school evolved into the present-day public educational system
with norms, practices, and master narratives rooted in 19th- and 20th-century industrialism that
reproduced economic stratification, generated hegemonic master narratives, and silenced and
marginalized low-income students and their families from educational structures of influence
(Bowles & Gintis, 1976; Bowles, Gintis, & Groves, 2005; Darder, 2009; McLaren, 2007;
Rudduck, 2006). For low-income, marginalized students and their families, there is a destructive
gap between the egalitarian master narrative of education as the road to freedom in a meritocracy
and the lived legacy of institutionalized educational and sociopolitical discrimination (Macedo,
2006). The hegemonic and reproductive structure of urban public schooling has situated all
“failure” in the individual and not in the historical conditions that shape American society and its
public schools, and on that basis, has excluded the voices, cultural and personal capital, and
agency of those students and families from governance, instruction, curriculum, knowledge, and
discourse of schooling (Aronowitz, 1981; Ayers, Quinn, & Stovall, 2009; Cook-Sather, 2009;
Darder, 2014; Giroux, 2006; Gonzales et al., 2005; Noguera, 2008; Stanton-Salazar, 2011).
The purpose of this qualitative critical case study was to provide a platform for the voices
and perspectives of six high-achieving low-income elementary students, their parents, and
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teacher in an urban public school to gain insight into nature of their academic success. In contrast
and response to historical patterns of exclusion and deficit-thinking, Children Are the
Messengers focuses on the students as subjects not objects of research, and chose student voices
as its legitimate and primary source of knowledge for this study.
This literature review was purposed to survey the history, roles, and impact of student
voices and funds of knowledge from a Freirean perspective of “reading the world” as it pertains
to life in schools. This literature review is designed to contribute to an understanding of the value
of student voices and funds of knowledge in education and, for social justice leaders at all levels,
to illuminate pathways of agency, belief, and program design to make students more successful
and schools and classrooms more socially just.
Overview and Limitations
This review of the literature begins with a summary of the historical backdrop of the
emergence of the student voice movement in the late 20th century and provides a theoretical and
material context for situating the evolving role and value of student voices and family funds of
knowledge in educational research and school reform. The review then narrows its focus on the
typologies of student voices and family funds of knowledge that framed this study. Consistent
with the focus of this study on student perspectives on learning, this review of student voice
literature is not exhaustive, and is limited to the field of education and to publications in English.
This literature review was designed to contribute to an understanding of student voices and funds
of knowledge as they pertained to academic performance in schools and classrooms.
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Positionality
This review of the student voice and funds of knowledge conceptual frameworks was
informed by principles of social justice, critical theory, and Freirean pedagogy of possibility.
This review and this study were designed to help transformational leaders—through insights
provided by the voices of students and their families—gain a greater understanding of how highachieving students and their families perceive and approach academic success and how schools
and classrooms can be shaped to produce more socially just educational and social outcomes for
its historically marginalized populations. I limited the review of both student voices and funds of
knowledge to the literature connecting these concepts to schools and classrooms. In order to
conduct the review in a manner consistent with the qualitative methodology of the study and
commitment to reciprocity, I employed an organic review process beginning with the study’s
defined research questions while exercising openness to related information that emerged during
the review.
Review of Literature
Student Voices in Education
Student voice, as a valid source of data in research and policy, is based on the premise
that “young people have unique perspectives on learning, teaching, and schooling; that their
insights warrant not only the attention but also the responses of adults, and that they should be
afforded opportunities to actively shape their education” (Cook-Sather, 2006, p. 360). The
concept of student voices describes an evolving repositioning of the role of student ideas,
perspectives, and participation over the past four decades in the discourse and design of
educational reform, research, and renewal (Cook-Sather, 2006).
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Student voices is not, however, a singularly defined phenomenon but is rather a term that
is applied in a variety of contexts and represents a range of approaches and practices, and
therefore lacks a single clear and definite meaning. A closer examination of the term in the
educational literature revealed three general categories of use of student voices that are not
mutually exclusive: student voice as individual expression, as in the arts and humanities
(Kamler, 2003); student voice as political presence, consultant, participation, and agency
(Fielding, 2001, 2004, 2009; Holdsworth, 2000; Mitra, 2001, 2008; Rudduck & McIntyre, 2007;
Werder & Otis, 2010); and student voice as generator of knowledge and constructor of meaning
(Arnot & Reay, 2007; Bernstein, 1971; Cook-Sather, 2002, 2006, 2009; Fielding, 2004;
Johnston, 2012; Mercer & Hodgkinson, 2008; Mortimer & Scott, 2013; Rudduck & Flutter,
2004). This review will focus on the latter two typologies—student voice as
participant/consultant and co-constructor of knowledge—which framed this study.
In the literature, this construct was labeled “student voice,” “learner voice,” “children’s
voice,” and “pupil voice,” and for the purposes of this review, these terms, largely synonymous,
were all captured under the concept of “student voice.” In this review, I excluded literature on
adult voice and adult learning and limited my sources to journal articles, papers, keynote
speeches, and books that addressed student voice in theory and practice within primary,
elementary, secondary, and undergraduate settings. Although the student voice movement exists
in a variety of countries, due to the limited scope of this study and for purposes of manageability,
I only utilized sources published in English, which resulted in a preponderance of publications
from Canada, Australia, the United Kingdom, and the United States. Although there were
influential contributions to student voice work from the alternative, private school domain,
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including Maria Montessori (2012) and A. S. Neil and Lamb (1995), this review of the literature
focused on student voice in the public sector in order to address existing patterns of constraints
and opportunities, and to inform efforts to strengthen democratic transformative education,
where the majority of historically and socially disenfranchised students, and those included in
this study, were being educated.
Emergence of Student Voice in Research and Policy
Considering that the child should be fully prepared to live an individual life in society
and brought up in the spirit of ideals proclaimed in the Charter of the United Nations, and
in particular, in the spirit of peace, dignity, tolerance, freedom, equality, and solidarity . .
. States Parties shall assure to the child who is capable of forming his or her own views,
the right to express those views freely in all matters affecting the child [Article 12] . . .
The child shall have right to freedom of expression: this right shall include freedom to
seek, receive, and impart information and ideas of all kinds regardless of frontiers, either
orally, in writing or in print, in the form of art, or through any other media of the child’s
choice [Article 13]
-- General Assembly Resolution 44/25, United Nations Convention
on the Rights of the Child, Adopted November 20,1989
On September 2, 1990, General Assembly Resolution 44/25 of the United Nations
Convention on the Rights of the Child was passed. Classifying a child as every human being
below the age of 18 years, the United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child [UNCRC]
developed this resolution to set a global standard and codify fundamental rights for children
consistent with its principles recognizing that “the inherent dignity and the equal and inalienable
rights of all members of the human family is the foundation of freedom, justice, and peace in the
world” (United Nations, 1989). Acknowledging and respecting the importance of the traditions
and cultural values—and the tremendous variation between and within nations—the UNCRC
articulated a spectrum of rights for children, ranging from the right to life to the right to be heard
in judicial proceedings. Among these rights, as captured in Articles 12, 13, and 14 of the
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Resolution, were the right to be heard, freedom of expression, freedom of thought, and access to
information from diverse sources for “his or her social, spiritual and moral well-being and
physical and mental health” [Article 17]. Although not without significant debate and
controversy, this 1989 UNCRC resolution captured a global shift toward recognizing the
importance of children’s voices and influenced social and educational policy in many countries,
including the United States and the United Kingdom (Thomson, 2011).
According to Mitra (2008), the focus on student voice in school governance and decisionmaking dates back to the creation of student government at the George Junior Republic School in
Freeville, New York, in 1894. The main purpose for establishing student government was to
provide active citizenship opportunities but the scope of student voice was limited to activity
planning—to the exclusion of school reform discourse (Johnson, 1991, as cited in Mitra, 2008).
The emergence of civil rights and other social movements in the 1960s marked a shift in student
government roles from activities and events to more adversarial and politicized stances (Johnson,
1991). The National Education Association advocated for student voice and the guarantee of
basic student rights to peaceful assembly, free speech and association, freedom from
discrimination, and the right to participate in school governance (Mitra, 2008). Schmuck and
Schmuck (1990) studied student councils extensively and reported that another role shift
occurred in the 1970s, characterized by a depoliticizing of school leadership bodies and a return
to a nonadversarial internal focus on activities and volunteerism.
The 1960s shift of focus from activities to activism was not limited to the United States;
indeed, it found fertile soil in the United Kingdom as well where, in contrast, a strong “student
voice through participation” movement (Mitra, 2006) was reflected in practice at the local levels
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and in policy at the local institutional and governmental levels (Bragg, 2007a; Breslin, 2011;
Fielding, 2001). One branch of the student voice movement focused on student voice in service
of the principles of active citizenry, social justice, democratic society, and children’s rights.
Student voice as democratic participation began to gain attention in the literature as a part of the
democratic movement emerging from the 1950s and early 1960s in England. Fielding (2004,
2005, 2009, 2011) has written extensively on student voice and democracy and described this
movement as person-centered education for democratic fellowship within schools, centralizing
student voice as agentive participation (2011). In these early “shared responsibility” (Case, 1966)
schools, like Epping House, headmastered by Howard Case from 1958 to 1974, and London’s St.
George-in-the-East Secondary School under Alex Bloom’s leadership from 1948 to 1955,
students met weekly with faculty, chaired the meetings, negotiated school policies, and
collaborated on governance decisions in an environment of reciprocity (Fielding, 2009).
As student voice became adopted by governmental policy and in practice, it became
synonymous with more limited types of student participation, Fielding (2001) cautioned
critically against its exploitation as an additional measure of control (p.123) and advocated a
typology of student voice that “helps us go beneath the surface of student involvement and begin
to ask searching questions about the nexus of power and purposes that lie at the heart of these
developments” (Fielding, 2011, p. 11). These earlier schools were characterized by an approach
not utilizing student voices to create better positioning (i.e. “we know what our students want as
customers”) within the economic marketplace, but as centers of democratic inquiry and
collaboration to co-create a more just and fulfilling life for oneself and others. A staunch
opponent to what he termed the “corrosive nature of market-led schooling,” Fielding (2011,
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p.10) critically advocated for student voice as participation, patterns of partnerships, and
intergenerational fellowship within school settings, as essential prerequisites to a healthy
democracy (Fielding & Moss, 2011). Fielding (2011) argued that current student voice educators
would benefit from revisiting and reclaiming these more radical traditions because they will
inspire democratic work in schools, rekindle radical aspirations that have been “either forgotten
about, marginalized, or denied . . . and that these alternative traditions offer an important
practical and intellectual resource for many adults and young people working in the field” (p. 9).
In the 1970s, student voice policy in the United Kingdom focused largely on student
voice as consultation and participation (Rudduck, 2006). Inspired by the intense politics of the
previous decade in the 1970s and 1980s, public education crafted a more inclusive and voicefriendly social studies curriculum, more integrated humanities, and the development of Personal
and Social Education, which evolved into Personal Social Health and Economics Education. In
the 1980s and early 1990s, the government launched the Technical and Vocational Education
Initiative that provided:
a broad, balanced curriculum that encompassed the vocational alongside (rather than
instead of) the academic . . . [doing much] to introduce the principles of equality of
opportunity to a curricular and extra-curricular discourse that was becoming increasingly
“voice-friendly” and on which the proponents of student councils and student as
researcher programmes began to build. (Breslin, 2011, p. 58)
Student voice assumed an even more central position in public education policy
following the 1998 report Education for Citizenship and the Teaching of Democracy in Schools
(Crick, 1998), which placed engaged students at the heart of the Citizenship Education
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curriculum (Breslin, 2011). In 2002, Citizenship Education became a statutory part of the British
educational system, providing a foundation for the inclusion and expansion of student voice
(Breslin, 2007).
The following year, the Labour government launched an expansive outcomes-initiative,
Every Child Matters, throughout England and Wales, which included as a significant component
consulting children and involving young people in the design and delivery of educational
services (Chemenais, 2011). Every Child Matters was, tragically, inspired by the death of a child,
Victoria Climbie, who suffered extensive cruelty and abuse at the hands of her guardians. Her
death illuminated and forefronted the failings of police, health, and social services to protect and
save Victoria’s life on 12 occasions in less than a year. With implications for the schools and
disenfranchised children, the Laming’s Inquiry reported these services as
poorly coordinated, not sharing information, lacking accountability, being poorly
managed and being short of appropriately trained frontline workers . . . . ECM placed a
moral obligation on maintained schools in England and Wales in partnership with other
service and agencies to work together to improve the life chances of all children and
young people, particularly those of the most vulnerable. It also acknowledged the rights,
voice, and choice of children and young people, irrespective of their cultural and
economic background. (p. 47)
In terms of children’s voices, in designing Every Child Matters and the UK Children Act of
2004, Tony Blair’s Labour government consulted with children and their families on what results
and expectations were of the most importance to them (Chemenais, 2011).
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Student Voice as Agentive Leadership
The student voice movement continued to evolve in the 1990s and early 21st century
within the context of power relationships, constituting an operative definition in the literature
connecting agency, action, presence, participation, and power in service of school reform
(Fielding, 2004; Mitra, 2008; Rudduck, 2007) and educational research (Arnot et al., 2004;
Bradley, Deighton, & Selby, 2004; Mitra, Sanders, & Perkins, 2010). This conception of student
voices presupposes the primary purpose of student voice in education as agentive: to develop
themselves as effective leaders that will generate more democratic power relationships and
meaningful school change (Mitra, 2008). Within this typology, student voice is characterized as
agentive leadership along a participation and impact continuum ranging from the lowest level of
student voice, listening, to the highest, which entails collaborative participation as coresearchers
(Fielding & Bragg, 2003), coinitiators (Hart, 1992) codesigners of curriculum (Lee &
Zimmerman, 1999).
Rudduck and Flutter (2000) also advocated for student voice as active citizenship and the
importance of utilizing students authentically in school decision making. The authors
emphasized the importance of acknowledging that the radical and subversive nature of authentic
voice can result in direct and indirect institutional resistance. Fielding (2004) and Rudduck and
McIntyre (2007) cautioned practitioners and researchers to beware of institutional exploitation of
student voice that objectifies students and utilizes student voice for performativity purposes or
inauthentically within managerial discourses.
Student voice as active citizenship and youth-adult partnerships (Camino, 2000)
initiatives for young students have varied in scope and purpose (Cook-Sather, 2011; Jones &
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Perkins, 2004; Percy-Smith & Thomas, 2009; Pollard & Triggs, 2000; Thomson & Holdsworth,
2003). Kenworthy (2011) described one student voice initiative that involved 26 young students,
ages four to 13 years old, recruited to work with architects and developers on a neighborhood
regeneration project. Sponsored by Discover, a London-based creative arts and learning center,
students were engaged regularly over a four-year period as consultants on the design of shopping
center. Students went on field trips to gather ideas, which they developed and shared in a series
of workshops. Kenworthy (2011) reported that students were clear on their purpose to provide
meaningful input, and that in terms of citizenship education, they expressed that they had a right
to be involved because they were members of the new shopping center community. Students
indicated that they provided a children’s perspective, that they learned how decisions were
reached, that the adults listened to them, and that they should be involved because it was their
neighborhood, and they would think of things that adults would not (Kenworthy, 2011).
Samways and Seal (2011) described a middle/high school where pupil voice was embedded
throughout the school day, and the leadership team served two purposes: a means for improving
teaching and learning and a means for students to develop a sense of being an active part of a
democratic learning community. Morgan and Porter (2011) described a student researcher’s
project at middle/high school where students were active researchers and not passive objects of
the research. Bishton and Lindsay (2011) described utilizing a variety of research methods to
access student voices with a special needs population.
Student’s Critical Voices Inform School Reform
The constructivist feminist practice of accessing student voices as consultants and
communicators of lived experiences provided valuable insight into school and classroom
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practices for purposes of reform (Cook-Sather, 2009; Fine & Weis, 1998; Oldfather, 1995). In
the seminal study, Learning to Labour, Willis (1977), by providing working class boys an
opportunity to talk about their lives, their families, their schooling, and their perspectives on the
future, studied how they tended to remain in working-class jobs. As Arnot and Reay (2007)
described it:
He saw what they saw – a systematic oppression of the working classes – and learnt
about how they resisted but also reinterpreted their destinies as manual labourers within a
capitalist economy. Although criticized for its romanticisation of such forms of
“resistance”, its lack of real political engagement and its structuralist dualisms, this
research established the parameters of critical voice research which grew rapidly. (p. 313)
Studies like these are based on feminist constructivist “standpoint theory,” which holds student
voices as valid sources of information, accepting that “marginalized groups can themselves
become subjects—authors of knowledge speaking from a particular standpoint, an experience,
and a location. They could articulate their own ways of knowing and their own knowledges”
(Harding, 2004, p. 4; see Arnot & Reay, 2007, for critique of this theory). Controlling
analytically for singularity and essentialism, studies conducted within the standpoint theory
framework have utilized student voices for both researchers and participants to gain a deeper
understanding of important phenomena such as dropping out (Fine, 1991; Smyth & Hattam,
2001) and disaffected students (Cruddas, 2001; Riley & Docking, 2004). Fine (1991), in her
classic voice study, Framing Dropouts, accessed the previously silenced voices of those
marginalized students who had dropped out of an urban New York high school with a
predominantly low-income and ethnic minority population. Allowing the students to speak for
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themselves, Fine’s (1991) critical ethnography revealed that the major causes of their 67%
average drop out rate were not located in student apathy or dysfunction, as promoted in the
prevailing narrative of the era. Instead, at this seemingly benign, traditional, comprehensive
urban public high school under study, racial privilege, tracking systems, discriminatory
discipline systems, unresponsive teachers and leadership, and lack of academic rigor and support
for the majority of students actually functioned as an effective “discharge factory” (p. 7) to
produce drop-outs. Smyth (2011), a Canadian researcher, also accessed student voices in his
critical ethnography, examining issues of early school leaving, finding that there were school
cultures that “were hostile to young people in some instances and hospitable to them in others”
(Smyth, 2007, p. 636). Student interview data produced categories of school responsiveness,
resulting in a “cultural geography” of the school around early school leaving (Smyth & Hattam,
2004, pp.162–163). Cruddas (2001) provided a platform for secondary female students with
emotional and behavioral difficulties to talk about their experiences, share their perspectives, and
offer insight into how to improve their school and their lives in school. Yonemura-Wing and
Noguera (2007), in response to high drop-out rates and low college acceptance rates among
minority students at a middle-class urban high school, interviewed high school students in a
mixed-methods study of the Diversity Project. In the published document, “Unfinished
Business,” students authored some of the chapters, and their interview data revealed numerous
findings including de facto racial tracking, racial segregation in extra-curricular activities,
unequal access to information and resources, low levels of rigor in non-AP courses, math scores
used as gatekeeper factors, lack of counseling and quality control in course selection for average
and underachieving students, and limited access to college preparatory classes and resources for
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non-AP students (Yonemura-Wing & Noguera, 2007). The authors labeled these student voices
as “Songs of Experience.” These findings were shared with the high school and school board and
resulted in multiple recommendations and changes, including the creation and implementation of
a parent center, mentoring program, more equitable advisory system, a more expanded student
resource center, and stronger course alignment with the state’s university requirements
(Yonemura-Wing & Noguera, 2007). Student and family perspectives as critical voices served as
a methodology for a number of studies conducted in the domain that has come to be termed
culturally responsive schooling and pedagogy. Hollins and Spencer (1990) interviewed both
elementary and secondary students on their perspectives on school and their classrooms and
found that students preferred classrooms that had high levels of relationship between students
and teachers, and where that existed, motivation and achievement were increased. In a study by
Lee (1999), low-achieving high school students reported that perceived racism, teachercenteredness in classrooms, and lack of caring created academic apathy, scholastic failure, and
school leaving. Howard (2001) sought African American students’ perceptions of the learning
environments that they identified as culturally responsive. Howard (2001) found that students
identified teacher caring, teacher desire for their academic success, high expectations
accompanied by high support, and community-type classroom environments led to student
motivation and success. The research field of culturally responsive education continues to
expand and evolve from early researchers’ focus on principles of cultural awareness, culturespecific learning styles, and curriculum congruency, to a greater examination of systemic
structures, neuroscience of learning, and utilization of student voice (Banks & Banks, 2013;
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Darder, 2014; Gay, 2010; Giroux, 2009; Hollins & Spencer, 1990; hooks, 2003; Ladson-Billings,
2009; Landsman & Lewis, 2011; Nieto, 2005; Noddings, 1992).
Conceptual Problems with Student Voice
Student voice construct is not without its theoretical tensions and ambiguities.
Researchers have questioned the multiple definitions of student voice (Cook-Sather, 2009;
Robinson & Taylor, 2007) and its cooptation by policymakers (Fielding, 2004; Rudduck, 2007).
Poststructuralists have challenged its validity as a construct in research (Archer, 2003;
Chadderton, 2011; Fielding, 2004; Jackson, 2003; Lather, 2007), while critical theorists
expressed concern about power symmetry (Christensen & Prout, 2002; Gunaratnam, 2003;
Jackson & Mazzei, 2008). Constructivists have extended student voice to include classroom
participant structures and knowledge building (Huber & Hutchings, 2005) while scholars warn of
the confusion with the metaphor of voice within the field of writing (Gilbert, 1989; Kamler,
2003). The ever-evolving 21st-century hyperdigitalization of communication and media access
has intensified, expanded, and accelerated the exercise and expectation of the right to voice in
various forms throughout all sectors of society, including the youth and student populations
(Ahn, 2011; Buckingham & Willet, 2013), providing both challenges and opportunities to
schools and classrooms (Hagler, 2013; Maguth & Harshman, 2013; O’Keefe & Clarke-Pearson,
2011). These conceptual ambiguities are, therefore, at once problematic and potentially
beneficial in illuminating a clearer pathway forward as researchers and practitioners apply
student voice work to transformatively improve the educational, economic, and citizenship life of
all students and their families (Czerniawski & Kidd, 2011; Cook-Sather, 2009; Fielding, 2004).
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Thomson (2011) cited a number of conceptual problems as well as problems with
application in research and educational settings. Thomson (2011), an educational researcher from
the United Kingdom, identified six categories of conceptual problems with approaches to student
voice: singularity, purpose, embodiment, authenticity, language, and etiquette. Singularity is the
unrealistic implication that children’s voice represents a unified or single view, and thus fails to
recognize the principle of intersectionality—and the reality that children, like adults, are not
homogeneous. Thomson (2011) pointed out that children are asked or children choose to exercise
voice for a variety of reasons and that the changing purposes and contexts will produce different
types of data and responses. Thomson (2011) cited Hadfield and Haw’s (2001) three types of
voice: authoritative (voice represented in governance); critical, that challenges the status quo;
and therapeutic, that discusses life’s circumstances and feelings (Thomson, 2011, p.22).
“Embodiment” referred to the privileging of speech over other forms of expression, and
“authenticity” also referred to privileging voice as more truthful over other expressions, failing to
take into account the contextual possibilities such as coerced speech, or the participant saying
one thing to one person and something different to a different person (Thomson, 2011). Given
that contemporary urban student populations are often immersed in multiple genres of
communication, including digital communication that can consist of images and music, voice has
become only one part of communication, and accepting “language” expressions as the whole
truth could ignore multiple sources of the individual’s lived experience. Finally, Thomson (2011)
cautioned researchers and educators to avoid imposing etiquette, defining etiquette as “voice
[that] must be exercised in particular ways and at particular times” (p. 24). This act, Thomson
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(2011) explained, could eliminate valuable speech that might be critical, defiant, uncomfortable,
or not expressed through protocol.
In response to the rise of student voice initiatives, Fielding (2004) also argued that too
little attention was paid by reformers and researchers to the theoretical foundations and
implications of employing student voices as a methodology. Fielding (2004) warned that the rise
of these initiatives constituted a dangerous faddism because students were frequently not being
engaged critically, and asymmetrical power relationships remained unaltered. For Fielding
(2004), “Transformation requires a rupture of the ordinary . . . a transformation of what it means
to be a student; what it means to be a teacher . . . [and] it requires the intermingling and
interdependence of both” (p. 296). Christensen (2002) proposed methods to establish ethical
symmetry in research.
In addition to problematizing voice theoretically, researchers have identified practical
challenges in applying student voice work in research and educational settings (Arnot & Reay,
2007; Cook-Sather, 2009; Fielding, 2009). Following an agentive view of student voice,
Thomson (2011) and others identified the following potential pitfalls: (a) tokenism—practices
that involved student voices superficially but in which students were not allowed to participate in
change (Atweh & Burton, 1995; Fielding 2004; Thomson & Gunter, 2006; and (b) selectivity—
only popular or “good” students are selected to be heard, and “difficult” student voices are left
out (Bragg, 2001; Fielding, 2004; Johnston & Nichols, 1995; Silva, 2001). Other problems listed
by Thomson (2011) were: (c) conversations center more frequently on events and fundraising
and less on school policy (Klein, 2003); (d) lack of preparation—students are not properly
prepared by sponsors or mentors to access voices in a way that the voices will be representative
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(Lundy, 2007); (e) lack of follow-up on student input; (f) students are asked more about learning
preferences than about pedagogy and knowledge; and (g) voice activities are seen as
extracurricular rather than as essential to school learning and achievement (Thomson, 2011).
Cook-Sather (2006) argued that while student voice matters and student voice initiatives
can address power imbalances, develop institutional listening, provide valuable information, help
others to recognize their power, engender mutual respect, and foster citizenship education,
negative aspects remain. Like Mitra (2006), Cooke-Sather (2006) warned against tokenism and
uncritical essentialism that lead to incorrectly assigning a monolithic quality to the term (Peters
& Burbules, 2004). Cook-Sather (2006) described other issues, including a patronizing, “aren’t
they sweet” attitude, which “romanticizes voice but does not contribute to understanding or
analysis of the issues or concerns that are important to children” (Pollard, Thiessen, & Filer,
1997, cited in Cook-Sather, 2006, p. 368). Cook-Sather (2006) reported that in England, student
voices have been used against teachers and voice input has been used as “decoration” when, for
example, voices were sought to provide the appearance of collaboration after decisions have
already been made. Focus on voice can also distract from the power and meaning of silence
when silence is an informed choice after not being heard or resulting from fear or resistance
(Hadfield & Haw, 2001). Kamler (2003) and Gilbert (1989) described the confusion that can
arise when the metaphor of “voice” as student individual expression in the subject area of writing
overlaps with the presentation of student ideas in content, obscuring “the difference between the
writer (she who writes) and the text (that which is written)” (p. 22 ).
Student voice in the constructivist classroom is also constituted by being known. Student
lived experiences, positions in the world, funds of knowledge, and rich, active thinking comprise
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the constellation of that individual’s voice (Cook-Sather, 2011; Cushman, 2003; Hadfield &
Haw, 2001; Hutchings & Huber, 2005; Smyth & Hattam, 2004), and transformative education is
impossible without the active context of each student’s “word” (Freire, 1970/2010; Giroux,
1988. Fritz-Mauer and Mausner (2009) examined student interview data from a variety of studies
and reported that students wanted to be known; they focused on two general categories: personal
connections and learning styles. Personal connections required that the teacher: (a) functioned as
a sincere listener and encourager, (b) was friendly and open to learning from the students, (c)
was not afraid to share their humanity and compassionately respected the complex lives of their
students, and (d) appreciated that students lives exist beyond school and demonstrated
understanding and exercised flexibility with each student as an individual.
With regard to learning styles, when students were not being “known,” they voiced
comments like, “The new [subject] teacher, she doesn’t respect the way we learn [because] some
of us learn at a slower pace than others and she has no respect for the slower ones” (Wilson &
Corbett, 2007, p. 292) and
I have teachers this year, two teachers this year, that just teach the same way and it
doesn’t work for some people in the class, and one teacher especially when somebody
doesn’t understand something, she just assumes they were slacking off or something so
she’ll call their house and be like. “Oh your son or daughter wasn’t doing this” but it
doesn’t work. She teaches one way and it doesn’t work for everybody. You have to
realize you’re teaching a variety of people, and each person learning differently, some
people learn visually, some repeating stuff and some people-its just different in how a
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person teaches and that’s why a teacher should try as much as possible to teach in
different ways if possible. (Fritz-Mauer & Mausner, p. 28–29)
Another student commented, “I’m not real comfortable asking for help from the teacher. I don’t
know why. But it’s because they don’t listen to you. I just prefer to talk to my mom and dad and
my brother” (Fritz-Mauer & Mausner, p. 26). In contrast, when a teacher demonstrated an
interest in the students as unique learners, this student perceived interest and connected
differently with the teacher, shifting from object to subject of the interaction and awakening
consciousness:
In history the first day, my teacher passed out a paper with a couple of questions about
how you learn-like: what type of issues do you have with history, do you like it? That
was the first time a teacher seemed to actually care about how a student learns, so she
could meet their needs. It made me think about how I learn-I never thought about it
before, because I’d never been asked. (p. 28)
Students voiced that it was important that teachers understood and honored that each student has
his or her own subject-specific experiences and learning style, and the reality of what that means,
in terms of the need to have a variety of ways of delivering and structuring instruction and
participation, and demonstrating learning (Fritz-Mauer & Mausner, 2009). Knowing students is
manifested by student voice in the constructivist classroom and therefore requires reciprocal
engagement, counter-hegemonic mindfulness, and listening (Arnot &Reay, 2007; Cook-Sather,
2009; Fielding, 2004; Freire, 1999/2009; Giroux, 2006; Johnston, 2012).
Nieto (1994) advocated that silenced communities had a right to be heard, and called
upon educators not just to provide the opportunity for them to speak but to listen and learn.
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Cook-Sather (2009) and other researchers examined several typologies that foreground
“listening” in student voice work, including listening for raw knowledge, listening through
collaboration, and listening through student leadership (Holdsworth, 2000; Lee & Zimmerman,
2001; Mitra, 2008; Thiessen, 1997; Thomson & Holdsworth, 2003). Mortimer and Scott (2013)
examined the function and value of teacher interactive dialogic communicative structures. They
identified dialogic practices that encouraged community inquiry and exploratory talk, resulting in
students successfully advancing past the edge of their knowledge to build new schema. Alcoff
(1995) warned against hegemonic institutional-driven listening that could result in reproducing
imbalanced power relationships and “reinscripting” existing hierarchies (p. 250). Cook-Sather
(2006), Mitra (2008), Schultz (2011), and Werder and Otis (2010) argued for a new dimension of
listening that involves co-creating generative spaces where students as subjects design their own
projects and write their own chapters in research. Researchers (Fielding, 2004; Gunther, 2005;
Hart, 1997; Lodge, 2005; Mitra, 2008) recognized that student voices were employed for a range
of purposes that dictated the particular roles of student voices and their listeners. They advocated
that researchers and educators understand that for these relationships to be agentive and mutually
transformative, “listening and speaking are the twin responsibilities of all parties” (Cook-Sather,
2009, p. 377).
Student Voice in the Constructivist Classroom
“In the acoustic of the school, whose voice gets listened to?”
--Arnot et al., 2007
Cook-Sather (2009) advocated for the conception of student voice to encompass the role
and participatory relationships of students within schools and classrooms:
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Student voice in its most profound and radical form, calls for a cultural shift that opens
up spaces and minds not only to the sound but also to the presence and power of students
. . . “student voice” as a term asks us to connect the sound of students speaking not only
with those students experiencing meaningful, acknowledged presence, but also with their
having the power to influence analyses of, decisions about, and practices in schools. (p.
363)
Huber and Hutchings (2005) advocated for the classroom as a space for extending student voice
into curriculum, pedagogy, and participant structures, because “essential questions about
meaning making and identity are inextricably linked to how students do their work and think
about education” (p. 8). Hadfield and Haw (2001) characterized student voice as a form of
generative participation that went beyond the mere expression of viewpoints to a fundamentally
engaged presence generating valuable knowledge in the spaces and communities that shape their
lives.
In the constructivist classroom, student voice is validated by classroom membership, and
the student is considered a source and partner in generating knowledge (Alexander, 2008;
Johnston, 2012; Nieto, 1998). Thus, voice is required. In the constructivist classroom:
Teachers are reconstructing their roles as mediators of students’ encounters with their
social and physical worlds and as facilitators of students’ interpretations and
reconceptualizations . . . Drawing on the work of Habermas (1972, 1984), rich
communicative relationships are born of open discourse (Taylor & Campbell-Williams,
1993) oriented towards understanding and respecting the meaning perspectives of others.
Open discourse gives rise to opportunities for students to (1) negotiate with the teacher
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about the nature of their learning activities, (2) participate in the determination of
assessment criteria and undertake self-assessment and peer-assessment, (3) engage in
collaborative and open-ended inquiry with fellow students, and (4) participate in
reconstructing the social norms of the classroom. (Taylor, Fraser, & Fisher, 1999, p. 295)
Student voice is expressed and heard through participation, questioning, exploring thinking,
metacognition, expressing and challenging ideas, collaborative problem solving, making
connections, engaging relevant information, social learning , and utilizing their “word” in
curricular content (Adler, Rougle, Kaiser, & Caughlan, 2003; Fletcher & Portalupi, 2001;
Gregory, 2007; Johnston, 2012; Mortimer & Scott, 2003; Nichols, 2006; Nieto, 1998).
In constructivist classrooms, children are not patronized or treated as inferior, and
children engage in dialogue with peers and adults to seek, gain, share, develop, and exchange
knowledge (Cook-Sather, 2006; Mercer & Littleton, 2007). One example of pupil voice with
young students was a constructivist voice initiative with second graders, called the
@ClassroomTweets Project (CTP). CTP involved and taught students to contribute to a shared
Twitter stream, engage in shared dialogue, demonstrate understanding of self-selected topics, and
receive feedback (Waller, 2010). Waller (2010) reported that this project developed digital
literacy skills, promoted participation by previously disengaged writers, provided immediate
feedback that students enjoyed and sought, engaged students in learning as a social endeavor,
and promoted and centralized pupil voices. In contrast to Rudduck’s (2005) and Thomson’s
(2011) stated concerns that audiences sometimes encourage pupil voice but lack a genuine
interest in what they have to say, this project expanded into email usage and connected second
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graders with other students around the world with whom they entered into meaningful dialogues
and information exchanges (Waller, 2010).
In constructivist classrooms and educational spaces, student voice work can incorporate
students’ lived experiences as context or content for reading and writing (Calkins, 1994;
Johnston, 2012; Nichols, 2008). These student-centered activities can range from audio diaries
(Jones & Isay, 2008) and spoken word poetry (Lane, 2013) to connection-driven social inquiry
curriculum as typified by the Erin Gruwell and the Freedom Writers (The Freedom Writers &
Filipovic, 1999; Gruwell & The Freedom Writers, 2009; The Freedom Writers & Gruwell,
2007). In Chicago, David Isay, a local media producer, gave two teenagers a tape recorder and
asked them to create an audio diary of their lives in a Chicago housing project (Jones & Isay,
2008). Their audio diaries later became two award-winning public radio documentaries and a
published book Our America: Life and Death on the South Side of Chicago (Jones & Isay, 2008).
Under the safe conditions of a monitored and mindful constructivist environment, sharing
personal stories as a part of the curriculum can validate students’ inner lives, contribute to the
meaning making of fellow classmates, and change lives (Christensen, 2008; Johnston, 2009;
Lane, 2013).
At the middle and elementary levels, students who are engaged in workshop approaches
(Calkins, 1994; Fletcher & Portalupi, 2001) are trained, encouraged, and provided the freedom to
engage authentically as readers and writers. They utilize their thoughts, background knowledge,
life experiences, and understandings to inquire and interact with text, information, concepts,
ideas, and social imagination to make meaning and create (Bomer, 2005; Calkins & Chiarella,
2006; Calkins & Ehrenworth, 2010; Calkins & Kesler, 2006; Calkins & Oxenhorn, 2005;
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Dorfman & Cappelli, 2007; Fletcher, 2010; Johnston & Backer, 2002). Neuroscientific research
findings on learning have indicated that learning occurs more quickly and is more likely to be
stored in long-term as well as short-term memory when new data is connected to prior
knowledge or existing schema (Marzano, 2004). Engaging student thought life and lived
experiences as academic context and content is a cognitive strategy as well as a means of
listening to students and knowing them (Bragg, 2007a; Mauer & Mausner, 2009).
At the elementary and middle constructivist classroom level where student voice roles
and purposes are multiple, listening is concomitantly varied, multidimensional, and required
(Bragg, 2007b; Cook-Sather, 2009; Gutierrez, 2008; Johnston, Ivey, & Faulkner, 2011; Thiessen,
2007; Windschitl, 2002). In the constructivist classroom, one way that student voice as
participation is exercised is in the modality of choice: choice of learning activities, academic
content, books, modes of demonstration of learning, selection of partners, access to support, time
allocation, strategies employed for mastery, communication styles, and thinking (Fletcher, 2010;
Hadfield & Haw, 2001; Hutchings & Huber, 2005; Johnston, 2012; Nichols, 2008; Paris & Ball,
2009). In the reader’s workshop and similar models, for example, students may exercise voice in
choosing the books they will read independently, the books they read as book clubs, the ideas
they will share in peer and teacher conferencing, and the reading material in which they will
apply newly learned strategies (Calkins & Tolan, 2010; Kaplan & Cole, 2003; Johnston, 2012;
Mercer, Wegerif, & Dawes, 1999).
Vygotsky (1978), under his social development theory of learning, observed that dialogue
played an essential and fundamental role in cognitive development and that students learn best
when purposeful conversations occur within the student’s respective zone of proximal
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development (in Nichols, 2006, p. 7). Nichols (2006) defined purposeful talk—sometimes
termed “accountable” talk—as having both a process and a purpose: a special dialogue where
students come together willingly and openly with the purpose of co-constructing meaning and
creating new understandings. Purposeful talk includes exploratory talk within which students are
given the space to dialogically build on their existing knowledge and curiosity by safely and
publicly asking questions, exercising their imagination, and building on the input of others
(Mortimer & Scott, 2003). In discussing a classroom observation, Mercer and Hodgkinson
(2008) described the motivational role and invitational value of exploratory talk:
This is not talk that leads to a scientifically accurate solution. The group members are
struggling at the limits of their knowledge and their ground rules are not strictly
maintained . . . but the participants stick to the task at hand; they act as if they respect one
another; they offer ideas with reasons . . . they try out tentative thoughts . . . they accept
one another’s changes of mind . . . and readily admit that they don’t know . . .
[Exploratory talk is] imperfect in terms of the reasoning and generating knowledge but
still valuable in terms of harnessing social learning to promote thinking and motivation.
(p. 68)
Under these definitions, student voice as purposeful talk is focused on both individual and
collective goals, and students are accountable to themselves and their classmates to be attentive,
mindful, positive, and generative (Allington & Johnston, 2002; Kaplan & Cole, 2003).
Purposeful talk functions to increase comprehension (Allington, 2002; Kaplan & Cole, 2003;
Jensen, 2003; Murphy et al., 2009; Sandora, Beck, & McKeown, 1999; Soter, Wilkinson,
Murphy, Rudge, Reninger, & Edwards, 2008), develop dialogic competencies (Alexander, 2008;
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Johnston, 2012; Mortimer & Scott, 2003; Nichols, 2006), access deeper understanding (Bohm,
1996; Mercer & Littleton, 2007), build community (Wenger, 1998; Wheatley, 2002), and
develop language (Goldenberg, 2004; Tharp & Gallimore, 1991).
In contrast to objectivist fixed intelligence models, student voice as purposeful talk is
premised on the neuroscientific principle of dynamic learnable intelligence (Abbott, 1997;
Dweck, 2006; Jensen, 1998; Perkins, 1995) and takes on a variety of forms in the classroom.
Perkins (1995) identified three kinds of intelligences:
neural intelligence which is what we are born with; experiential intelligence which is
specialized knowledge acquired over time as a result of what we immerse ourselves in;
and reflective intelligence which is a combination of knowledge, understanding, and
strategic ability. (p. 27)
The latter two are developed by focused dialogue that cultivates metacognitive abilities and a
learning disposition. Reznitskaya (2012) stated that in a dialogic constructivist classroom, “the
purpose of schooling shifts from the acquisition of established facts to the internalization of
intellectual competencies that underlie the development of disciplinary knowledge” (p. 448). In
classrooms with purposeful and exploratory talk, the focus shifts from traditional focus on single
right answers to multiple answers, growing ideas, thinking strategies, and the social construction
of deep meaning (Allington & Johnston, 2002; Asterhan & Schwartz, 2007; Calkins & Tolan,
2010; Mercer & Hodgkinson, 2008; Mortimer & Scott, 2003; Nichols, 2006; Soter et al., 2008).
Purposeful and accountable talk recognizes that there are different kinds of conversations,
and teaches rules of practice to maximize the productivity, richness, and effectiveness of student
dialogue (Johnston, 2012; Mortimer & Scott, 2003; Nichols, 2006). In the Teachers College
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Readers and Writers Workshop models, for example, student voice as purposeful and
accountable talk promotes social learning and is utilized in a variety of participant structures
including book talks, book clubs, read alouds, “turn and talks,” literature circles, publishing
parties, peer-to-peer conferencing, and student/teacher conferencing (Calkins, 2000; Calkins &
Ehrenworth, 2010; Calkins & Tolan, 2010; Kaplan & Cole, 2003; Mercer & Hodgkinson, 2008;
Nichols, 2006). Students and teachers are taught how to respond, how to build on the ideas of
others, and how to express agreement and disagreement, all with the purpose of generating
questions and thoughts that will extend inquiry and enhance the learning for the group (Nichols,
2006). Teaching the rules and guidelines for effective learning conversations and collaborative
inquiry is necessary to establishing an emotionally safe and intellectually invitational
conversational community (Johnston, 2012; Kaplan & Cole, 2003; Mercer & Hodgkinson, 2008;
Nichols, 2006).
Listening, Attentiveness, and a Culture of Reciprocity
Teachers learn to set up physical spaces for community talk, become more facilitative
and less directive, and provide specific types of input, feedback, prompting, scaffolding, and
release of control that encourages thinking and participation (Adler et al., 2003; Calkins, 2000;
Cimpian, Arce, Markman, & Dweck, 2007; Fletcher, 2006; Gutierrez, 2008; Hattie, 2009;
Kaplan & Cole, 2003). Student voice as purposeful talk, requires a shift in power relations
(hooks, 1994; Ladson-Billings, 2009; Nichols, 2006; Nieto, 2011; Reznitskaya, 2012) in that
both students and teachers must practice listening with intent, encouraging the ideas and thinking
of others, and interacting in ways that nourish, grow, and build upon the ideas of others as well
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as self (Calkins, 2000; Gutierrez, 2008; Johnston, 2012; Nichols, 2006; Reznitskaya, Kuo, Clark,
Miller, Jadallah, & Anderson, 2009).
Recent studies support earlier findings indicating that dialogic classrooms produced more
positive effects on student voice, engagement, and learning, in contrast to noninteractive,
authoritative teacher interactions and monologic participant structures (Junker et al., 2006;
Murphy, Soter, Wilkinson, Hennessey, & Alexander, 2009; Sandora et al., 1999; Soter et al.,
2008). Student voice as knowledge source and purposeful talk is enhanced when curricular and
pedagogical choices are made that inspire thinking, provide students opportunities to make
connections, inspire inquiry and problematizing, and employ their lived experiences discursively
(Alexander, 2008; Calkins, 2000; Fletcher, 2015; Gutierrez, 2004; Howard, 2008; Mercer &
Hodgkinson, 2008; Nichols, 2006; Reznitskaya et al., 2009). Teachers can create conditions that
invite student voice, purposeful talk, and conversational communities through the use of mentor
texts (Allington, 2002; Calkins, 2002; Dorfmann & Cappelli, 2007; Fletcher, 2001), making
connections (Calkins & Kesler, 2006; Calkins & Tolan, 2010; Darder, 2014; Edmiston & Enciso,
2002), culturally responsive curriculum and pedagogy (Banks, 2013; Gay, 2010; Landsman &
Lewis, 2011; Nieto, 2005; Paris, 2012), and creating welcoming spaces for diverse sharing styles
and student funds of knowledge (Alexander, 2008; Au & Jordan, 1981; Banks, 2013; Campano,
2007; Fletcher, 2006; Gutiérrez, 2008; Gutiérrez, Morales, & Martinez, 2009; Hollie, 2011;
Ladson-Billings & Gillborn, 2005; Mortimer & Scott, 2003; Paris, 2012; Reznitskaya, Glina, &
Oyler, 2011).
In summary, within the field of constructivist pedagogy is a body of literature that
prioritizes classroom discourse and social learning theory, centralizing dialogue, inquiry, and
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student voice as both strategy and curricular content. Attentiveness and listening are required for
student voice effectiveness and empowerment and are operationalized in beliefs, pedagogical
choices, and participant structures that welcome and enable student voice and place. Emanating
from the synthesis of these feminist constructivist parameters and modalities—student voice as
choice, participation, co-learner, co-designer, and generator of knowledge—student voice
functions conceptually as constructivist presence. The student voice typology employed in this
study emphasized student voice as generator of knowledge and student voice as constructivist
presence, thus, student voice functioned as both the source and fund of valuable knowledge
about the learning community and as a co-constructing subject of the learning community
(Calkins, 1994; Cook-Sather, 2009). The latter constructivist view was advocated by Freire
(1997) and other critical theorists (Darder, 2014; Giroux, 2009; Kincheloe, 2012; Shor, 2009)
who centralized the lived realities or “word” of each student as the foundation and necessary
context of meaningful pedagogy.
Funds of Knowledge
The research on Latino families and education (Anzaldua, 1987; González & Moll, 2005;
Stanton-Salazar, 2001; Vélez-Ibáñez, 1988) has suggested that to include student voices is to
include their family’s voices as well. Funds of knowledge research has identified a rich family
source of valuable knowledge that is too often neglected by schools but is essential to
understanding the true dimensions of the student’s educational reality and the complex fabric of
the community of which that student is a part.
In a review of the coherence within the literature on funds of knowledge, Hogg (2011)
pointed out that the term “funds of knowledge” was originally introduced by Wolf (1966) “to
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define resources and knowledge that households manipulate to make ends meet in the household
economy. These include caloric funds, funds for rent, replacement funds, ceremonial funds, and
social funds” (Hogg, 2011, p. 667). Further studies by Vélez-Ibáñez (1988) focused on the
existence within the community of highly developed funds of knowledge exchange networks that
existed outside of the market yet served as social capital and effective mechanisms for families
to interact with the market as needed.
An expansion of Wolf’s (1966) original model and the theoretical framework of funds of
knowledge were developed by Vélez-Ibáñez (1988) and Greenberg (1990), who conducted
studies of border families experiencing economic difficulties and developing alternative market
economies to survive. The key ideas from their studies were that these communities utilized
knowledge from many disciplines (e.g., mathematics, architecture, economics, physics, biology,
etc.) to develop new forms of exchange networks, household relations, social support networks,
and employment opportunities (Greenberg, 1990; Vélez-Ibáñez, 1988). These strategic and
cultural resources were described as funds of knowledge by Vélez-Ibáñez and Greenberg, 2005
(Oughton, 2010).
During this period, deficit theorizing was prevalent in literature and policy, and
marginalized populations were being blamed for underachievement in the economic, political,
and academic sectors of society (Shields et al., 2005). Concepts like “culture of poverty” (Lewis,
1966) and “culturally deprived schools” (Ryan, 1972, p. 61) intersected with a societal inability
to keep up with demographic changes as a result of desegregation in the 1960s and the
immigration waves of the 1970s and 1980s. According to Hawk, Cowley, Hill, and Sutherland,
(2002), these demographic shifts led to huge cultural gaps in schools as well,
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[causing] a widening ethnic gap between teachers—dominated by middle class white
females—and students . . . even though studies have shown that teachers can work
effectively with cultures other than their own when they are able to relate to them, and
support their identity and learning as cultural beings. (Hogg, 2011, p. 667)
Funds of knowledge provided a new lens to make visible the plethora of resources and skills that
existed in marginalized communities but had been obscured by deficit theorizing and a lack of
connection between educators and scholars and the “out of school worlds” of the communities in
question (Gonzales & Moll, 2001).
Also focusing on the need to disrupt deficit discourses about low-income and particularly
immigrant students, educators and anthropologists from the University of Arizona utilized the
studies of Vélez-Ibáñez and Greenberg, 2005 to develop a methodology for engaging schools
and communities (Moll, Amanti, Neff, & Gonzalez, 1992). Gonzalez et al. (2005) argued that
students are served best when teachers, administrators, and school systems have accurate
knowledge of their lives and are structured to provide a welcoming and authentic space for
learning that is inclusive of those cultures. They argued that the best way to learn about the
communities that educators serve is to go into those communities and the households of those
communities to observe and listen to their stories (Gonzales et al., 2005). As a result, they
initiated the landmark funds of knowledge study, engaging teachers as ethnographers and action
researchers and applying the knowledge gained in the study to inform and transform practice in
the classroom attended by the students from the homes that were visited (Gonzalez et al., 2005).
This was the most influential and foundational publication in the funds of knowledge literature.
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A Google search conducted on July 20, 2013, indicated that Moll et al.’s 1992 study had been
cited in over 2,900 publications.
Evolving Definitions
Hogg (2011) and Oughton (2010) demonstrated that the term “funds of knowledge” had
evolved to have a wide range of meanings. Oughton (2010) noted three shifts in interpretation.
The first shift involved literature since 2000 that indicated a shift from a focus on household and
community cultural and cognitive resources to individual resources, including individual African
American males (Andrews, 2005), individual parents (Hensley, 2005), and individual teachers
(Seiler, 2001). Cautioning against a dilution of the concept to the point that it overlapped with
other existing theoretical constructs, Oughton (2010) pointed out that studies like Hensley’s
(2005) research on individual parent communication skills and Baker’s (2005) research on adult
numeracy learners, marked a shift from a collective “fund” not only to an individual “fund,” but
also to a more expansive range of skills as funds of knowledge. This new range encompassed
interpersonal communication skills and out-of-classroom numeracy practices, respectively, as
funds of knowledge, in contrast to the more practical skills and networks described by earlier
researchers (Gonzalez & Moll, 1991; Greenberg, 1990; Velez-Ibañez, 1988; Wolf, 1966).
Oughton (2010) also described the adoption of the funds of knowledge concept to policy design
by the British Department of Education, marking a shift from funds of knowledge as critical
ethnographic discourse to funds of knowledge in public policy. Given the counter-narrative and
subject-centric origins of the term, Oughton (2010) questioned whether
this represents a genuine shift in government discourse away from the deficit model, or
merely a weakening of the critical power of funds of knowledge as a concept . . . since
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the aim of the original funds of knowledge project was to recognize, celebrate, and utilize
forms of knowledge which were not valued by the dominant discourse. (p. 68)
These three shifts were also addressed by researchers who were focusing on funds of
knowledge and schools. Hogg (2011) offered three definitions that served as foundation for
subsequent funds of knowledge and school research and argued that these three definitions are at
once expansive and congruent. Moll and Greenberg (1990) described as funds of knowledge, “a
broad set of activities that require specific knowledge of strategic importance to households” (pp.
322–323). Moll et al. (1992) expanded that definition to include “historically accumulated and
culturally developed bodies of knowledge and skills essential to household or individual
functioning and well being” (p. 134). Gonzalez and Moll (2002) extended the range and types of
knowledge even further, defining funds of knowledge as “based on a simple premise . . . that
people are competent and have knowledge, and their life experiences have given them that
knowledge” (p. 625).
Hogg (2011) pointed out that as society has evolved over the decades since the original
theoretical formulation in the 1990s, it has become apparent to researchers that the exclusive
focus on households excluded students’ funds of knowledge that were also derived from multiple
sources apart from formal educational venues. Moje et al. (2004) named four source categories
for student funds of knowledge: family, community, popular culture, and peer group, however
Hogg (2011) critiqued this definition because it confused areas of knowledge traditionally
labeled as funds of knowledge with sources of knowledge.
Relevant to this study is the specific conceptual shift from exclusively household funds of
knowledge (Moll & Greenberg, 1990), to the inclusion of students’ funds of knowledge
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(Andrews & Yee, 2006) as both a source and area of knowledge. Moll (2005) concluded that “a
household study does not provide comprehensive information about students’ funds of
knowledge which is also developed by means of their independent activities in other settings”
(Hogg, 2011, p. 669). Andrew and Yee (2006) argued that life world skills and their sources
were authentic student funds of knowledge. However, both Hogg (2011) and Oughton (2010)
questioned the manageability of scope of the funds of knowledge represented in the later, more
expansive definitions evolving in this decade that have attempted to recognize and capture
student funds of knowledge as an authentic area of knowledge and accurately honor its sources
(Hogg, 2011). These conceptualizations have included characterizing popular culture and other
out-of-household sources as legitimate experiential sources of student funds of knowledge
(Andrews & Yee, 2006; Barton & Tan, 2009; Lambirth, 2003; Moje et al., 2004; Varelas &
Pappas, 2006). Hogg (2011) concluded that “a range of studies in diverse fields, including
literacy, cultural geography and youth cultures provide evidence of the diversity in funds of
knowledge in different contexts” (Thomson & Hall, 2008, p. 88), that the term funds of
knowledge is “highly contextualized . . . and dynamic, due to the dynamic nature of students and
families” (Hogg, 2011, p. 670), and that more limiting generalizations should be avoided.
Challenges to Implementation
One of the assumptions of this study was that student and family voices were legitimate
sources of knowledge and were philosophically and materially essential to an authentic school
and classroom learning community (Cook-Sather, 2009; Freire, 1998; Mitra, 2010; Moll, 2005;
Pabóón-Lopez & Lopez, 2010). Moll et al. (1992) characterized most teacher-student
relationships as superficial, consisting of whatever the teacher could know based on teacher-
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determined classroom performances. In addition to offering a counter-narrative to the deficit
discourse on low-income ethnic minority populations, one of the goals of the funds of knowledge
theorists was to consider how funds of knowledge could bring substantive improvements to the
educational experiences of “students whose households are usually viewed as being poor not
only economically but in terms of the quality of the experiences for the child” (p. 132). However,
researchers have cited a number of important challenges in conducting funds of knowledge
research and implementing funds of knowledge in schools, including susceptibility to
stereotyping and cultural essentialism, cultural trivialization (Banks, 2013; Kalantzis & Cope,
1999), and overgeneralizing (Andrews & Yee, 2006; Gutiérrez & Rogoff, 2003).
The tendency toward cultural essentialism can be illustrated in the usage of political
shorthand phrases, in the media as well as in academic discourse, such as “the Black
community” or “the Latino community,” suggesting a one-dimensional body with fixed common
attributes, points of view, and principal attachments that define its members (Grillo, 2003;
Phillips, 2010). This system of belief can reinforce the perception that members of that “culture”
have an underlying and unchanging essence that can be known and identified. Andrews and Yee
(2006) cautioned that schools and researchers “avoid the trap of viewing the communities as
fixed or static entities . . . [employing instead] understandings of the complex and diverse nature
of culturally and ethnically diverse groups” (p. 437). Intersectionality theory (Collins, 1990) also
warns against essentialism and explains the multidimensional nature of ethnic communities,
arguing that:
members of those groups hold multiple social statuses (locations), according to gender,
sexuality, income, social class, age, citizen status, nationality, disability, race, and
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ethnicity. These multiple social locations are experienced simultaneously, are mutually
reinforcing, and therefore must be considered in tandem rather than independently. They
intersect and combine. (Sears, 2012, p. 546)
to create the dynamic and unique reality of each member of that community. Avoiding
essentialism in cross-cultural interaction involves the suspension of judgment and the existence
of reciprocal participant structures in which all individuals can speak and be listened to as equal
contributors to the interaction (Darder, 2014; Hankivsky et al., 2010; Sears, 2012).
In contrast to creating a place in schools for meaningful discourse and family funds of
knowledge for learning and skill development, many schools—in an attempt to be culturally
inclusive—have engaged in trivializing culture, focusing solely on heroes and holidays, folkloric
displays, food, clothing, and other explicit cultural elements (Banks, 2013; Kalantzis & Cope,
1999). Culturally proficient and responsive teaching advocates argue that arts, crafts, food, and
so forth are legitimate cultural phenomena and represent valued artifacts for members and
nonmembers as cultural sources of knowledge. These explicit cultural elements, however, are
insufficient to systematically tap into deep individual and collective experiences for cognitive
growth and academic achievement as would be the case in classrooms where parents regularly
share their stories, their work, and expertise, and where the literature and assignment content that
comprises the curriculum regularly includes the student’s lived experiences and affinity group
(Banks, 2012; Gay, 2010; Hammond, 2014; Holly, 2012; Ladson-Billings, 2009; Nieto, 2013).
Andrews and Yee (2006) studied the out-of-school funds of knowledge of two immigrant
elementary school children in the United Kingdom and, in reporting their findings, provided
insight for educators and researchers into the importance of avoiding overgeneralizing
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similarities between members of the same affinity groups. For example, they found very similar
practices in both households, such as child language brokering, school anxiety, a stay-at-home
parent, and overseas visits. Extensive observations and conversations revealed that the
households were actually quite different:
An example from our data is the case of overseas visits: although they are common to the
lives and experiences of both Nadia and Saqib, the ways in which they are organized and
viewed by the children and their families is quite different. The visit by Saqib was
prompted by a family illness and [based on the interview] his schooling did not appear to
have been considered in the decision for him to go. In contrast, Nadia’s family had an
ongoing commitment to a village in Bangladesh which reflected the family’s status
within that community and regular visits had been planned so as to avoid major
interruptions to her UK Schooling. So a “fund of knowledge” which in some ways is
common to two children is managed and realized in diverse ways and is likely to have a
different significance for the children and their families and the perceptions of the visits
by their schools are also likely to differ. (p. 446)
In drawing on family and children’s experiences, researchers and educators are recommended to
suspend judgment and snap analyses and create structures that allow the diversity and uniqueness
of the children’s experiences to be discovered and expressed without assumptions of
commonality (Andrews & Yee, 2006; Banks, 2012; Gay, 2010; Hammond, 2014; Holly, 2012;
Ladson-Billings, 2009; Nieto, 2013).
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Student and Family Funds of Knowledge
The typology of funds of knowledge employed in this study followed these culturally
proficient guidelines and included both families and students as funds of knowledge, based on
the premise developed by Gonzalez and Moll (2002) that “people are competent to have
knowledge and their life experiences have given them that knowledge” (p. 625). According to
Moll et al. (1992) that knowledge is “historically accumulated and culturally developed” and can
also emanate from life’s daily experiences (Gonzales et al., 2005; Olmeda, 2004). Therefore both
families and students are authentic funds of knowledge. These funds of knowledge function as
both sources of information and areas of information that serve the well being of the individual,
the family, and the community (Hogg, 2011). This knowledge can come from families, extended
families, elders, work, and culture, and can consist of values, beliefs, practices, relationships, and
networks (Gonzales et al., 2005). My study operationalized this typology, and sought to include
the diverse voices, perspectives, and lived worlds of the six students and their families as
authentic funds of knowledge for understanding each student’s unique road to academic success.
This typology provided the following initial focus categories for data collection in this study:
family beliefs; family teaching; family skills and practices; family relationships and networks;
student beliefs; student experiences; student skills and practices.
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CHAPTER THREE
RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY
Introduction
“We need to move children from the margins to the center of anthropological inquiry
. . . it is time we take children seriously . . .”
-- Goodwin, 1997, p. 5
“We listen to outside experts to inform us, and consequently, we overlook the
treasure in our very own back yards: our students”
-- Soo Hoo, 1993, p. 390
The purpose of this qualitative intrinsic ethnographic case study was to examine the
perspectives, narratives, and educational ecologies of six academically successful elementary
students in a low-income urban public school. Through the voices and experiences of these
students, their teacher, and families, this study sought to find out what we can learn about them
and from them to strengthen student academic outcomes and school efficacy. Recognizing the
role of research as often exploitative, I did not seek to replicate that relationship in this study.
Ethically, as a social justice researcher, I recognized the importance of all stakeholders to speak
for themselves and claim ownership of their roles and responsibilities in their schools. I selected
the ethnographic case study methodology that centered on student voices and allowed subjects to
tell their own stories.
The intrinsic ethnographic case study was employed to address the research questions
presented. The sections that follow include: (a) the research questions; (b) the research design,
methodological stance, and researcher role; (c) the research site and participants; (d) the
proposed data sources, data collection methods, and data analysis; (e) delimitations; and (f)
summary.
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Research Questions
The research questions guiding this descriptive ethnographic case study were:
1. What do low-income high-achieving students’ voices reveal about academic success in a
low-income urban elementary school?
2. What are the implications of their success stories for practice and policy in schools?
Research Design and Methodological Stance
The purpose of this intrinsic ethnographic case study was to provide a platform for
student voices and those of their parents and teachers to gain insight into their perspectives,
beliefs, and practices as they pertained to their student academic success in a low-income urban
public school. In order to obtain a more robust data set, I chose to employ qualitative methods of
inquiry designed to capture the participants’ lived experiences and the meaning that the six
students, their teacher, and families made of those experiences. This interpretive approach
allowed me to form the relationships and gain essential insight emanating from the knowledge,
experiences, and words of participants (Denzin & Lincoln, 2005; Hatch, 2002).
Honoring student voices meant that I primarily focused on natural communication. My
primary method for collecting data was audio-recorded interviews. I also utilized handwritten
and word-processed field notes collected in classroom observations and conversations with the
students, along with formal interviews with the teacher and the parents. Audio digital recording
was used with the student conversations, teacher interviews, and parent interviews, subject to the
comfort level of the participants; in each case, all parties expressed comfort with audio
recording. Raw data also included field notes documenting informal encounters. Data were
processed and recorded by the researcher in a reflective journal.
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Critical case study methodology was selected for this study because it is designed to
critically investigate a contextualized contemporary phenomenon, in this case, the perceptions
and master narratives of the students, parents, and their school, within specific boundaries
(Hatch, 2002). Yin (2009) suggested that case study methodology is appropriate for the
application of the constructivist and critical/feminist principles that inform a study such as this
one. This study began from the ontological and epistemological position “that multiple realities
are constructed . . . that the apprehended world makes a material difference in terms of race
gender and class,” and that knowledge is co-constructed, subjective, and political (Hatch, 2002,
p. 13).
The form of case study employed in this project was critical in three ways. First, it
focused on the dynamics of power reflected in the data collected and that power dynamic
informed the analysis. Second, from a Freirean critical perspective, research is praxis. This study
was designed to “deconstruct the established meanings and received practices that characterize
the day to day workings of school” (Giroux, 1981, p. 13) for the students, and their parents and
teacher, through the lens of their words, “people’s thinking about reality, and people’s action on
reality, which is their praxis” (Freire, 2010, p. 106). Third, Freire (2010) cautioned that one
danger of this kind of investigation is that it can shift “the focus of the investigation from
meaningful themes to the people themselves as objects of the investigation” (p. 107). This study
recognized the students and their teacher as subjects, that is, as agents in their world, by
examining their educational identities and perspectives while maintaining focus on the themes of
academic success, student voice, and funds of knowledge in their educational ecology.
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This study was intrinsic and only focused on issues of student, parent, and teacher voices
and their perceptions of the academic identities and successes of six elementary school students
in a low-income urban elementary school. This case study utilized narrative inquiry within the
frameworks of student voices and funds of knowledge, focusing on the operationalization of
these constructs. Thus, this study provided several analytic interpretations that can be
generalizable to theoretical propositions (Yin, 2009).
Researcher’s Role
In this study, I selected the role of participant-observer, an ethnographic approach in
which the researcher participates alongside the participants in their normal activities on a regular
basis (Hatch, 2002). I sat in and participated alongside the participants in book clubs, publication
days, math lessons, student assemblies, outside tutoring, and many of Earhart School’s daily
activities and routine events. Observations were made and recorded during daily visits to Mrs.
Hancock’s classroom, where a student-centered methodology engaged me directly in partner
talks, literature circles, and reading conferences. This evidence was useful to the study because it
provided additional information and new dimensions for understanding student success (Yin,
2010). I observed students in a single classroom on a weekly basis and honored student and
parent requests to observe them in other school-related contexts within the scope and parameters
of the study as time permitted.
As a participant observer, I was able to “assume a variety of roles” (Yin, 2010, p. 111)
within this case study, including participation in events and activities alongside the participants
and serving as a staff member and decision maker in the site being studied. I was the principal of
the school under study, a relationship that could have presented problems as well as
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opportunities. One problem was the potential for researcher bias. According to Stake (2005), as a
principal and researcher, there were a number of possible pitfalls. Applying Stake’s (2005)
research, I might have had occasion to assume an advocacy role or position contrary to the
interests of good social science practice. In addition, I might have become a supporter of the
group under study, lacked time to take notes or raise controversial issues, or found the participant
role required too much attention from observer role. I also might have, by virtue of my position
as evaluator (of the teacher) and administrator of the student, implicitly exerted undue influence
on the responses of the participants (Stake, 2005; Yin, 2010). During this study, however, none
of these circumstances presented themselves in ways that had any direct effect on the data or
participation in this study.
Several steps were taken in the design to minimize this potential for researcher bias.
Consistent with the focus of the research questions, I utilized an interview protocol for students
that focused on them, and their perspectives on themselves and the learning process. Students
were not asked to rate teachers or the school and thus were not placed in the position of feeling
the need to please or displease me as the researcher. A similar approach was taken in the
development of the interview protocols for teachers and parents. Although I am the evaluator of
the participating teacher, the required formal observation was completed prior to the beginning
of the study, eliminating the potential for bias on the part of the researcher or the teacher. The
consent form for both teacher and parents reflected a guarantee that no information gathered as
part of the study would have a bearing on the teacher’s evaluation process or student’s grades or
disciplinary decisions. The observations for this study were scheduled within the normal window
of time set aside at the school site for me to be in classrooms, which therefore did not displace
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any participant responsibilities that might have otherwise interfered with my observer role
required by the study.
The emic perspective also provided excellent research opportunities. In this study, my
emic role facilitated rapport, provided for richer data collection, helped to achieve congruency
between school and research methods, and facilitated access. The emic role served as an
advantage in that the purposive sample consisted of students with whom I was already familiar
and with whom I had an established rapport and had confirmed interest on the part of the parents.
The rapport reduced the trust barriers often encountered in etic ethnographic circumstances and
facilitated more open, honest, and robust narratives more quickly from the subjects of the study.
Rapport was also facilitated because there was congruency between classroom practice and this
study’s data collection methods. It was a normal practice at Earhart School, and within its
preferred pedagogical strategies, for the principal and other school personnel to visit classrooms
on a regular basis and to regularly participate and purposefully engage in reflective conferencing
with students on their work. The other advantage of the emic perspective was found in my
extensive familiarity with the workings of low-income urban schools and the district in
particular, facilitating acceptance and credibility by staff and parents. I understood the context of
the study and the meaning and nuances of classroom life at the site, which allowed for deeper
analytical perspective and the opportunity to more quickly focus on the data specific to the study
than would have been the case for an outside researcher. Operationally, as principal, I utilized the
opportunity to conveniently manipulate events, such as convening a meeting of participants for
the purposes of collecting data, as needed by the study. Finally, as site administrator, I enjoyed
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easy access to the site under study. The procedure used to gain access to Earhart School is
described in greater detail in the following section.
Research Site
Demographics
This qualitative case study examined student perspectives on being academically
successful in a low-income urban public school. The study was bounded by sample size, place
and level of schooling, context, and time period as follows. The focus site, Amelia Earhart
School (a pseudonym), met the criteria of the study as a low-income, ethnically diverse urban
public school. The single target school selected, Earhart School was a pre-K–5 public elementary
school located in a metropolitan county with a population that exceeded 500,000 inhabitants.
Earhart had a population of 650 students, of whom 88% were of Latin origin. The remaining
12% was African American, White, and Asian or Pacific Islander. Fifty-six percent of the
students were classified as English Learners. It was a Title I school with 72% of the students on
free or reduced lunch. There were 25 full-time teachers and one principal. Seventy percent of the
teaching staff was White, 17% was Latin American, 12% Asian/Pacific Islander, and the
principal was African American. Seventeen percent of teaching staff and the principal were
bilingual in Spanish.
Earhart School was considered a low-income, high-achieving school. On the 2010 STAR
Tests, Earhart School gained 33 points and achieved a score of 823 on the Academic Progress
Index. Amelia Earhart had been recognized as a Title I Achieving School three times in the
previous five years and held a 10 ranking in its statewide demographic cohort. These
characteristics met the study criteria because the study focused on the perceptions and
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experiences of low-income, ethnically diverse, high-achieving elementary students, their parents,
and teachers in relation to the discourse on the achievement gap and the factors and conditions
that increased or diminished that disparity.
School context describes the micro- and macro-conditions within which an organization
like Earhart School functions. School context can consist of many elements, including
perceptual, structural, and material variables as well as internal and external variables (Noguera,
2008; Skaalvik & Skaalvik, 2009). Examples of these variables may include perceived job
demands or opportunities, leadership style, availability of human and material resources, teacher
beliefs about instruction, distribution of power and influence, or accessibility to community
support services, respectively (Noguera, 2008; Skaalvik & Skaalvik, 2009).
Parent and family involvement constituted a key condition for high academic
performance for low-income minority children (Bempechat & Wells, 1989; Epstein, 2011;
Haycock, 2001; Hendersen & Mapp, 2002; Schmoker, 1999; Stanton-Salazar, 2011). Of the 25
Earhart teachers, 19 were White, three were Asian, and three were Latino. In contrast, parents
were predominantly Hispanic or Latino (88%) and worked as playground supervisors or
volunteers. The volunteers supported the teachers by photocopying and preparing materials in
the workroom, which also served as the Parent Center. With the exception of kindergarten and
the classrooms mentioned in this study, the teachers historically did not permit parents to assist
with or participate in learning activities in their classrooms. Both PTA and School Site Council
had more teacher than parent members. Johnson (2006) stated that dominance occurs by a
privileged class when positions of power tend to be occupied by members of that group. In low-
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income communities, Noguera (2008) cited the importance of closure in parent-school
relationships as a key source of social capital.
Social capital, like economic capital, can come in two forms, bonding social capital and
bridging social capital, which links low-income families to institutions and persons that can
access money, resources, information, and power for them (Noguera, 2008). The City of
Hillmont, where the school was located, had no large industry, no large retailers, and no
Chamber of Commerce; the only two traditional service organizations, the Rotary Club and the
Optimist Club, had less than 10 and five members respectively. Whenever I sought funding from
local agencies for additional school programs, support was always limited to small ($200 or less)
teacher grants each year and a school-wide book giveaway from the Rotary Club. The Optimist
Club had donated several musical instruments in previous years but suspended such support as
its membership declined. Local merchants were unresponsive to requests for program or
merchandise support. Specific to the low-income children who attended Amelia Earhart,
Hillmont had no recreational center such as a Boys’ or Girls’ Club or YMCA, and not one music
store that offered music lessons. There was a profoundly unequal distribution of wealth and
resources in the region known as the South Coast (pseudonym). Bayview Hills (pseudonym), in
contrast, just in terms of student access to the arts, boasted four music stores, eight music
academies, and five art academies. A side-to-side socioeconomic and demographic comparison
of the two neighboring communities is presented in Table 1, below.
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Table 1
Demographic Comparison Between Earhart Elementary School (Hillmont) and Ocean
Elementary School (Bayview) Communities
Demographic Comparison: Hillmont and Bayview Communities

Population
Urban/Rural
Est. Median Household

Hillmont

Bayview

33,230

35,726

Urban

Urban

$45,928

$126,700

$58,328

$58,328

$17,129

$79,316

$337,858

$901,196

$1,333

$1,999

Income
State Median Income
Estimated Per Capita Income
Median House/Condo Value
Median Lease Rent
Ethnic Majority
Population Density

Hispanic

20,368

White

27,479

77.8%

16,805 people/sq. mile

9,083 people/sq. mile

3.4

2.5

16.7%

2.9%

Average Household Size
Rate of Residents in Poverty

61.3%

As Table 1 indicates, the Hillmont community median family income was $45,928, as
compared to $126,700 in the neighboring, predominantly White, “beach” community (Citi-data,
2013). The estimated per capita income was $17,129 in Hillmont as compared to $79,316 in
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neighboring Bayview Hills. (City-data, 2013). Universal student access to tutoring services,
academic enrichment, music and art, interest clubs, and constructive extra-curricular programs in
controlled settings did not exist in Hillmont. Earhart School students did not have equitable
access to essential community resources, and therefore the school functioned as the primary
institutional source of social and cultural capital, increasing the potential academic impact of
classroom practices and opportunities.
This apparent relationship between resources and achievement was further implied by a
comparison of standardized assessment proficiency rates of Earhart and its neighboring, more
economically advantaged community as illustrated in Table 2 below. Student achievement gaps
existed only slightly within Earhart School subgroups but the gap was significant between
Earhart and the neighboring communities.
Table 2
2013 STAR Test Results Comparison: Hillmont and Bayview Hills School Districts; Earhart and
Ocean Elementary Schools
Percentages of Upper Grade Elementary Students Scoring Proficient or Above on English Language Arts and
Mathematics in Low-Income and High-Income Neighboring Schools And Districts
Hillmont SD
Bayview Hills SD
4th Grade %

5th Grade %

4th Grade %

5th Grade %

ELA

59

54

96

93

MATH

71

66

97

94

Earhart ES
ELA
MATH

53

Ocean ES
53

61

92
60

98
94
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Although the mission of both the Hillmont School District and Earhart School was that all
students would succeed, that was not the case. Johnson (2006) pointed out that in remedying
inequalities, intent does not equal effect. Only 53% of English learners at Earhart scored
proficient in ELA in 2010 as opposed to 61% proficiency rate for non-English learners, and
Earhart students overall achieved an ELA proficiency rate of 57%. In contrast, the beach cities
posted an average ELA proficiency rate of 87% (California Department of Education, 2010). In
the Earhart classroom of the six participants in this study of academic success, the proficiency
rate for English Language Learners reached 81%, exceeding other classrooms by almost 25%
and nearly approximating the rate of the wealthier community. This success rate provided
additional evidence that Earhart School and the classroom under study provided an appropriate
laboratory for this study.
Participants
Researcher access to the Earhart School was gained through permission from the
superintendent and school board. The University Institutional Review Board (IRB) approved the
study in 2012. Upon IRB approval, I met with the selected fifth-grade teacher, who received a
letter of invitation, a description of the study, and an informed consent form. After being
provided with a roster of students who met the socioeconomic criteria, the teacher generated a
list of high-achieving students from which six were selected as potential participants. Their
performance data on standardized tests were reviewed to verify that their academic performance
had been at or above proficiency for two or more years. The teacher and I sent home a letter in
the home language, followed by a personal phone call from me to invite parents to participate.
Individual meetings were arranged both by phone and in person with each parent, and at the
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meetings I explained the study, the procedures, safeguards, participant anonymity, and the
informed consent. I provided translations when necessary for three of the six sets of parents.
Participants were informed that they would receive a gift certificate as a token of appreciation for
their participation at the completion of the study. From the willing participants, I selected six
students and their families according to the criteria of the study. At the termination of the study,
the students and parents received certificates of participation and gift certificates.
Elementary students were selected because their voices were underrepresented in the
literature (Cook-Sather, 2009; Mitra, 2008; Schultz, 2011). Fifth-grade students were selected
because, developmentally, they were consciously seeking measurable and determinable
relationships in their environment and, as the senior students of the school, had spent more time
developing and communicating their identities through narrative (Cross, 2009; Erickson, 1950;
Polkinghorne, 1988; Rossatto, 2005). The students selected were “academically successful,” as
defined by proficiency or above in literacy and/or math over a minimum of two consecutive
years as measured by standardized test scores and local assessments. I selected multiple cases in
order to provide an opportunity for replication or contrast, for more powerful analytical
conclusions (Yin, 2009).
The study used a purposive homogeneous sample consisting of six ethnically diverse
low-income fifth-grade students, representing socioeconomically marginalized populations.
Seven students were selected initially but one student’s parents declined to participate and no
reason was provided. Each student was 11 years-old at the beginning of the study. Two students
turned 12 during the period of the study. Each student lived in the Hillmont attendance area. Five
of the participants were categorized as Latino and one was classified as mixed race, White and
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Latino. Four of the six participants were originally classified as English language learners and
three of those four had been reclassified prior to the study. The participants were three girls and
three boys. All six participants had attended Earhart for at least two years prior to the study and
all had siblings who had attended or were attending Earhart at the time of the study.
Elementary students were selected because their voices were underrepresented in the
literature. From the elementary school population, fifth-grade students were selected as subjects
for narrative inquiry because, according to Piaget, around and after the age of seven, children
have entered into the concrete logic stage, in which they are consciously seeking measurable and
determinable relationships in their environment and analyzing their context through that lens
(Erikson, 1950; Rossatto, 2005). According to Erikson’s stages of identity development, identity
development during the later pre-adolescent elementary school years on into puberty can inform
the conscious world and be accurately communicated through narrative (Rossatto, 2005).
The focus of this study was on academically successful students. In this study,
academically successful was defined as at or above proficient in literacy and/or math as
measured by standardized test scores and local assessments. Due to intersectionality, the
selection of pro-academic students controlled for numerous variables such as learning issues,
home problems, and school factors that can be more influential in cases of academic identity
development where there is underachievement. Selecting only six students and their parents
allowed for a deeper, richer journey into their thinking and understanding (Hatch, 2005). The
selection of multiple students also provided an opportunity for replication and contrast, which
yielded more powerful analytical conclusions (Yin, 2010). Also included in this study were the
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students’ fifth-grade teacher, Mrs. Hancock, and the students’ parents, for purposes of
triangulating the data and providing insight into the students’ educational microecology.
As an ethnographic researcher doing research with elementary students as participants, I
addressed specific ethical, procedural, and philosophical issues (Hill, 2006). These issues
included recognizing, problematizing, and addressing power relationships (Christensen, 2002)
and reflexivity (Hatch, 2005). The students, Nate, Stella, Alex, Isabel, Ezequiel, and Anastasia
(pseudonyms), were all very active and observant and likely to be extremely conscious of power
relationships (Miller, 2008; Thomson, 2011), particularly in school settings. Alcoff (1995) and
Cook-Sather (2006) has cautioned researchers that issues of voice are embedded in school
structures and their concomitant power relationships: “Who is speaking to whom turns out to be
as important for meaning and truth as what is said: in fact what is said turns out to change
according to who is speaking and who is speaking and who is listening” (Fielding, 2004, p. 300).
Too great of a power imbalance could have resulted in coded responses, withholding of
information, oblique narration (Cross, 2005), pleasing or resisting the researcher, or
nonresponsiveness (Christensen, 2002), all of which could have compromised the integrity of our
relationships and the data. I kept in the forefront of my mind research by Littlewood (1995),
which cautioned that asking young students or subordinated groups to engage in critique of their
immediate environment of active power relationships invites “a double voiced-tradition of
response and survival, of gesture and irony, of compromise and deception” (p. 248).
I addressed this in this study by working with my six students, their parents, and teacher
to establish ethical symmetry. Ethical symmetry required that I (a) worked for the right of
children to have a voice and be heard, (b) took into account the social and cultural positioning of
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the children themselves, (c) understood the way children engaged and responded with the
research itself, (d) developed tactics and strategies to minimize power imbalances, and (e)
engaged students reflexively in the research itself (Christensen & Prout, 2002). To maximize and
foster honest dialogue and minimize oblique and truncated data, I asked open-ended questions,
focused on the participants themselves, and never asked students to critique their school, teacher,
or other members of their micro- or meso-ecologies.
To increase their role as subjects and not objects of this research, the students as well as
their parents and teacher, were given permission to share with me any thoughts or questions they
had on an informal, as-needed basis. This included input on the student work they wanted to
discuss or any topics or events they felt were important to the study. Practicing member
checking, I shared their interviews and data with them for accuracy and to promote further
dialogue according to their interest and availability, which turned out to be very fluid, occurring
at recess, lunch, in the classroom, before school, and after school (Hatch, 2005). This practice of
member checking reinforced ethical symmetry and reflexivity, enhanced the data, and deepened
their involvement and willingness to share.
Data Sources and Collection
I used multiple sources of data and converging lines of evidence to strengthen this study’s
construct validity and trustworthiness. I collected qualitative data through a series of participant
observations in classrooms during literacy or math lessons, and formal and informal interviews,
with the students, their parents, and their teachers over a 12-week period. These raw data were
captured in field notes, audio-digital recordings, and the researcher’s journal. Field notes were
written using Emerson’s (1995) note-taking protocol (Emerson, Fretz, & Shaw, 1995). In self-
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reporting through narrative, there was the potential for bias, however I used the engagement of
students, parents, and the teacher to triangulate their respective accounts. All participants were
assigned pseudonyms to ensure that the data remain anonymous. Data were recorded according
to the pseudonym and stored accessible only to me to protect the identity and personal
information of the participants.
Data collection methods were dictated by the nature of the research questions and the
ontological paradigm framing the study (Hatch, 2002; Yin, 2010). The participant observations,
formal and informal interviews, and narrative inquiry used in this study were well-documented
constructivist and critical feminist qualitative methods for case studies. These specific methods
were appropriate for this study that focused on accessing the voices of the participants to
understand their perspectives and experiences and the meaning that they make of those
experiences. These data collection methods were consistent with those of classic and recent case
studies with secondary students, parents, and teachers (Fine, 1991; McLaren, 1994; Nieto, 1994;
Willis, 1977; Yin, 2010; Yonemura-Wing & Noguera, 2007); additional case studies
demonstrated that the same methods, interviews, narrative inquiry, and participant observations,
were appropriate for elementary students, parents, and teachers as well (Behrman, 2006; Eder &
Corsaro, 1999; Fisher, 2008; Gonzales & Arnot-Hopfer, 2003; Gonzales et al., 2005).
Data collection was conducted as follows. Students, parents, and the teacher contributed
data through at least one formal interview protocol, regular participant/observations, informal
reflections, and any encounters that they initiated. Informal participant observations were
conducted once weekly during math or literacy for 1.5 hours. Field notes were taken according to
Emerson’s note-taking protocol. Participant observations included conferencing or observing
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participants which, in order to preserve the natural setting, were audio recorded or captured in
field notes after the conferences. The audio digital recordings were reviewed, field notes
updated, and reflections recorded in the researcher journal within 24–48 hours of the
observations. The students also had permission to share with me any thoughts or questions they
had on an informal basis. They also had the opportunity to offer input on any topic they would
like to talk about. The semiformal conversations were all framed with an eye to their academic
identity variables: perspectives, strengths, challenges, growth, lessons, reflections, role,
aspirations, purpose, meaning, and suggestions.
Narratives, formal interviews, and some observations were recorded in field notes and
digitally, and were transcribed verbatim after recording in order to include additional details,
descriptions, and impressions, while the data gathering was clear and within my ability to recall.
This method, termed contextual processing (Denzin, 2001) is essential in a narrative inquiry and
was employed to create the richest possible data set and accuracy of meaning. Contextual
processing also required, that is, returning to the subject with the transcription to confirm
accuracy, a triangulation process termed “member checking” (Hatch, 2002). Member checking is
also consistent with the Freirean position that research is conducted with, not on, subjects. I
triangulated interview, observation, and narrative data by “member checking,” and with
knowledge from the literature (Hatch, 2002).
Data Analysis
This study employed an immersive pattern analysis approach. I analyzed the data in an
ongoing manner while they were being collected. Analyzing ethnographic data in an ongoing
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fashion allowed me to begin to discern patterns while the data are fresh and also to change
courses or redo areas where the data present unexpected developments or gaps (Stake, 2010).
This study utilized student voices and those of their parents and teachers under the critical
constructivist feminist premise that voices of marginalized groups should be foregrounded in
research. In conducting an analysis of data utilizing student voices, I acknowledged that voices
are plural, dynamic, contradictory, incomplete, contextually bound, and limited in their
representation of any one group, or a complete representation of any one reality (Jackson, 2003).
I conducted this qualitative study therefore with a disposition of openness to the possible
outcomes to maximize the scope of participants’ voices, and reduce researcher influence.
Understanding that from a poststructuralist perspective, a qualitative researcher is an “unreliable
narrator,” I employed an immersive pattern analysis and a method of presentation to provide the
maximum opportunity for the data to speak for themselves. As a result, going into this study, it
was unclear which, if any, of the following possible themes and variables logical to a critical
analysis would emerge and synthesize into the master narrative.
As a starting point, I began the analysis utilizing three conceptual frames initially
supplied by the research questions and literature on student voice and funds of knowledge:
student beliefs, classroom practices, and family structures. Multiple readings of the interview and
observation data produced more focused conceptual categories in these areas. Organizing the
data from 16 interviews with students, their parents, and their teacher, observations, and field
notes led to an evolving set of descriptors, multiple transfers, deletions, additions, and
refinements, leading to those reflected in the findings. As a result of this process, I dissected and
classified the material into the following categories: student beliefs about self and their success;
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student voice in the classroom; working with others in the classroom; teacher support; and family
support. These themes allowed me to continue to assign codes and descriptors and to determine
more clearly what data were meaningful and what patterns emerged as noteworthy in terms of
this study’s analysis. Four categories emerged and synthesized from that round of analysis and
coding: student beliefs about their role in success; classroom structures; teacher practices; and
family support. I then went through all of the data to ensure that initial findings included
information that was consistent and as well as inconsistent with the major patterns.
Delimitations
This study only focused on issues of academic success, student voices, and funds of
knowledge for six elementary school students and their teachers and parents in a low-income
urban elementary school. The small nonrandom purposive sample limits the generalizability of
the study and was time bounded to control the amount of analyzable data that could be collected
in the four-month duration of the study. Findings were also limited by the self-reporting nature of
the narrative inquiry process. The interview protocols were only designed to capture perspectives
regarding themes and elements of academic identity, funds of knowledge, and student voices
within their respective microecologies. This study did not address all of the structures, practices,
and belief systems that are related to socially just schooling and academic achievement. The
research relied heavily on the data from interviews and observations to generate its codes,
categories, and themes, and to inform its analysis. Given the sample and theoretical scope, this
study is primarily relevant to the class of schools that are low-income elementary schools in
urban settings.
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Summary
This intrinsic critical case study is valuable to the field in that, through the voices of
Alex, Anastasia, Isabel, Nate, Stella, and Zeke, it provided insight into the uniqueness of each
student and the richness of their respective contexts—in contradistinction to the many studies
about elementary students that exclude their voices and those of their families. Through a
Freirean social justice lens, the voices and lived reality of each student are inherently connected
to their social context and validated by their existence as humans within the human community.
Though each young elementary student is a conscious being, voices from that class of children
have been largely absent from the literature, and this small intrinsic case study acknowledges
their cohumanness as subjects in their history and provides a platform for those voices to gain
entry into the discourse on schooling and social justice.
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CHAPTER FOUR
RESEARCH EVIDENCE AND ANALYSIS OF FINDINGS
Introduction
Teacher:
Nate:
Teacher:
Isabel:
Nate:
Teacher:

Nate:
Isabel:
Alex:

Time is almost up. You spent more time talking about the concept of
power than the author’s message. Let’s debrief Ok. What did you guys
think went well in this session?
We talked a lot about power (group nods). Yeah that was most of it.
Strengths?
I think we stayed on topic about power a lot.
I agree with you both. We didn’t change the topic too much, we went to
each topic, and had deep thinking on it.
I would agree with you on all that. When I took my notes this time, I did
so by category of your topics. And what was interesting is I didn’t have to
flip back and forth on the page because you guys stayed focused. What
would you do differently next time?
I thought it was perfect! [They all agree and simultaneously break out
laughing.]
I think we should talk more about symbols.
Yeah we haven’t done that (They all nod affirmatively and immediately
write down the goal for tomorrow’s book club in their journals). (Book
Club observation, May 2012).
Research Evidence and Analysis of Findings

The purpose of this qualitative intrinsic case study was to explore what student voices of
high-achieving low-income students revealed about the contributing factors to their academic
success. The researcher believes that these six Earhart success stories have implications for
practice and policy in schools that can lead to a more informed perspective in terms of design,
facilitation, beliefs, and practices in schools and school systems that will significantly increase
the achievement of desired educational outcomes for low-income and marginalized students. The
researcher believes that providing a safe, accessible, and receptive platform for student voices as
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part of the school culture and pedagogy is a necessary and essential condition for these stories to
emerge.
The research questions guiding this descriptive ethnographic case study were:
1. What do low-income high-achieving students’ voices reveal about academic success in
a low-income urban elementary school?
2. What are the implications of their success stories for practice and policy in schools?
This chapter presented case study evidence and findings obtained from a series of 16 indepth interviews conducted with six fifth-grade students, their parents, and a teacher in
combination with multiple observation participation events over a three-month period. I
organized and presented the case study data, beginning with a series of profiles of each student
and their respective families, and their teacher, followed by a discussion and analysis of the
major findings. The discussion of findings includesd details that support and explain each finding
by way of a thick description (Hatch, 2002). 	
  
I utilized the vehicle of student voices (Cook-Sather, 2009) to allow these six low-income
academically successful fifth-grade students to speak for themselves as subjects and not objects
of this study (Johnston, 2012). Through their voices, I sought to obtain and document a broad
range of experiences to provide an opportunity for the reader to intimately connect with Alex,
Anastasia, Isabel, Nate, Stella, and Zeke, their realities, and the unique and rich nature of their
respective perspectives on their academic success. I have included the interview and observation
data to enhance and solidify the discussion (Hatch, 2002). All quotations from participants were
labeled with their assigned pseudonyms followed by the initials, S.P. All of the statements
included that were originally made in Spanish, were cited in Spanish to capture the participants’
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voice as it was presented and to honor the integrity and richness of the spoken language. All
English translations were made by the author and listed at the end of the Spanish text.
I generated field notes during and after the interviews. These interviews were audio
recorded and transcribed by a professional transcription service. I reviewed and edited the
interview transcripts for accuracy by listening to the recorded interviews and checking word for
word. There were multiple errors, in particular for education-specific and curricular-specific
terms in the English language interviews. In the Spanish language interviews, corrections needed
were required for a number of the names and several colloquialisms. Once these corrections were
made, I escalated the pattern analysis.
An immersive pattern analysis was conducted focusing on the key terms, topics, and
themes that emerged from the interviews and observations. From the frequency and
pervasiveness of these topics and themes emerged the following contexts, beliefs, practices, and
conditions that these academically successful students perceived as the major contributors to
their success and were affirmed in the interviews with the parents and their teacher.
Research Evidence and Case Study Data
Over a period of four months, six students from Ms. Hancock’s fifth-grade classroom
brought me into their lives. They attended interviews when I called, joined me on my campus
walks to check on the school, invited me into their book clubs and their homes, and managed to
drop by my office on a fairly regular basis to see when we would meet again or to confirm my
presence at their next publication party. These six students—Nate, Stella, Alex, Isabel, Zeke, and
Anastasia—shared their voices, their stories, their families, their successes, their challenges, and
themselves to help me get their perspectives on what it meant to be a successful student and how
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they achieved academic success. Their stories and perspectives evidenced unforeseen
uniquenesses and striking similarities. These students provided the soul of this research and the
reader should know them. In this first section, I provide a brief biography of each student to offer
context for the findings and the analysis that follow and to situate them in their natural microecology to help us better understand those results. I also supplied these individual profiles to
extend to the reader the privilege of making their acquaintance and to honor the unique world
that Nate, Stella, Isabel, Alex, Ezequiel, and Anastasia have shared with us and are continuing to
shape.
Nate
Interviewer: What is something that you are proud of about yourself?
Nate: I take the challenge every time.
--Nate, S.P.
Nate Flores was energetic, ambitious, and loved to be active. Nate, a tireless 11-year-old
boy, was right there in the middle of this group of six that, once aware that they were chosen,
would find their way en masse to my office to ask, “When will the interviews begin?” In
classroom visits prior to this study, I had observed Nate as an upbeat student often willing to
offer answers during class discussions and always in an animated working mode with his best
friend, Zeke. When I asked Nate how he does so well in school, Nate quickly described his
routine, “I study hard . . . I go home and then I do my homework. I study a bit and then I read
books and do writing in my notebook.” (Nate, S.P.) Nate loved math and science but did well in
all subjects. He liked to “go for it” in school and out of school, and was aware of his process.
Nate gave a recent example of his approach to being successful: “In science, if we were
supposed to take a test, I take the opportunity for a four (the highest grade possible and only
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attainable through doing bonus questions). And I always write down anything I hear that is
important . . . in my notebook and then memorize it.” Nate lit up on this topic of his success:
I like to take the challenge. Like when my dad told me to get something out of the garage,
I couldn’t carry it. I couldn’t lift it up because the garage door was too heavy and I kept
trying. I told my dad “It’s hard for me” . . . so then I sort of talked to myself, “I’m weak?
I’m not really strong? No” . . . then I felt like going back outside and then I opened it . . .
So like I take the challenge every time. (Nate, S.P.)
As well as he did in school, when asked what he loved most, Nate loved the outdoors.
While most students talk about parties, Nate said that, for his next birthday, “I think I’ll go
camping . . . and jump in the river!” He said that his favorite thing to do was going camping with
his family, which according to his dad, they do at every opportunity. Nate told me:
I like hearing the noises when I go to sleep, like the crickets and the birds . . . fishing and
looking for rocks. Sometimes we go to the Sequoias where the trees are like giants.
Sometimes we go to Silver City Ghost Town and the fish hatchery to feed the fishes. You
put a quarter in the machine, just throw it inside and they fight for the food [he laughs].
My whole family likes it. (Nate, S.P.)
Nate loved to swim and considered that one of his strengths. Nate lived with his mom
Adelaide, step-dad Juan, and little brother, Antonio, who was two years younger. He had an
older sister from his mom’s previous marriage who was living in Utah with her husband, and he
had an older, adult brother from his dad’s previous marriage. Nate mentioned them both often.
Nate explained that his sister moved away because she and her husband found jobs and they
found a good school for their children. He said that it was good, and “they like it over there since
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it is peaceful.” He said that when he, his dad, his brothers, friends, and family all got together
and go camping at Lake Elizabeth, it was “special times.” His dad agreed: “We are pretty close
together when it comes to family . . . I see that as an A+ when it comes to families” (J. Flores,
S.P.).
Nate’s Family
For Juan, Nate’s dad, family togetherness was the most important thing. Juan admittedly
had had a tough life and credited meeting his first wife for turning his life around. Born in
Mexico, his family immigrated to the United States when he was two:
I came from a family of alcoholics in Mexico. All of my uncles, my dad, my
grandparents were alcoholics. Actually one of my sisters had a tumor on her head, so they
brought her to the U.S. and they operated on her, then my mom came then brought
everybody else over here you know. She sent for us one by one and so on, and I ended up
over here when I was two. Then my dad still kept on drinking and it was the same thing,
it never ended, so . . . and that was my life you know. I ended up being by myself - like I
tell you if there is no togetherness in the family, everybody tends to go their own way and
I went my own way. I started hanging around with gang members and I actually went
into a gang you know and just started doing bad, you know until . . . I don’t know, I just
changed all of a sudden. I met my son’s mom, my ex, and she was always telling me you
know, just leave that stuff, leave that stuff. So all of a sudden I just left it. You know I
thank God for giving me that chance because I was . . . it was not easy you know. That
was . . . that was my life, so it was totally different. (J. Flores, S.P.)
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He respected his mom because she worked a lot and had little time, but she did what she could to
guide him. Because he never had brothers or a dad showing him the way, Juan left home early
and had to learn everything on his own. Juan went to a technical school and started working right
out of high school painting cars. That forced him to develop his own system of success, and “it
actually made me strong in a way,” he reflected. For that reason, Juan believed that individual
determination combined with family togetherness was the real combination for success (J.
Flores, S.P.).
Nate’s mom, Adelaide, also faced many challenges in her life but in contrast, had had a
loving childhood. When she came to the United States from El Salvador, she was already 14. Her
parents left El Salvador for the United States when she was five, so she and her sisters stayed
back with her grandma. “Basically I grew up with my grandma and my sisters and it was nice . . .
I didn’t really know my parents until I was older so basically my sisters raised me” (A. Flores,
S.P.). When she came here, however, things did not work out at first. Adelaide described her
experience, “They say in [your] country you are different and everything changes when you
come here . . . I never dyed my hair, which I started doing over here.” At the high school she
attended, she had only ESL classes and never got her high school diploma. Then she “fell in the
wrong hands” with her daughter’s dad, got pregnant at 17, and endured 15 years of domestic
violence. Still, she was proud that she and her sisters stayed together throughout those hard times
and supported each other in whatever way they could. “We have helped each other from point A
to Z and that’s what we try to teach our kids: not to do the same mistakes we did when we were
younger. Mistakes make us stronger” (A. Flores, S.P.).
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Stella
“If they can do it, we can do it.”
--Stella, S.P., on facing a bear they encountered in the woods
Stella never worried. This is in part, because Stella Cristina Gonzalez did not miss a
thing. Calm, patient, insightful, introspective, at 10 years old, Stella was also determined,
confident, and fearless. Stella liked to take it all in—to watch, to think, to let it unfold. Whether
it was preparing for a math test, deciding on the pattern for the doll clothes she sewed for her
little sister, or devising the strategy to outsmart the bear on their last family hike, Stella observed,
planned, took action, and let the process unfold. An “old soul,” according to her mother, at
school, at home, in the world, Stella did not seem to ever have more than a moment of
trepidation. For example, Stella recounted her encounter with a bear:
When I last went to Sequoia we were walking on a trail [on the way to our favorite
swimming hole] and there was a bear. So we were like “Let’s go back.” And then
suddenly these two ladies, I’m guessing one was a grandmother or a mom, were walking
up and we warned them, “Oh, there is a bear up there and it’s just laying in the middle
and we don’t think its going to move.” So they are like, “Oh, ok” and they just kept on
going! So after like 5 miles going back to our campground we said, “Wait a minute, if
they can do it, we can do it” and we [did] . . . we [turned around] . . .walked right back . .
. and made it to our rock. (Stella, S.P.)
Once at the swimming hole, high above the water, “there are these two rocks, one is high and the
other is huge and you just jump off there. My favorite moment is when I jump off the big one”
(Stella, S.P.).
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In the classroom, Stella smoothly went about her academic business without fanfare or
hyperactivity. Unlike Zeke, Nate, and Anastasia, in the whole group discussions, she didn’t ask a
lot of questions or volunteer a lot of perspectives. One might have considered her quiet in that
sense. Ms. Hancock agreed:
She is totally engaged in listening . . . I worry that because she is so quiet, her [middle
school] teachers will not challenge her and push her or she won’t push herself enough to
ask questions . . . but [on the other hand] in the end, she always gets it. (Hancock, S.P.)
According to Stella, even though she sometimes didn’t get the new material the first time, she
always knew she would:
I am the type of student that I really like to focus on my work and get the best grades that
I can . . . Like Ms. Hancock says, the most successful and smartest people are those that
actually take more time on their work . . . If I don’t understand, I will work on it as long
as I can until I figure it out. (Stella, S .P.)
Stella said that she had a definite routine: each day she went home, she ate, she did her
homework, and she watched TV for an hour. Then her little sister would want to play, so she
played outside until dinnertime, finished up her homework, and then watched TV with the
family. That last thing that she did usually was read, like her mom, or talk to her mom about
what she was reading. “She has been like that since she was a baby,” her dad, Fernando,
explained:
When she was one she would pick up a book to read. She wouldn’t understand it, but she
would grab it and try . . . Whenever we went to a family house . . . she would grab a little
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chair, sit on it, we would start gossiping , whatever and she was sitting in her little chair
looking at the books, one by one, just after year one! (F. Gonzales, S.P.)
Stella’s mom admired her ability to break down a book and make connections. “It was an
interesting book for her class, I forgot the name. We were discussing the book and breaking it
down and she was telling me her views and her side of the story” (S. Gonzalez, S.P.). Mrs.
Gonzalez described how powerful it was for Stella to discuss the pros and cons of living in this
era versus the setting in the book, and comment knowledgeably on the change in power
relationships with women and people of color over the past century. “She discusses books like a
high school student,” she concluded, “it surprises me every time” (S. Gonzales, S.P.).
Stella had a long list of interests, and many of them included the outdoors. Hiking,
camping, swimming, snow fun, exploring, volleyball, and boogie boarding topped the outdoor
list. Sewing, drawing, and designing clothes made up the indoor list. All of these activities
brought her joy and were usually part of something she did with—or had learned from—one or
more immediate or extended family members, who themselves were as a varied as her interests.
Stella’s Family
Stella lived with her mom Sophia, her dad, Fernando, and her younger sister, Catelyn,
who had started kindergarten at Earhart that year. They lived in an large apartment complex on
the same block of the school, and Fernando could be seen each day meeting the girls at dismissal
to walk home together. A freelance photographer and graphic designer, Fernando took care of
the girls while Sofia worked the swing shift as a doctor’s assistant at a downtown hospital. Even
though it was a sacrifice, family came first. “Our family has gone through many struggles, but
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[Stella] has been able to push up and be on a good level . . . I’m proud of her,” shared her dad (F.
Gonzalez, S.P.).
Mrs. Gonzalez recounted that as a child, she spent two years in boarding school in
Honduras, which she hated because she had to get up every morning at 6 a.m., go to classes, and
then back to the dorm to study. She hated it but she knew she had to stay in school to make a
difference. She credited her father, Stella’s grandfather, as the source of her love of reading,
“The first book I got was Mujercitas [Little Women]. That was my first present, a book, and
that’s where my reading comes from” (S. Gonzalez, S.P.). Things changed when she came to the
United States. Her father went to work for American Airlines and enrolled Sofia in the local high
school. Sofia later successfully studied to become a health worker and worked in a local hospital
at the time of the interview.
Stella had good but very different experiences with each of her parent’s families. Sofia’s
side of the family lived in different cities and the families rarely got together. Fernando’s family,
on the other hand, was very close, lived locally, and they were always getting together. “We have
a birthday party every month,” Fernando liked to boast (F. Gonzalez, S.P.). Francisco’s sisters
and their families all lived in surrounding communities, and they got together regularly. Stella
loved time with her cousins, aunts, and grandmother, sewing, cooking, hiking, volleyball, and
camping and, of course, the parties. Stella had an older sister from Fernando’s previous marriage,
who was 30 and lived in Texas with her family and was in the Air Force. Melena, the daughter of
one of Fernando’s three sisters, lived locally and was Stella’s role model and confidante.
Stella struggled during kindergarten and first grade. Her parents enrolled her in a Catholic
School, and Stella did not do well. At first they used to push her, challenge her, and pressure her,
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until they stopped one day and asked themselves why they were pressuring such a young child. It
was hard for Sofia to accept at first, but after conversations with friends and family, she and
Fernando began to entertain the idea that it might be the school itself. Sofia recalled:
There were a lot of kids bullying other kids and forming clicks. Stella was always left out
and she was so unhappy. The teachers were unapproachable about it and Stella was not
thriving. Finally we had to make a change. (Stella, S.P.)
When Stella enrolled in the second grade at Earhart, things quickly fell into place. Stella
remembered what it was like. “I was scared at first because I didn’t know if I would have any
friends or if people would like me” Stella confessed. (Stella, S.P.). One of her favorite memories
occurred that year when she met her best friend, Alicia:
We both were students of the month and during the celebration lunch at Wendy’s, I was
sitting next to her. She said “Hi. My name’s Alicia and asked me my name and I told her
and we just started talking . . . then she put her fries in her ice cream and I was like, What
are you doing?” And she’s like, “Try it. It’s good.” Then we just started playing and
joking with that and became best friends. (Stella, S.P.)
Sofia also noticed the change right away. The students were friendly and the teachers were
accessible and took the time to explain to the students what they were learning. Stella’s second
grade teacher, Mrs. Green, took great care to welcome her into the classroom where the children
formed partnerships, met on the rug each day, shared their ideas, and read a variety of books. It
was a perfect match for Stella, and she began to flourish.
Three years later, Mrs. Hancock described Stella as quiet, unassuming, and very patient,
“She is the kind of student that has a plan, but will not yell it out . . . She is not worried about not
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getting it the first time, just concerned with getting it, and she usually does” (K. Hancock, S.P.).
Mrs. Hancock said that it was atypical for Stella to ask a lot of questions but she was always
completely engaged in listening and liked the validation of checking her assumptions with the
teacher or classmates. Then she went to work and worked in a stable and consistent manner until
she mastered the assignment.
Stella’s family was a powerful influence in her life both personally and academically.
Family stories permeated every aspect of her interviews. Stella was looking forward to the
upcoming family trip to Sequoia where she and her cousins have walked around and explored the
trails and forests.
It’s just very peaceful up there and we [joined] . . . with another family that we met there
. . . we collected rocks and we found this little, this little lake . . . and we surrounded it
with rocks and we just had fun . . . . I like that it’s just so peaceful there and you get to
just walk around see the trees and how huge they are. And [up there] they’ll [forest
rangers] tell you about a specific tree and what it went through. (Stella, S.P.)
It was no accident when I asked Stella about her favorite things to do, and to learn and about her
plans for the future, family was at the center of each story that she told. Trips, she said, “bring
family closer together” (Stella, S.P.).
Stella was a reflective and confident human being, sensitive but tough, observant and
upbeat, with an artist’s sensibility and the confidence of a leader. Her mother shared a story
about a day when a Special Education student’s mother came up to her and said, “Your daughter
is one of the sweetest, nicest persons in the world. The other kids were teasing my son, she
stepped in and said ‘Don’t do that!’ And they stopped” (S. Gonzales, S.P.).
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When I asked the students to share a piece of their work that they were proud of, Stella
brought me her poem “Baby.” Stella wrote the poem about a little cousin that didn’t make it
through childbirth.
My aunt was like a mom to me. When my dad would be working on something, we
would stay with her. She was always saying, “Oh I don’t want kids. I don’t want kids.”
But when he came, everyone was just so happy because he was going to be a new baby
cousin. And we could just tell there was something special about him . . . This poem
stands for what I feel for him. (Stella, S.P.):
“Baby you’re so fragile, I love you so much
You may be with the stars up high,
But no matter what, you are always in my heart.
You make me feel free and safe with the thought that you’re inside.
Baby I can feel you in my heart and soul,
Just filling it up, just filling it up, like a garden on grass,
Baby I love you so much no matter where you are.”
Alex
Alex:
Interviewer:
Alex:
Interviewer:
Alex:

Sports. I love sports. Especially basketball.
Is that why when you injured your head we couldn’t keep you off the
court? By the way, did you play that day in the tournament after school?
Yeah.
You are so bad. We told you not to play.
I can’t resist.
--Alex, S.P.

Alex was small for his age but big on personality. Relentlessly social, Alex generally felt
that it was his duty in life to keep you informed and entertained. “I’m funny. My teacher told me
that I should be a comedian when I grow up,” he smiled. He liked it when people liked his jokes
or his comments and did not miss an opportunity to share his opinions or his humor in class
discussions. “Alex wants to talk through everything,” shared Mrs. Hancock, “When I leave him
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notes, where other kids will take it and just do it, he always come up at recess to talk it through—
always—no matter what.” I asked Mrs. Hancock how she controls that. “I don’t really. I actually
like it. He’s funny.” It would not be an exaggeration to say that Alex almost never stopped
talking. When asked how he would describe himself, he offered right away, “Fun.” Alex loved
jokes, talking, and WWF Smackdown, a widely popular wrestling show on television. Celebrating
a birthday the week of his interview, he talked to me about what he was going to do for it,
“Master of ceremonies . . . ” (Alex, S.P.).
When I first met Alex two years earlier, I had just arrived at Earhart as the new principal.
It was a district custom for the Board of Trustees to invite a student and his or her family from
one of the schools to open the board meeting by leading attendees in the flag salute. As a
principal, new to the site, I did not know who to pick, so the attendance clerk suggested Alex:
“His family is so committed to a good education, they don’t have much, and Alex works really
hard.” That evening, in the company of his mom, sister, and brother, Alex shyly led the flag
salute and then shook hands and took a picture with the superintendent. After spending time with
Alex, I came to understand that what I had witnessed on his part that night wasn’t shyness at all
but an overwhelming sense of pride at being able to provide that moment for his mother (Alex,
S.P.).
Alex’s Family
Alex lived with his mother, stepdad, sister Victoria, and his older brother, Javier. The
kids were each one year apart and managed to have followed each other’s footsteps from one
teacher to the next, each year at Earhart. Alex was the middle child. Mrs. Hancock had taught
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Javier the previous year and Alex that year. Victoria, notoriously gregarious also, had announced
to me on several occasions that she hoped to get Ms. Hancock for her teacher the next year.
When I arrived early for his mom’s interview and walked up to the locked gate, Alex was
standing, waiting on third floor landing, and hollered that he would be down to let me in. As we
walked up the two long flights of stairs of this 100-plus-unit three story apartment building, Alex
filled me in about which gates worked and which did not, which students lived in which
apartment, and let me know that even though the interview was with his mom, his brother Javier
would be able to make it but his sister would not because she had to go to her nina’s
[godmother’s] for confirmation practice.
Their apartment complex was a bit retirado [distant] from Earhart, but Alex’s mom did
not want he or his siblings to change because “estoy muy contenta con todo lo que la escuela [ha
hecho] . . . para mis hijos y no quiero cambiar de escuela/I am very grateful for all that the
school has done for my children and I do not want to change.” Her appreciation for and
commitment to getting them to school regardless of the distance was what Alex loved about his
mom and step-dad. For Alex, everything led back to family; however, when Alex was eight, his
dad perished in an automobile accident in Mexico, changing the family unit and trajectory in an
instant. It was not an easy time for them. Throughout the interview, Alex brought his mom water,
sat with us, got up for a few minutes, and then came back to sit at the table to provide additional
commentary.
When I asked Alex about school, his first response was, “It’s really awesome!” Alex
loved sports, video games, and hanging out with his friends. When asked about his academic
success, Alex responded simply, “I like studying . . . because everyday you get to learn more
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stuff and once you get them you start seeing them [in your head] and they will be stuck in your
head forever.” “Try harder” seemed to be Alex’s mantra. Still classified as an English language
learner, Alex identified vocabulary as his main challenge. He said that the longer words were
really hard for him because he just didn’t know them. But because he decoded well, I suspected
that he didn’t “know” them in the background knowledge sense—that they were not in his
linguistic schema. In my observation, that was an accurate assessment, although his lack of
vocabulary did not deter him from answering questions or sharing ideas in class, in small groups,
with his friends, or out on the yard. Nevertheless, he spoke with the kind of limited vocabulary
not atypical for young second language learners in homes where exclusively Spanish is spoken.
Fully aware of this, Alex declared that learning vocabulary was a goal for him. When I asked
him what he planned to do about it, Alex said, “Well, I can’t just read the whole dictionary
[laughter] but I like learning stuff . . . so I learn new words and practice them. I find them when
I‘m reading and write them down in my journal. And I accomplish it” (Alex, S.P.).
In terms of fifth grade, Alex was proud. “I’m doing really well because I’m getting good
grades and my mom is proud of me.” He explained that his key was being “focused and not
messing around. I listen during the mini-lessons, I practice, I put a lot of work into it and try
harder” (Alex, S.P.). He went on, “I’m prepared . . . and I don’t miss a lot of days out of school.”
Alex had perfect attendance.
What was striking, though, is that along with Alex’s gregariousness and light-heartedness
was a strong sense of duty: first and foremost to family, then to learning and school, and then to
service to community. When he was not playing or talking to his friends, Alex could be found
helping the librarian or the custodian, leading the school walk-a-thon, or in the classroom with
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his teacher. Almost every time that Alex talked about the importance of trying hard, he
mentioned his duty to work hard, take care of his sister, and do well in school for his mother and
his family.
Isabel
“Say cheese!”
--Isabel, S.P.
This phrase has a different meaning when it comes to Isabel. Considered one of the quiet
ones, Isabel was a top student who said that she learned best by studying and paying attention. A
subtle achiever who normally preferred not to share, she offered this definitive perspective,
“Study, listen, ask questions, and if you study and try hard, you’ll be a successful student”
(Isabel, S.P.).
Though not always comfortable for her, Isabel participated in group conversations
anyway because those were the expectations of the classroom. Isabel was proud that she always
tried hard to get good grades and usually did, even in math, which didn’t come as easily as
language arts. “So many numbers. You learn them and then it changes and you have to learn new
relationships and then it changes again,” she confided with a glance that expressed both
exasperation and delight.
Despite what she said, Isabel excelled in math as well as English language arts and
regardless of the subject; she was always attentive and prepared—and goofy about cheese.
Completely out of character and to the constant delight of her classmates, Isabel somehow
managed to work cheese into her conversations. No one was spared. When I asked her to
describe some of her typical daily activities, she smiled and told me, “Anything that involves
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cheese!” Wherever Isabel was, cheese was bound to appear. “It’s a running joke,” explained Mrs.
Hancock, “and the kids get it and love it.”
When asked about her favorite things, Isabel did not hesitate, “Cheese and dogs!” She
had three dogs, and it was unclear how much cheese. I was afraid to ask. Isabel was not so good
at softball but she enjoyed it. She did confess however that one of her areas for improvement was
cleaning up after herself at home because she had a habit—much to her mother’s dismay—of
leaving her practice gear laying around. Later on I found out that it was not only her practice
gear but her backpack and quite a few other items, which typically found their way to the wrong
locations.
At first, I did not notice Isabel’s determination and quirky sense of humor because Isabel
was a quiet one. She rarely asked questions, and though she participated fully in small group
discussions, like the book clubs, she did not often participate in larger classroom discussions.
Mrs. Hancock worried that she—like Stella—would be overlooked by teachers in the middle
school and not challenged by them to do her best. Isabel, however, was not worried about that
and shared that although her mom also thought she was a little lazy, she was not. I later observed
that Isabel did indeed work hard but typically kept a relaxed, easygoing air about her. Despite the
reservations expressed by her mom and teacher about her lack of drive, Isabel felt “proud of my
grades because I know I work hard to get better and better and I actually try hard to get good
grades; I listen and work hard every day to do my best and try my best” (Isabel, S.P.).
Despite her perceived challenges in math or speaking in class, for Isabel, not achieving
was not an option. She was very clear about how she handled confusion or challenge and ensured
that she would learn what was required of her. When asked about her influences, Isabel
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volunteered a list of those who helped her. Her friends Mattie and Carla helped to explain tough
math problems. Her teacher, Mrs. Hancock always stopped to go over anything she had
questions about. Isabel explained:
She walks around to see if we are doing what we are supposed to do [and] if I do
something wrong, she tells me and I correct it. And if we make a mistake, she helps us
and everything . . . She even cheers me up if I’m sad.
She did not hesitate to tap into her circle of support.
I don’t ask if I get it, but I ask if I don’t get it. Mrs. Hancock answers and explains
everything . . . I [also] study a lot every night and if I need help my sister helps me . . . I
really want to be successful in life. (Isabel, S.P.)
Isabel considered herself a good student and measured her progress by her grades and reading
level advancement based on assessments given by her teacher. She looked forward to these
grades and loved doing well because it made her family proud.
Isabel’s Family
Isabel lived with her big sister, Luz, her mother, Clara, her father, Jesus, and their three
dogs. Luz was two years older, also reserved, also an excellent student, and loved to go to the
mall. Luz had also studied in Mrs. Hancock’s class when she was in elementary school and set
the bar high for academic accomplishment. Very close to one another, Isabel and her big sister
had fun together and did not shy away from taking on adventures as a team. Isabel recollected
the time when they took on training their dogs. They had no idea how to do it but they knew they
could figure it out. After a few failures with out-of-control puppies, “My mother taught us and
we learned . . . And I [also] saw somebody else in YouTube, on how to train them to sit and
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stuff.” Quiet like Luz, Isabel didn’t exude a high level of confidence at first glance, but proved to
be no less determined or capable. She was proud of her big sister’s success as well and loved her
sister, whom she described as “really sweet” and who was always there when she needed her.
When asked about her mom, the first thing that Isabel described was her chicken soup.
“It’s soooooo good,” she emphasized with that cheese twinkle in her eye, “and when I’m sick,
she gives me some, and I always get better” (Isabel, S.P.).
Clara, a native of Sinaloa, Mexico, grew up on a rancho near a small pueblo and still
carried many fond memories of the family and country life. In her tiny, tiny pueblo, “Todos nos
conocíamos, todos amigos, nos cuidábamos los unos a los otros como éramos hermanos/
Everyone knew everyone else and were like brothers and sisters, always taking care of each
other.” Her father had land, and he made a point to take everyone into the fields to plant so they
would love the land as he did. Clara recalled, “Siempre se sembraba diferente cosas como trigo.
[Al principio] era verde verde verde y luego tres meses después nos llevaba y estaba amarillo
amarillo amarillo bonito/We would always plant many different crops, like wheat, together. At
first everything was green, green, green, and then three months later, everything had turned a
beautiful sea of yellow.” The fresh air, the freedom, the open space, all remained clear in her
memory. “No hay como eso/ nothing can compare”, she reflected with appreciatively, “Es otro
mundo/ It’s another world” (C. Campos, S.P.).
“Tal palo, tal astilla” is a traditional Spanish saying, which translates to: “As is the
branch, so is the sliver.” Perhaps the roots of Isabel’s love of life could be immediately
recognized in listening to her mom joyfully recall her childhood rancho and her dad
affectionately describing his father. Isabel’s description of every member of her circle carried
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that same spirit of appreciation. Isabel felt close to both her mom and her dad. With her dad, she
could discuss personal things and with her mom she enjoyed discussing the issues, themes, and
topics that emerged from the news or the books that she read. They both looked to each other as
close partners in this inquiry and shared a passion for fairness and justice.
As quiet as Isabel was at school, she looked forward to each day to discussing current
events and social issues with her family around the dinner table. With the exception of cheese
and justice, everything else about Isabel tended to be subtle. She displayed a subtle but solid
determination, a subtle but endearing sense of humor, a subtle but inspirational kindness, and
subtle but unmistakable inner glow. When issues of fairness and social justice were involved,
however, Isabel did not hesitate to weigh in and take a stand. She enjoyed exploring the
characters and issues from literature and social studies during group discussions and book clubs,
and bringing them home to the dinner table and evening walks. Isabel loved family, and Isabel
loved school, and they connected nicely in her world. “School is fun,” Isabel shared animatedly.
“Most people don’t think that, but it is and I get to meet with my friends. But my house is my
favorite place because that is where I’m with my family.” Isabel’s optimism and joy in the world
came through in her philosophy for each day, “Everyday is kind of special to me because
everyday I learn a lesson in life.” Siempre alegre.
Zeke
Interviewer: Why do you think you are a good student?
Zeke: I don’t want to miss a thing. Not one piece of learning time.
--Zeke, S.P.
Zeke had perfect attendance and was a relentless learner. He was regarded by his
classmates and teacher as the top student in the classroom, very competitive, but in a healthy
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way. He and Nate were often heard turning to each other and saying, “I got this one, which one
did you get?” He never boasted or bragged and was extremely popular among his peers. He was
regularly chosen as a captain on the soccer field, and students competed to be his partner for
different projects. Zeke and Nate were inseparable except when arranged otherwise by the
teacher. “He was selected by the kids to be student of the month by two thirds of the class. I have
never seen the vote so overwhelmingly for one person,” remarked Mrs. Hancock. It was his
fourth time being selected in four years. A creative thinker, Zeke prided himself in identifying
multiple ways to solve problems and never giving up on an assignment. He attributed his success
to his hard work, his parents, his partners, and his teacher. Zeke shared his achievement
philosophy:
When you don’t understand something, you try your hardest, you don’t give up. You try
everything that they teach you and you just learn it. Don’t just listen to it, learn it, and it
doesn’t go away. That’s how I become a good student. (Zeke, S.P.)
Zeke’s Family
Zeke lived with his father, Bernardo, and his mother, Cecilia, and his younger sister,
Jaquelin. Bernardo came to the United States from Guatemala 17 years ago after studying for a
teaching career but not being able to find work. Bernardo shared the story of his pathway to the
United States:
Alla estudiaba y trabajaba. Hice un magisterio urbano, pero debido a la carencia del
trabajo y fondos, no pude seguir estudiando y no pude ejercer mi profesion. Tuve que
decidir a buscar otros caminos. Por la necesidad . . . decidimos viajar a este pais . . . y
gracias a Dios pues hasta ahorita todo esta muy bien . . . Ahora tengo mi esposa que la
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conoci, es Mexicana, tenemos dos ninos . . . El primero, lo major y lo maximo, yo creo
que han sido nuestros hijos./In Guatemala I worked and studied teaching but due to the
shortage of teaching position and finances I had to leave before I finished and could not
pursue that career. I decided that I needed to follow another path so, because of necessity,
the family decided to immigrate to the United States and praise God, things have worked
out well so far. Here I met my wife, who is Mexicana, and we have two children together
and that, our children, have been our greatest delight. (B. Jimenez, S.P.)
Bernardo was completely satisfied with his decision to come here and gave thanks to God for all
of the good things they were able to manage:
Hay que darle gracias a Dios no? Por el trabajo y por la salud que a uno le da . . . Pues,
son logros secundarios, para mi algo muy bueno fue poder hacernos residentes de este
pais y poder obtener los papeles legales de este pais./One has to give thanks to God for
being able to make a living, and for blessing us with good health above all . . . The rest of
our achievements are really secondary. One beautiful thing, however, was to be able to
become legal residents of this country and obtain the necessary papers. (B. Jimenez, S.P.)
In the United States, Bernardo was working in construction, specifically in tile. Three of his four
brothers and sisters were here and one was still in Guatemala with his parents. Bernardo’s father,
Zeke’s grandfather, despite his advanced age, still worked as a carpenter in Guatemala. Bernardo
credited his parents with a strong upbringing.
[Mis padres] estan vivos, estan in Guatemala. Tuve muy buena influencia de ellos
cuando yo era niño porque o sea mi papa siempre estuvo con nosotros, mi mama
también. Yo pude ver de ellos que pues, siempre trabajaron para darnos lo que podían.
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Nos dieron estudio, nos dieron techo y si todo muy bien una buena educacion tanto en la
casa en el hogar como en la escuela./My parents are still living and living in Guatemala.
I was raised by both my parents together and they were a good influence for us. They
were hardworking and did what was necessary to provide for us what they could. They
made it possible for us to study, and gave us a strong foundation at home as well as at
school. (B. Jimenez, S.P.)
Bernardo made it clear that, to him, Zeke was a good child and for the most part a typical
boy with one or two qualities that may have set him apart:
Yo creo que es como qualquier otro niño, pelea, se porta mal, mira television, juega
juegos, a veces no lea tanto,..pero yo le he notado sentimientos de bondad. No es porque
sea mi hijo sino porque yo le he visto en ciertas cosas que uno pone atencion en los
niños./Zeke is very much a normal boy: occasionally he fights, misbehaves, watches tv,
plays his video games, sometimes neglects his reading . . . but I have seen in him a real
kindness. I don’t say that because he’s my son but this aspect of his personality stands
out. (B. Jimenez, S.P.)
They were proud of Zeke, his success in school, his positive attitude toward things each day, and
who he was as a person. They described him as a very happy child that loved to joke around and
play outside everyday, truly enjoying his childhood. They felt that they had provided necessary
study routines such as daily reading and homework to support his success since kindergarten.
Mr. and Mrs. Jimenez were pleased because the feedback they were getting from Mrs.
Hancock and from his grades throughout elementary school was consistent: Zeke always applied
himself to his work until he got it right. “Yo he notado que cualquier cosa que haga el trata de
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hacerlo lo mejor que se puede/ One thing that I have noticed is that he [Zeke] always tries to do
the best he possibly can,” Bernardo shared. Bernardo shared that he had not seen a particular or
special talent in Zeke emerge but he was often impressed that although Zeke may not have
always been the best at something, he had shown that he was going to put his all into it. Bernardo
shared a story about Zeke’s determination.
El futbol, a él, yo siento como que no es para él, pero él trata de jugar, lo mejor que
puede. Y, y, y ha llegado el punto que, que ha sido, el mejor en el equipo. Pero yo siento
que el futbol no es, no es para él, no es algo que le guste de verdad. Pero lo hace, y
cuando lo hace, lo hace bien, es un ejemplo sencillo./In the beginning I didn’t really feel
that soccer was for him. But he went out anyway and just tried his best. I sill feel that
soccer isn’t for him, and that it’s not something that he really likes, but he went out
anyway and put his all into and he ended up being the best player on the team. It is a
simple example but it tells the story. (B. Jimenez, S.P.)
Mrs. Hancock commented that it never took much convincing for Zeke to take on a challenge.
He liked good competition and once he started, he stuck with it. His energy and enthusiasm had
proved to be magnetic and over the course of the last two years he had turned out to be a huge
influence on Nate and had gained a strong reputation among his classmates. Zeke acknowledged
Mrs. Hancock’s influence and the impact of the collaborative class structure on his success:
My teachers, my parents, my partners . . . they always push me. Like my teacher teaches
me new things, new ways to learn . . . and pushes me into deeper thinking. When she
teaches me something [and I learn it], she says, “Ok, now I want you to try this” and she
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gives me extra math problems or story packets. She also provides bonus questions on the
test and I always go for the bonus. I always try them, no matter what. (Zeke, S.P.)
Mrs. Hancock affirmed that this format was a perfect platform for Zeke, who was always
interested in pushing the discussions and, as she put it, “is always yelling all these theories for
his classmates . . . ‘No, you guys, it’s not new, it’s the same number as before . . . . It’s not that
much more complicated, different number, same thing.’” Mrs. Hancock said it simply, “He hates
to be in a box” and really needed freedom to do his best. She admitted that this quality could
become a bit chaotic between him and Nate and Anastasia but it was ok, she felt, because it was
truly helping the other students. I asked her what she was going to do about Zeke’s zeal; her
answer summarized his energy, “I couldn’t shut him down if I wanted to . . . I mean I just try to
harness it for good” (K. Hancock, S.P.).
Anastasia
Interviewer: Please describe yourself.
Anastasia:
I really take school seriously and I’m competitive. I like numbers
and I count everything and sort everything. After I finish my classwork today, I’ll
read or recite Pi. I know it’s just weird but it’s interesting.
--Anastasia, S.P.
Infinitely positive, Anastasia Rios was a “chispa” of a student. She prided herself on
being outside the box and considered coming up with new ideas, creativity, and stick-to-itiveness
her strengths. “I am proud that I am an overachiever and I try my best at things.” If there was an
activity to be organized, a conversation to be had, or a job to be done, Anastasia was there. She
was a member of the Wellness Team, which organized monthly healthy recipe taste tests for the
student body and also traveled from classroom to classroom leading the students in “Instant
Recess,” a five-minute fitness flash mob in the classroom. She was a Girl Scout leader, a peer
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tutor, a volunteer in the school garden, and a source of stories, opinions, insights, and
perspectives, solicited or unsolicited, any time, any place. Class participation was never an issue,
small group participation was not an issue, and our one-on-one chats were always interesting and
largely unpredictable. Perhaps the only predictable aspect of one’s exchange with Anastasia was
that it was going to be unpredictable.
Anastasia admitted to being very competitive. During our first interview, she cited her
recent cookie drive as an example:
I sold 115 boxes, my sister sold 30, then some of the girls in my troop sold 500! And I
was like, “Man, I could have done better.” But I tried my best and contacted everyone I
knew as soon as I got the cookie sheet. (Anastasia, S.P.)
Her voice tapered off and I could see she was already figuring out what to do differently for the
next cookie drive.
Her competitiveness extended to academics. “I’m a hard worker. I don’t want to say I’m
focused all the time but I’m focused. I like to participate in anything I can do to help the teacher
or improve my grade.” Mrs. Hancock’s classroom served as a demonstration site for Reader’s
and Writer’s workshop for Southern California, and visitors often commented that Anastasia’s
questions and observations were exceptionally perceptive and thought provoking.
Anastasia loved swimming, kayaking, hiking, and shopping. She planned to bake her own
cupcakes for her birthday, which she had been doing since she was nine. She preferred dark
chocolate to all other flavors. Her favorite place was grandma’s house in North Dakota. It was
situated on a lake and was a cool place because it had “so much space to play.” She was bad at
sports but liked to crochet baby blankets and flowers. “It’s really relaxing and really cheap. What
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you make could have a value of five dollars but the yarn can probably be a dollar.” Anastasia
counted everything.
Anastasia’s Family
Anastasia’s mother, Julie, thought that Anastasia got her math skills from her dad, who
was very good at math. “It’s nature – she sure didn’t get it from me,” she laughed. Anastasia’s
parents were divorced. Her dad was in the army and lived in Virginia. He was remarried, had two
kids, and Anastasia and her sister visited him every summer. She loved her dad and looked
forward to the visits and particularly to see and play with her brothers. Anastasia’s mom said that
the divorce probably shaped Anastasia’s determination to take control of her life.
Anastasia was a neat freak, highly organized, and perpetually annoyed by her little sister,
Arianna, who, according to Anastasia, was extremely messy. They shared a room, and conflict
was a part of life. “She drives me insane.” Anastasia longed for her own room again, “I
remember having my own room too when I was back on the base. It was awesome!” Anastasia lit
up at the memory, “It was pretty plain and purple . . . just a big purple bed and the TV and it was
pretty plain. My sister had all the toys.” It was clear that she didn’t mind. From the twinkle in her
eye as she recounted it, I detected that “plain” was a code word for “neat.” Then a look of
resignation came over, and she added, “Basically now I have my top of the bunk bed and a
dressing area and she has the rest of the room but I’m organized around my desk and my
dressing table” (Anastasia, S.P.).
Anastasia lived with her mom and sister and her mom’s boyfriend, Mike, who was a
physicist by training. The family liked to go to the beach and thoroughly enjoyed California.
“We didn’t get a lot of beach opportunities living in Texas,” Julie explained. Anastasia and her
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mom went kayaking and hiking at every opportunity. I found that interesting because at school
she didn’t play too often with the others at recess but was usually found volunteering in the
school’s organic garden or hanging out in the library. Anastasia was also clear that the one thing
she did not like was sports. I asked Julie why and then I found out. Anastasia had cerebral palsy,
a condition that made running difficult. She never mentioned that in our conversations.
This conversation began to reveal the closeness and trust between Anastasia and her
mom. Julie explained that Anastasia had had an MRI when she was six and they discovered that
the gray matter in her brain was not fully developed, which created stasticity in her left leg. The
palsy could have been treated to some degree with physical therapy or even surgery to lengthen
the tendon and loosen the muscles. They decided to go with the physical therapy but declined the
surgery option. “We also tried Botox injections to loosen the muscle, but we haven’t pursued it
because . . . I mean we did the Botox and she seemed to be fine. She doesn’t seem to mind.”
Julie added that moving forward, the decision was Anastasia’s:
If at some point she chooses to pursue medical treatment for it, we will do that, but she
hasn’t expressed an interest and she doesn’t, she doesn’t like to right now I think. We are
leaving that decision up to her. (J. Rios, S.P.)
Julie had grown up in a strict Christian home in Minnesota even though she confessed
that she had since gotten away from her Christian roots. Julie tended to pride herself on walking
her own path in life. She said that she had lived in a small town and was very sheltered. She left
home and “got educated. I don’t teach my children [a particular religion]. If they are interested I
will let them find their own religion, if you will” (J. Rios, S.P.). Julie eventually joined the
military, where she met the girls’ dad and got married.
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Julie and her mom, Anastasia’s grandmother, were still close. Julie shared that her mom
had recently flown out from Minnesota to visit with the girls. Julie admired her parents and their
accomplishments. “Neither of my parents really went to college . . . We lived out in the country
in Minnesota on five acres of land. We lived in the country but neither of my parents were
farmers.” She was proud of them for sticking to their religion and that they loved the life that
they led. Julie loved that they were always trying to improve themselves with education and
succeeded at becoming financially independent. “My dad started his own business when he was
older in life . . . and after working in annuities and investments, my mom became a nurse when
she was 50 years old. She went back to school to do that.” Julie was grateful because, “They
taught me how to live without needing much, self reliance. They taught me a lot of that and I
teach my children that too” (J. Rios, 2012).
Julie said that times were “tight” economically, but not tough. She said that the sacrifice
was worth it and that the move to California provided her with a good opportunity to go school,
better her education, and give the girls the time they needed:
I feel that when I was in Texas and I was working nights, weekends, holidays, on call all
the time, I very rarely saw my children, I couldn’t have a meal with them. Now even
though I have a modest income, I have a lot more time, I can do the homework . . . [and]
I have time to pay attention to them and I think that parents now work so hard to pay the
bills, to put clothes on their children or to feed them, you don’t have time to sit down and
go through their homework with them, to ask them how their day was, to have a meal
together. (J. Rios, 2012)
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Being part of a military family, Anastasia had a range of experiences not typical of her
classmates. When her mom and dad were married, they were both in the military and were
deployed at different bases in the United States and in Europe. Her scope of background
knowledge was impressive and supported Mrs. Hancock’s observation of Anastasia as naturally
curious and her mom’s description of her as interested in everything and enjoying life. Anastasia
naturally told stories about her travels and about how people live and behave in different
countries, and shared her recollections of even the small moments—like how disappointed the
family was when most of the rare Polish pottery that they had found in Germany broke during
the move to the United States. I asked Anastasia what her favorite childhood memory was, and
she told me:
My favorite memory is when were in Rome – no, Paris, and we were looking over the
Eiffel Tower and we were also in the Louvre looking at Mona Lisa. I thought that was
really awesome to look at . . . something really beautiful. The history behind it’s really
cool too. (Anastasia, S.P.)
Anastasia was a strong student with a breadth of background knowledge, a strong
commitment to learning, and tremendous curiosity about all things. She was proactively
competitive in everything but sports and determined that there would be no areas of weakness in
her academic, intellectual, or social skill set. She loved to laugh and be free conversationally,
intellectually, and socially. She was also deeply emotional and privately introspective. On one
hand, she was proud of her uniqueness and, on the other hand, she considered school an essential
social opportunity. She was front and center in all things school and an intellectual catalyst in the
classroom.
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Katherine Hancock
“I like to motivate them but I think I probably hold them accountable more. I think by
holding them accountable, they are motivated to meet my standards. It’s my job to
provide the rigorous curriculum and then give them a way to get there. So [it’s essential
that] they know my exact expectation whether it’s behavioral, academic, life long,
whatever . . . and then I have to work backwards to figure out how to get them there.”
--K. Hancock, S.P.
On the Thursday afternoon, the day I invited Katherine to be a part of the study, the
students had already gone home for the day. I had been working to narrow my sample down to
the required numbers, and it turned out that most of the initially targeted students were clustered
in Mrs. Hancock’s classroom. Even though it was late in the day, I knew I would have no trouble
locating Mrs. Hancock because one of three “after-hours” possibilities would always be true:
Either she would be meeting with students, writing feedback on assignments, or planning with
her fifth-grade teaching partner. When I found her in her classroom, she was doing all three.
Katherine Hancock was a 10-year veteran in her early 30s who served that year as
cochair of student council, chairperson of the Green Team, a student club that sponsored healthy
eating events, cochair of the Talent Show, and a wife and mother. She also taught reading
methods courses at a local university. A highly sought-after mentor teacher, Mrs. Hancock was a
literacy demonstration teacher for the Blas Foundation (a pseudonym) which designed a longterm professional development program for outstanding teachers throughout the state. The Blas
Foundation’s philosophy was that if the most accomplished teachers had the resources, coaching,
and support in and out of the classroom to raise their practice and expertise to the highest levels,
they would in turn impact the teaching and learning at their respective sites in a profound way.
Katherine, Mrs. Suk, and Mrs. Green were all recipients of this multiyear professional
development structure. They continuously achieved impressive results with their students, and
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Earhart had become a literacy demonstration center for the Blas Foundation. Katherine’s
workshops were always standing room only.
Growing up with teachers in her family, Katherine reported that education was a big deal
in her household. Katherine loved going to school, and even though her dad was a successful
businessman, Katherine felt that the business world did not suit her personality and also wanted
to pick a job that helped people. Katherine shared how she came to be a teacher: “The teachers in
my family kind of motivated me and I thought it would be something I would try . . . I went into
college, declared in education . . . I loved it and it matched well” (K. Hancock, S.P.).
Beside Mrs. Hancock’s desk was a bulletin board filled with school news and pictures,
one of which was of a 10-year-old girl smiling at the camera and others of the same girl in high
school, and then in college. When I asked Katherine why she chose to put pictures of herself at
these particular ages on the board, she answered that it went back to her philosophy: It’s all about
the long term and its her job to create access. “It’s really hard for a ten year-old to see past fifth
grade,” she said, “Unless they know what’s out there, they don’t know what they are working
for” (K. Hancock, S.P.). Katherine discovered through the kids’ comments over the years that
these pictures served as points of conversation and reflection, and helped to make the idea of
starting now to be a life-long learner more real for them. She shared:
I told my kids all about it when I was getting my reading credential, every time I had
been to school . . . . I did the same when I got my masters so they could see, “Look, it
doesn’t stop. There is life after fifth grade or beyond seventh grade,” The more we can
show them that connection, the more important it becomes. (K. Hancock, S.P.)
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Katherine Hancock came from a family of both farmers and professionals, and she shared
that they have framed her views of success: hard work, personal responsibility, and good
character.
My uncle does not have a college degree but he is up at 4:30 to get to the ranch before the
workers get there and he is there late at night six days a week. There is no negotiating
how hard he works . . . The majority of my family went to college and have a variety of
careers, educators, attorneys, business but most of my family are farmers and they are all
successful . . . Success is not about the money, that will come . . . It doesn’t matter what
you do, but how hard you work and what kind of person you are. (K. Hancock, S.P.)
Katherine’s mom was her greatest teacher, “I feel like I grew up in an area where whether the
teachers were good or bad, my mom still educated us, and honestly it didn’t matter much what
the teachers did” (K. Hancock, S.P.). In Katherine’s household, her mom read to her and her
sister all of the time, and with every book there was a discussion but the discussions were
intimate and around the message, the characters, and value of the story, so it never felt academic.
Assignments, however, were always accompanied by the question, “How can we make this
better?” or “What could we do to make this unique and interesting?” For Katherine, this level of
expectation made it challenging and fun. She admitted, “My mom taught me more than what the
teachers taught me until I got to high school.”
These high expectations were embedded in the level of effort Katherine expected of her
students and of what she expected of herself. She planned collaboratively with her fifth-grade
partner at least three times a week. There was always at least one stack of student work on her
desk at any moment and that stack was never there the following day. “They know,” Katherine
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shared, “That if they submitted work to me, I am going to comment on it.” I asked her how she
managed that day in and day out for 32 students, and she told me:
Every student is different and may need a little something different. If they don’t get
timely feedback they may not know what to work on or they may repeat the wrong
strategy. It’s a lot . . . but you just do it. (K. Hancock, S.P.)
Katherine was happy that many of her students had parents who were involved and
supportive of their education, but many of them also were not able to really help academically.
There were many parents that confessed that they didn’t know how to help and others that they
didn’t know how to multiply or divide. Katherine always told them that in that case their role
was to sit each day and encourage their children and work as partners at home and school to hold
them accountable. She would take care of the rest but the students needed to put in the work.
In sum, the context for whatever Katherine taught was focused on generating success
habits and strategies that applied to both schooling and life. She believed in motivation, effort,
accountability, and success as a shared responsibility. Katherine emphasized the necessity of
knowing and engaging each student to do this effectively:
So for some of them, high expectations and my standard of school is important. For
others it’s trying to find a way to challenge them. [For] some of them, you know,
everyday I’m just trying to find a way to keep up with them . . . It’s making sure that each
one is getting what they need to be pushed forward, whatever area that’s in . . . whether
it’s motivation, academics, reading, math, whatever, pushing them to be better. (K.
Hancock, S.P.)
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Description and Analysis of Findings	
  
Effort Driven: Students Held a Dynamic View of Intelligence and Success
When I asked Nate to describe himself in the fifth grade, he said, “I’m a little scared
because the work is getting harder . . . because we are doing middle school math now,” but when
there was something new or challenging to learn, he explained, “I would focus on it more than
the other things that I’m good at.” Nate’s confidence in his success did not waiver. “I feel
prepared for the work that I’m going to do since I’m already used to it and I’m a hard worker.”
Nate’s confident reliance on effort—not how “smart” he was—reflected a major theme that
emerged for all six students in the study. The first finding in this study was a consistent pattern
of beliefs and approaches reported by the students, suggesting that the Earhart high achievers
attributed their academic achievement primarily to hard work and demonstrated an effort-driven
self-theory regarding intelligence and success.
At no time did these high-achieving fifth graders identify themselves as “smart” or
“smarter” than other students apart from some reference to effort; nor did their parents or
teacher. Zeke, for example, the class’s top student, was described by Mrs. Hancock as
“unstoppable.” Zeke immediately zeroed in on effort and persistence as his reason for success:
I always want to push my thinking even deeper. Even if I don’t get it right, I still try. A
good student is always going to a higher level and achieving something. I’m proud of
myself this year because I went from a level N to a level Z [in reading]. (Zeke, S.P.)
Zeke’s mother, Cecilia, agreed, and made the point that much of Zeke’s success was due to his
dedication and his initiative:
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Pues el éxito en primer lugar es de él verdad? Porque si él no pusiera su parte, el no
pudiera tener buenas notas, buenas calificaciones . . . le voy a decir le soy sincero, le
digo que haga las tarea, sí las revise pero yo no sé si está bien . . . “No hemos recibido
una queja ninguna de sus maestras/In the first place, his success is his own doing
because if he did not put in a full effort, he would not be able to achieve the good grades
he has earned. Honestly I tell him to do his homework and I look at it, but I can’t really
say if it is done correctly or not . . . But thus far, we have not received a single complaint
from his teachers. (C. Jimenez, S.P.)
Mrs. Hancock shared that Zeke thrived on competition and challenge. When she presented new
or difficult material, Zeke would immediately say, “Let me take a look at that. I bet I can get it . .
. . . . and once he starts, he will stick with it until he gets it. But at first glance, he’ll be like
‘Wow, that’s hard!’” Referring to Zeke as a “creative thinker,” Hancock added that many times
he worked on math and reading challenge problems for days at a time and his strength was really
sticking to things. “I couldn’t stop him if I wanted to,” she smiled.
Commenting on his own high test scores, Alex shared, “I put in too much [a lot of] effort
. . . It makes me know that I have been working hard . . .and that I should be proud of myself for
putting lots of effort during school.” Alex also attributed his success and that of his classmates to
extra effort, not to being smart. In his classroom, the successful students were those “who are
really focused on their school work and they don’t, like mess around, and . . . they are prepared,”
Alex added (Alex, S.P.). He stated that what worked for him was to “practice on whatever thing
[I am] working on and keep trying to accomplish it . . . You’ve got to keep practicing on it and
you will be really good at it.” Zeke offered a similar perspective. He said that he would tell a
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student who wanted to be successful to “try your hardest and never give up. Even if you have
trouble learning something, just don’t give up . . . Listen to it, practice it, learn it, and keep it . . .
that’s how I became a good student” (Zeke, S.P.).
When asked how she had been successful, Stella shared that for her, the key to learning
and getting smart was focus and hard work:
I am the type of student that I really like to try to be as focused as I can be and get the
best grades I can . . . Like Mrs. Hancock says that the smartest people are those that take
more time on their work and so I try to do that . . . If I don’t understand, I will work on it
as long as I can until I figure it out. (Stella, S.P.)
Stella, like the other five students, expressed unwavering confidence that she could learn
whatever she wanted to learn through applying effort. When asked what area she most wanted to
improve in, for example, Stella indicated that in math, she wanted to be at the same level as some
of the students, like Zeke and Isabel, who had been with Mrs. Hancock during their fourth-grade
year as well. That group was doing more advanced math than Stella, and she was committed to
moving into that group. Yet, she didn’t want to have that conversation with Mrs. Hancock, she
just wanted to work harder and show her that she could do it. I asked Stella how Mrs. Hancock
would know that that was her goal and provide her support if she didn’t tell her. Stella assured
me that Mrs. Hancock would know, “She will see the progress in my homework and tests.”
Stella added, “I just feel like its something that I can accomplish by myself . . . I don’t want to be
the same as them, I just want to be as smart as them. If I just work harder and I pay more
attention, I can do it” (Stella, S.P.).
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Anastasia, whom I described earlier as hopelessly quirky, provided a perfect example of a
student who could have easily adopted an identity as one of the smarter students and attributed
her success to that “innate” ability. Anastasia possessed an extensive vocabulary and
extraordinary background knowledge, which led visitors and observers to listen to her classroom
contributions and often ask Mrs. Hancock if Anastasia had been coached. “That’s all her,” Mrs.
Hancock always replied. Early in our interview, Anastasia quickly declared that she was
obsessed with math and shared that “after I’m done with my work I’d read or recite [Pi], you
know the number pi, 3.1416 . . . and I know it’s just weird but it’s interesting.” Anastasia’s
vocabulary and wordliness set her apart from her peers in a way that was immediately observable
in her classroom input and self-descriptions. Given the high value and reward placed on verbal
ability in classrooms, Anastasia had every opportunity to see herself as smart and describe
herself as such. She never did.
When asked to describe herself and why she was so academically successful, Anastasia
replied, “I work hard and I . . . train.” She explained by way of example:
I’m pretty good, all threes and fours, on report cards is pretty good. I have been
improving in reading in language arts. You see in fourth grade I was really bad at
language arts and reading so . . . at the beginning of the year, I was under the average
reading level where I was supposed to be at. So I saw that and I saw where I was
supposed to be, I made it my personal goal to reach that reading level and now I’m above
Level T and that’s where I was supposed to be. (Anastasia, S.P.)
When I asked why she thought she was able to accomplish this huge jump in reading levels,
Anastasia reiterated, “I’m a hard worker. [If you came in the classroom] you would see me
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working as hard as I can, writing in my notebook, taking notes, working on the assignments,
working on other assignments.” When asked for a general observation of why or how she had
succeeded at raising her reading level when other classmates did not, Anastasia referred to her
approach, not her intelligence, “I don’t want to say I’m focused all the time but I’m focused.”
Though these six Earhart students have done well academically, they were not without
their moments of worry or uncertainty. Nate said that entering fifth grade, he was “a little scared
because the work is harder, like math social studies and everything. In the fourth grade it was
easy, now it’s getting harder . . . especially since we are learning middle school math.” For Zeke,
his concern appeared daily, “I feel very nervous in the morning that I don’t have my homework,
even though every time I finish it, it goes straight to the backpack. But sometimes.” For Isabel, it
was the academic challenge that each day brought some anxiety. “When I see harder stuff,
sometimes I’m worried because I’m not really sure if I’m going to do good.” Stella also echoed
that initial reaction but said that it usually proved to be temporary, “When I first got to fifth
grade I was really nervous . . . and I was mostly focusing on the teacher.” She said that changed
when her many successes increased her confidence: “I realized that sometimes, the teacher
would tell us, ‘This one is a little tricky,’ and I’m like ‘What is she talking about? This one is
easy.” Alex, however, worried constantly about the new level of vocabulary and learning all “the
big words I don’t understand.”
Meeting Challenges
How did these high-achieving students handle more difficult curriculum and content?
Although they had achieved academic success, these six students did not breeze through all of
the classroom curriculum and were often challenged by the new material they were receiving.
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Would the academic challenges produce fear, self-doubt, and avoidance, or risk-taking,
motivation, and engagement?
All six high-achieving Earhart students in this study cited times when they struggled with
difficult material and they, again, referred to applying effort first and doing so with an acquired
strategy. Alex described how he approached difficult math problems:
I always try my best and look closely to see if there are any clues to try before I ask for
help . . . Like today we had a big quiz and so then I got stuck on a problem and I didn’t
know what to do so I just read carefully and tried my best and I got the answer right even
though I didn’t know it, because I tried and tried. (Alex, S.P.)
Stella said of being challenged by a difficult math concept: “If I just work harder . . . and actually
pay more attention to them, I think I can do it.” Isabel also commented that the greatest
challenges were in math but that, based on her experience, when faced with material that was
difficult for her, she said she had to “study, listen, and ask questions about the topic . . . if I study
hard then I’ve been a successful student” (Isabel. S.P.).
Anastasia recounted that when she was working to improve her reading level, there were
times when she was having trouble figuring out complicated words and ideas in the reading. Her
approach was always to go back to the mini-lessons. She shared, “The mini-lesson teaches us
different strategies like finding the main idea. You get trained on finding the meaning or theme
of the passage and key words.” I asked what she would do if that did not work. Her reply was
immediate:
Like if one thing doesn’t work, then the other must work . . . I try to use all the lessons.
We always write our lessons down so I can look back in my notebook. If it’s math, the
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lesson would be at the top of the page and we can look at that for help or we can ask our
neighbor or partners for help . . . There are different varieties of strategies, so you have
different options. (Anastasia, S.P.)
Isabel described how, when struggling with decimals, she never disengaged or put herself down.
She employed multiple strategies until locating the one that worked for her to achieve her
learning goal:
I was just . . . multiplying by decimals and the numbers to make percents, but some parts
of math percentages were not easy . . . So I asked questions and then if I still don’t
understand . . . sometimes there are reviews in the class, so I go to the classroom
sometimes. If I still don’t understand it, I ask my friends if they could help me. So I asked
my friend because she sits next to me and she understood it, so she helped me. (Isabel,
S.P.)
Students such as Anastasia and Isabel, with dynamic, growth mindsets toward success and
intelligence often characterized failure as having used the wrong strategy rather than as
indicative of a deficiency in themselves (Dweck, 2007).
Analysis
The student interviews in this study suggested that these six high-achieving students did
not self-identify as the smartest in the class but as the hardest working. The participants’ effortcentered perception of self suggests that their view of academic success and intelligence was
dynamic and rooted in effort and strategy, as opposed to any “native intelligence” they
possessed. Nate’s first description of self was “I think I’m a hard worker . . I like working hard.”
When describing how she viewed herself academically, Isabel shared that she was
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proud of my grades because I know I work hard to get better and better and I actually try
hard to get good grades [sense of accomplishment]; I listen and work hard every day to
do my best and try best. (Isabel, S.P.)
These six high-achieving students consistently viewed success and intelligence as dynamic and
something they could continue to grow. No one said that they were “smart” or “smarter” than
any other student or that “was the best that they could do.” These students reported—without
exception—that they wanted to learn; they were motivated to willingly seek and take on
challenges; and they situated their success in their determination, focus, persistence, strategic
application, and academic risk-taking.
Yeager and Dweck (2012) have studied views of intelligence and how those views
impacted student’s academic identities, motivation, and disposition toward future learning. Her
research findings in the area of social cognition and attribution theory are consistent with our six
students’ narratives and compelling. Dweck (2000) described two schools’ views on intelligence.
The entity theory of intelligence is that intelligence is something that the individual is given that
is finite and fixed and therefore cannot be changed (Bandura & Dweck, 1985; Dweck, 2000).
This view of intelligence can be dangerous to students even and especially if they are
academically successful:
This view has many repercussions for students. It can make students worry about how
much of this fixed intelligence they have it can make them first and foremost interested in
looking and feeling like they have enough. They must look smart at all costs, not luck
dumb. (Dweck, 2000, p. 3)
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The result of that dynamic is that students with entity theory attach their identity and ego to the
label of “smart” and don’t want to lose it or its status. Therefore, they tend to seek easy, loweffort successes and opportunities to outperform other students to reinforce feeling smart.
Effort, difficulty, setbacks, or higher-performing peers call their intelligence into
question-even for those who have high confidence in their intelligence . . . therefore the
entity theory is a system that requires a diet of easy successes [and views] challenges are
a threat to self esteem. (Dweck, 2000, p. 3; Dweck & Bempechat, 1983)
Often, successful students who hold this entity view of intelligence, will: (a) shy away from
important learning opportunities if there is any chance that it will reveal any inadequacies; and
(b) quickly disengage from a task once faced with an obstacle in learning (Bandura & Dweck,
1985; Dweck, 2000, 2007).
The Earhart students in this study, in contrast, described how proud and excited they were
when taking on an academic challenge, taking a risk to do the bonus questions on their exams, or
pushing for a higher grade. In this study, student discussions of academic or personal challenges
or obstacles they encountered were consistently followed by pursuit of new strategy and/or
commitment to work harder. Whether it was Stella’s pursuit of the more advanced math group,
Anastasia’s determination to raise her written work to match her extraordinary verbal skills, or
Nate’s comment, “I take the challenge every time,” five out the six students consistently and
willingly pushed themselves to take on Mrs. Hancock’s many challenge opportunities. As Zeke
stated proudly, “She also provides bonus questions on the test and I always go for the bonus. I
always try them, no matter what” (Zeke, S.P.).
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According to Mrs. Hancock, Isabel, the outlier, sometimes required a push, but once
pushed, her strategy, again, was to work hard. Mrs. Hancock reported that she regularly urged
Isabel to push herself more academically and to choose the bonus questions and extension
activities more often. “I don’t think she trusts herself; there are a group that . . . does extensions
and I offer it but she doesn’t always accept; I don’t think she trusts herself; she has to be invited
into a challenge,” reflected Mrs. Hancock (K. Hancock, S.P.). She just would not take the
initiative to do it every time. “I am kind of lazy sometimes,” Isabel confessed. Once encouraged
to do so, however, Isabel always agreed to tackle the bonus on that particular activity and always
did well on them.
The Earhart students’ disposition toward challenge and effort is more characteristic of
what Dweck (2000) has termed the malleable or incremental view of intelligence. This selftheory is characterized by a belief that intelligence is something that students can cultivate
through learning and can be increased through effort (Bandura & Dweck, 1985). This distinction
between being smart as an immutable entity one possesses or smart as a result of individual
effort is critical in light of Dweck’s (2000) work on views of intelligence and the short- and
long-term impact on motivation and academic self-efficacy. It matters how students identify with
success.
Nate pointed out that he was looking forward to his next opportunity to test for reading.
He had a goal and he wanted and expected to achieve it:
Yeah, I’m level W but I think I’m confident that I’m going to turn into a level X because
she’s testing us for the last time . . . I’m confident because we are reading a level X book
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in the book club and I’m getting almost everything right [he smiled and repeated proudly]
– everything. (Nate, S.P.)
Students with an academic identity rooted in this view of intelligence are more likely to want to
learn because it will pay off in increased intelligence, and they will be motivated to take on a
challenge because their intelligence is not in question should they fail.
Nate, Stella, Alex, Isabel, Anastasia, and Zeke told stories of perseverance, ambition,
competition, collaboration, effort, focus, and taking the challenge. When academic obstacles
presented themselves, the six participants did not quit or self-deprecate. These students
consistently took the initiative to seek, test, and find the strategy that proved effective in meeting
their learning goals. Whether engaging individually or collectively, each of these students
expressed confidence in seeking more complex tasks, and viewed failure not as indicators of
inherent learning deficiencies but as necessary steps that brought them closer to achieving their
learning or achievement goals.
Interactive Dialogic Classroom
Emerging from our participants’ descriptions of their successes was a second major
finding: All six students reported that their success stories of effort and hard work were
frequently and directly connected to and developed by specific student-centered supportive
classroom pedagogy and participant structures. The voice-centered pedagogy and participant
structures that they described, centralized voice and personal connections, social learning and
collaboration.
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Collaborative Participant Structures: Book Clubs and Partnerships
Each time I opened the door to enter Mrs. Hancock’s classroom, I had to remind myself
to watch my step. On one particular day there were children everywhere. To my right Isabel and
two classmates were standing in front of the anchor chart covering historical contexts. To my
left, in front of the room’s north wall, Zeke and another student were reading the Post-its of
student observations and connections placed there the day before. Most of the class had spread
out, pillows under their heads, legs stretched out before them, their books open and balanced in
front of them, Post-its at the ready—32 bodies populated the floors and chairs, engaged in
reading, researching, journaling, conferencing, or thinking through to some goal.
On other days, there was no one at all in the entrance. During one visit, I found the room
absolutely quiet, and all pathways were clear. Everyone had gathered in the front, on the rug,
facing the projector, writing down the teaching point, standard, or mentor text excerpt for the
lesson. Thirty-two students had assembled and were writing, getting ready for the teacher to
model the mini-lesson and for them to take notes, so at the appointed time, they would be
prepared to turn and tell their partner what they just saw. Every member of the classroom
community was there, glancing up at the screen and writing, even the mainstreamed student who
struggled with severe ADHD and emotional challenges. He was the last to arrive but he was
there, with his unkempt journal, loose papers hanging, and yet he had turned to the precise page
he needed and completed the teaching point. Soon, after Mrs. Hancock walked them through the
activity, they turned to their neighbors and talked to clarify the meaning and focus of the lesson.
Jointly, they applied the new learning to a designated problem, described their thinking to Mrs.
Hancock as she circulated, and then returned to their seats to independently apply it to their
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individual assignment. The one set of students that was struggling gathered with Mrs. Hancock
for scaffolding and small group instruction on the day’s topic until they could proceed
independently and with confidence.
On another visit, I witnessed both participant structures in action simultaneously. A book
club of four students, their journals and books occupied the entryway. They greeted me as I
stepped over a few legs and feet and slid between them and the teacher’s desk to access the rest
of the classroom. Cadres of animated students clustered at predetermined locations throughout
the room, laughing, groaning, debating, directing, and negotiating their task or meaning for that
subject for that day. Without examining their paperwork or listening to their content, it was
impossible to tell if it was math, science, social studies, or leadership. For every subject, Mrs.
Hancock’s students typically engaged in dialogue, negotiated meaning, justified their positions,
and guided each other toward meeting the objectives. Crowded or clear, bustling or quiet, Mrs.
Hancock’s fourth and fifth graders had formed a community, and elevated the space called a
classroom into a laboratory of inquiry, industry, and teamwork.
Alex talked about the value of constant collaboration and purposeful, focused
conversation with his classmates. Although his favorite learning activity was the read-aloud,
Alex described book clubs and reading partnerships as huge contributors to his learning:
We get to talk about our ideas, and share what we think about it . . . Not all the time that
you get called so at least you get to share with someone what you think and that’s pretty
cool. You may be right or wrong it doesn’t matter, at least you are trying hard to read the
book and learn new stuff about it with them. (Alex, S.P.)
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I observed and experienced these students’ book clubs as reading partnerships of four to five
students who were reading the same book in synchronicity and then coming together to discuss
topics and themes, share their observations, ask clarifying questions of one another, and grapple
with analysis and understandings. I heard students in one club discussing their reading and
author’s purpose, and in a separate book club, the book was Cracker Jackson and the discussion
was on the story’s life lessons. Mrs. Hancock confirmed the power of book clubs and tried to
leverage partnerships in all subject areas in the class to support the students’ desire to achieve at
the highest levels and express and test their thinking:
I try to structure their talking time as much as possible . . . [I’ve noticed] over the years
that they probably talk more and more, so I try to build in a lot of turn and talks . . . The
more they can articulate what they have learned, they can hold on to it and it's realistic. I
mean you are constantly in the real world in conversation with people and . . . its
authentic. (K. Hancock, S.P.)
Nate also pointed to the book clubs as something that helped him learn and that he really
enjoyed.
It’s [the book club] fun because we get to plan out our reading so we help each other out.
Alex, me and Stella and Isabela are on the club and we help each other out. Sometimes
they ask me "what page are we going to do today" and I tell them. And then like its also
fun because on Wednesday [for example] we did bookmarks and that was fun . . . we got
to write a bookmark for each person in our book club and say I liked having fun with you
or another compliment about the person in the book club. (Nate, S.P.)
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Mrs. Hancock confirmed this and tried to structure the class to support the students’ desire to
achieve at the highest levels and express and test their thinking. Using daily focused small group
discussions, community mini-lessons on the rug, book clubs, turn and talks, and interactive
reading journals, she gave the students the freedom to share and challenge each other’s ideas
with evidence before she revealed a right answer. Often the students arrived at the best answers
through this process, and she did not have to do anything but wrap up.
I observed this dynamic during a book club discussion about Roll of Thunder, Hear My
Cry. Isabel, along with Stella, was adamant about the role of race and power in the exchange
between characters, reminding her group that power enables racism to have an impact and that
people without power were usually the victims of racism.
Isabel:

I think just in general the white people have the power because they treat
the “colored people” badly and they don’t let them do the stuff that they
need to do and they control them.

Nate:

I agree with you both but I have a different person who has the power. The
Night Men. They have the power because they could beat up anybody who
stands up to them since they’re white. They got TJ, right? TJ got beaten
up, right? By the Night Men . . .

Isabel:

I agree, like with Mr. Granger, when he was little, his family died because
the Night Men burned his family’s house and them down. But . . .

Stella:

But you guys are saying a specific person – but then if you really think
about it, they all fall into the same category.

Alex:

Can you say more about that?
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Stella:

They all fall into the same category – they are all white people. It’s the
same thing they still all have the power. But you guys are saying it is a
specific person but again they all fall into the same category.
(Isabel glanced at several pages of notes in her reading journal and asked
to add on to what Stella said.)

Isabel:

I think every single white person in this book has the power because they
completely controlled “colored people” then. The problem is that “colored
people” don’t have that much rights . . . [White people] were always
judging them and doing things to them because of their skin color and the
kids on the bus are always making fun of them. I think the most important
problem is racism. (Field Notes, May 2012)

This reading came during the classroom’s social justice unit in which students were reading texts
and examining how characters in literature often represented larger social or political populations
and their respective experiences. Stella and Isabel reminded Nate and Alex that the characters in
this story with true power were all members of a larger social group. While some members of
their book club focused on the individual characters, Isabel and Stella did not want their
classmates to miss the compelling message about the nature and scope of the town’s dynamics.
Anastasia described how she learned well from the Read Aloud, book clubs, and from
community literacy conversations, as in an activity called the “inner and outer circle.” She
explained:
In our inner circle would be the one talking about the book and . . . the outer circle takes
notes on what to think about, what we need to improve on, what we should read for, and
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what they liked. Then the next day or so, we’d switch and the outer circle would be in the
inner circle and then the inner circle would be outer circle . . . Well I feel like if you
compliment someone that will make them continue doing something well and then if you
tell someone that they need to improve, that’s what they will do. (Anastasia, S.P.)
Zeke found the book clubs turn and talks, and literacy circles helpful because he wanted
to hear the different ideas of his classmates about the author’s message or characters to make
sure he was really understanding the lessons well. “I feel kind of excited to see if like they have a
different opinion about what they learned and I’m just excited to hear what they are thinking
about.” Mrs. Hancock agreed that the Book Clubs were good for Zeke. “I like him to make
progress no matter what level he is at . . . He likes thinking . . He’d be terribly annoyed if a
teacher just opened a text book and said you have to do these 10 problems and that is that.” Mrs.
Hancock said he did best when he had diversity of thought and “the different parings and book
clubs [provide] the partnerships, competition, and independence that make a big difference for
him” (K. Hancock, S.P.).
Isabel, Alex, Anastasia, Zeke, Stella, and Nate reported that they were successful
academically because they constantly exchanged shared, challenged, and built upon each other’s
ideas and perspectives and successfully learned together. Their voices, in the form of their ideas,
perspectives, questions, connections, and life experiences were not just welcome, but required.
The examples they gave described a dialogue-centered pedagogy, collaborative participant
structures, and an engaging classroom learning community, driven by rigor, voice,
interdependence, high expectations, and shared accountability as essential elements and tools of
their achievement.
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Analysis
In light of the participants’ positive focus on collaborative structures, such as the Book
Clubs and Turn and Talks, I asked Mrs. Hancock to provide her perspective on the effectiveness
of these structures. Hancock pointed out that purposeful and accountable talk must be explicitly
taught, modeled, and rehearsed almost on a daily basis to be internalized, and she employed
routine as an instructional strategy. In her words:
I mean everything is the same everyday. It's very predictable everything has a lesson and
then independent work. They come to the rug they write down the teaching point or for
math whatever the standard is we are doing, the topic and then I model how they are
going to, what we are going to do. I say turn and tell your partner what you just saw me
do, they do that I give them the situation to try it in and then they try it. (K. Hancock,
S.P.)
During my observations, it was common to see Katherine utilize one of the partnerships to share
their strategy or thinking points metacognitively to launch the group practice or group discussion
that followed. Nichols (2006) explained the value of this strategy:
Turn –and-talk time is not “I’ll tell you my idea, and you tell me yours . . . Ok, we’re
done!” Rather, it is the same level of listening and purposeful talk we use in whole group.
Turn-and-talk time allows children a chance to test their ideas, gain input, and grow them
stronger, or change their minds and move their thoughts in a new direction . . . [the
teacher] listen[s] in to the children’s conversation to assess understanding. The next step
is the whole group conversation . . . [the teacher] listen[s] for strong ideas developing and
have them kick off the whole group talk by sharing their thinking to that point. (p. 40)
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Hancock emphasized that she relied on their voices to know how to help them and required that
they reassemble to be able to access the input from their classmates so that they could learn
together.
And then we come back together sometimes I echo what I heard or what I hoped I had
heard and I need to fit something into the conversation. And then we like sum it up and
they go off and they . . . some try you know whether it's reading, writing or math they
can, depending on the day they'll try it or do their . . . no matter what they do in their
independent work hopefully using some of the strategies that I have taught them. (K.
Hancock, S.P.)
Our six students’ description of the value of dialogic support matched the constructivist
frame of student voice as generative knowledge, where student voice is also operationalized as
purposeful and accountable student talk (Johnston, 2012). In constructivist settings, in their
classroom, dialogue was viewed as “shared inquiry” (Alexander, 2008; Bakhtin, 1998; Isaac,
1999), where talk was purposeful (Mercer & Littleton, 2007; Nichols, 2006), and where meaning
was negotiated together (Johnston, 2012; Soter et al., 2008), utilizing the collective intelligence
of the classroom community (Wenger, 1998).
Effective purposeful and accountable talk communicates thinking, metacognition, ideas,
and questions and functions as the centerpiece for learning in a dialogic classroom (Bakhtin,
1998; Johnston, 2012; Mercer & Hodgkinson, 2008; Nichols, 2006; Nystrand, 2006; Saunders &
Goldenberg, 1999). Student voice, however, is not automatically empowering, but rather its
empowerment potential is in relation to the degree of attentiveness and reciprocity of the listener
(Cook-Sather, 2006). Attentiveness is manifested in development of listening and response skills
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and providing collaborative structures for students (Allington & Johnston, 2002; Nichols, 2006).
All of the structures identified and described by the students as helpful—book clubs, turn and
talks, literature circles, teacher student conferences, and small strategy groups—required
attentive, purposeful, and strategic listening that was explicitly taught, strategically developed,
and fully integrated in the learning design. Under these conditions, students learned how to use
voice, listening, and thinking reciprocally and synergistically to drill deeper, advance their
thinking, and access their social imagination (Johnston, 2012; Mercer & Hodgkinson, 2008;
Murphy et al., 2009).
Hancock explained the importance of conferencing and horizontal scaffolding (Calkins &
Ehrenworth, 2010; Calkins, Hartman, & White, 2005; Keene & Zimmerman, 2007; Sandora,
Beck, & McKeown, 1999; Tharp & Gallimore, 1991), that is, the process of reciprocal question
and answer exchanges toward a deeper understanding whereby all participants are subjects in the
lesson and learners together. Hancock felt this generative practice in the classroom modeled and
reinforced egalitarianism, which released social learning and allowed students to develop an
identity as thinkers, readers, and writers (Allington & Johnston, 2002; Asterhan & Schwartz,
2007; Johnston, 2007). She gave the example of how, in her classroom, after spending multiple
days to go through the book together, “We have a discussion about the book and then they kind
of synthesize what they said of the author’s message and then we negotiate the theme and life
lesson” (emphasis added). She reminded me that this kind of scaffolding was not always a clean
process (Calkins & Tolan, 2010; Nichols, 2006; Windschitl, 2002), “Some of the themes [on the
chart] for life lessons were left unfilled because we couldn’t agree on one,” but its power was in
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its authenticity, which students sensed and thus engendered conversational trust (Johnston, 2012;
Lehman & Roberts, 2013; Nichols, 2006).
Stella, in emphasizing her enthusiasm for opportunities to learn with classmates,
illustrated her internalization of trust when she pointed out that “the book clubs and partnerships
provide you with the opportunity to get a classmate’s approach to solving a problem and also an
opportunity to share what you are thinking and hear what they are thinking.” I asked her if she
was mostly a contributor or a listener. Stella’s response was, “Mrs. Hancock taught us in a way
that we are all contributors” (Stella, S.P.).
Mrs. Hancock and the six students described a multidimensional culture of attentiveness
that was essential to a safe and reciprocal context of a successful dialogic classroom (Bragg,
2007a; Cook-Sather, 2009; Gregory, 2007; Johnston, 2012; Nichols, 2006; Soter et al., 2008).
Anastasia, Isabel, Stella, Alex, Nate, and Zeke all expected and received access to each other and
to Mrs. Hancock to clarify ideas, negotiate meaning, and build on each others’ input. In offering
their perspectives on conditions for their academic success, the students and Mrs. Hancock
described a classroom driven by the feminist constructivist epistemic recognition that what
students have to say matters and that each student brings valid and important knowledge into the
classroom, the institution, and the health of the culture (Asterhan & Schwartz, 2007; Darder,
2014; Freire, 1998).
By setting up the book clubs, literature circles, collaborative partners, scaffolding
opportunities, peer review days, and Turn and Talk opportunities that the students described as
contributory to their academic success, Mrs. Hancock created and facilitated a constructivist
voice-friendly classroom and participant structures. These open participant and pedagogical
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structures encouraged, developed, utilized, and built upon dialogue and student voice (Bragg,
2007b; Johnston, 2012; Yonezawa & Jones, 2007). The students described a voice-friendly
classroom in which the students got to know each other, and the teacher endeavored to know the
students personally and academically (Fritz-Mauer & Mausner, 2009; Tharp & Gallimore, 1991),
and be accessible (Adler et al., 2003; Cook-Sather, 2009) to them for scaffolding (Calkins, 2000;
Johnston, 2004; Mercer & Hodgkinson, 2008). The students described a classroom where peers
and teachers provided regular, strategy-focused, mastery-based, formative feedback (Calkins,
2010; Dweck, 2010; Ivey & Johnston, 2013; Johnston, 2012; Nichols, 2006; Rojas-Drummond &
Mercer, 2004). The students relied upon their classroom as a space of access, where they could
be successful because their learning styles were known, accommodated, strengthened, and
maintaining. Consistent with the dialogue-friendly setting, as described by Fritz-Mauer and
Mausner (2009), Johnston (2012), Dawes (2008), and Nichols (2006), the students described
their appreciation of teacher and learning structures that created a welcoming space for them to
bring their thinking. Mrs. Hancock allowed herself to be known, and facilitated learning with an
openness to hear whatever was on the students’ minds, thus providing a space and structures
where students brought their thoughts, ideas, strengths, and shortcomings, and built upon each of
those as learning pillars for mastery and community.
Culture of Mastery Learning: High Expectations,
Strategic Support, and Accountability
One afternoon, Alex and I were discussing his family and his future, and I asked him who
or what helped him the most to do well in school. Alex’s reply was instant, “Teachers.” He went
on to explain, “Well my mom can’t really help because she only knows Spanish and she doesn’t
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really get [schoolwork] well.” Alex was clear that he knew that teachers had to work with a lot of
kids but what he liked was that they made sure that he always got help when he needed it.
If they are busy with someone they will just tell you to skip it and go on to the next one
and then when they are done, they’ll always come back to you and then help you with the
question you need or . . . teach you right there. (Alex, S.P.)
High Expectations and Accountability
The six Earhart students in this study reported high expectations for themselves, and
indicated that their teacher, Mrs. Hancock, expected them to master their subjects before moving
on. Regardless of whether they had succeeded on a particular exam, excelled on the standardized
tests, or attained grade level in reading or math, all six students cited examples of seeking to
strive for continued improvement with the support of Mrs. Hancock, peers, and parents. The
expectation came from themselves, their parents, Mrs. Hancock, or any combination thereof, and
the pattern that emerged was that high expectations were part of these students’ description of
their learning approach, supported and motivated by the classroom culture of accountability to
peer, self, parent, and teacher.
Anastasia, for example, was put to the test at the beginning of the year when, despite
reading at one of the more advanced levels, she experienced a serious academic challenge in the
area of reading. Mrs. Hancock noted a disconnect between her verbal participation and her
performance on tests and written assignments. “She had great thoughts but they are not always in
line with the main point of the book sometimes . . . or the author’s purpose” (K. Hancock, S.P.).
Anastasia recounted how she realized she needed to improve and that developing strategies with
Mrs. Hancock, one-on-one, made a huge difference in her reading progress. Mrs. Hancock sat
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Anastasia down, shared her observation and assessment results. Anastasia and Mrs. Hancock
took it from there:
At the beginning of the year I was under the average reading level . . . where I was
supposed to be at and I saw where I was supposed to be. I made it my personal goal to
reach that reading level and now I’m above Z and that’s where I’m supposed to be.
(Anastasia, S.P.)
When Anastasia used the word “average,” she was referring to the average for the top readers,
not the entire classroom. She and Mrs. Hancock developed a plan. Anastasia and Mrs. Hancock
worked on a more chapter-by-chapter approach with book clubs, with focusing ideas, and shortterm reading goals.
You would see me working as hard as I can, writing in my notebook, taking notes,
[checking] anchor charts, and working on assignments . . . [and now] I’m pretty good at
character traits and character work . . . understanding their feelings and what changes
their feelings. (Anastasia, S.P.)
As an example of her love of characters, Anastasia asked to share one of her favorite
books: Sadako and the Thousand Paper Cranes. She set the scene with the atomic bombing of
Japan and introduced the girl, Sadako who was in the hospital with radiation poisoning and
danced to get well.
She shared this legend that if you make 1000 paper cranes, that wish would come true so
she wished and danced to get well . . . One night she met this boy, who also had the
radiation poisoning when he was at birth and had lost hope and Sadako sat by him. Even
though he died, it encouraged her to try her best to make these cranes and wish that she
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would be well. It’s kind of a sad ending because she died but her classmates made the rest
of the paper cranes so that she could be buried with them. (Anastasia, S.P.)
I asked Anastasia what attracted her to that story. She immediately replied:
The characters and the author’s message. And there is so much emotion in the story that
it made it easy for the reader to see and understand what her mom was feeling, her dad
was feeling, what she was feeling, and I think that was really moving. (Anastasia, S.P.)
Alex, was also a member of one of the more advanced book clubs, yet he told me that one
his major improvement goals that spring was “to read more and write down lots of good thoughts
in my notebook.” When I interviewed him, he was working on extending his thinking and
developing his ideas. I asked him to tell me how he accomplished it; he told me, “I focus during
the mini-lessons” and that he was a regular most days at Mrs. Hancock’s desk to discuss her
feedback. She explained, “He has these one liner thoughts in his notebook, it just stream of
consciousness and the first thing that comes to mind.” She felt she worked best with Alex when
she combined the feedback in his notebooks with opportunities to have a conversation. She often
remained in the classroom at recess, and Alex was often right there at her desk with his
questions.
He likes to talk . . . and even if I write him a note [in his reading or writing notebook]
he’ll say “I thought about that note you wrote” and he wants to talk about it. He wants it
very verbal . . . He’s a funny kid . . . he works hard . . . I’m fine with it. (K. Hancock,
S.P.)
A few weeks later, I asked Alex about his progress toward his goal. He smiled and told me, “I
accomplished it” (Alex, S.P.).
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Nate told me that he always “goes for fours,” which was the highest score one could
achieve on a test in his classroom. He was proud of this, particularly in math:
Math I think that’s my . . . that’s my strongest skill because I haven’t ever gotten twos or
ones ever on the math. I've just been getting fours and threes on math. And, and science
like if we . . . [take] a test I would take the chance to do the opportunity for a four. [To
prepare] I always write anything that I hear that’s important I always write it down in my
notebook and then memorize it. (Nate, S.P.)
However, despite his success in math and science, like Anastasia, Nate had been dissatisfied with
his reading level at the midpoint of the school year. “Yeah I’m a level W but I think I’m
confident I’m going to turn into a Level X,” he told me. Mrs. Hancock knew he could do better
in reading, and intervened. Alex, a true competitor, made a genuine commitment to
improvement, the genesis of which may have been a team effort, according to Mrs. Hancock:
The whole first trimester was, he was goofy, he was immature and I don t know that if I
that had continued, he would do as well. But once those weekly reports started going
home and he was having twos and his mother [saw them], I got to know her right away.
She told him “This is not acceptable what is going on” . . . So the parents were right on
top of things. (K. Hancock, S.P.)
Mrs. Hancock made it a point to constantly monitor each of the students and group them with
students who were also striving at high levels to make sure they were working to potential. She
wanted to make it clear that Nate “was in no way low or a bad kid or anything, just compared to
where he is now . . . he was capable of it . . . he just needed to be surrounded by competition.”
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She was confident that he would do well the following year in middle school because, she added,
“now those expectations are ingrained in him.”
Stella and Isabel both indicated that they were also determined to learn at high levels but
they tended to be more independent and interact more on an as-needed basis with Mrs. Hancock.
Mrs. Hancock remarked that she felt it was her responsibility to push every single student, even
those already at grade level. She shared that Isabel, for example, was
consistently at three often at four but she’s not solid in every assignment, not blowing it
out of the water . . . there’s a group of kids that . . . when they are not doing the regular
book [work] they do the enrichment. And I have often asked her if she wanted it because
she often doesn’t take the [enrichment] . . . she has to be invited in to a challenge. (K.
Hancock, S.P.)
Even though Mrs. Hancock had to encourage Stella and Isabel to go for the bonus questions
sometimes, “because they are fully capable,” they felt they pushed themselves to be the best and
appreciated her help. Isabel admitted openly, “I don’t really ask so many questions . . . but if I
don’t get it, I do” (Isabel, S.P.).
Isabel also told me that Mrs. Hancock constantly circulated and gave feedback during
their classwork, and so whenever she needed help, she could get it.
Like yesterday, I think it was, she was walking around and seeing if we got some
problems right or wrong in math. And if we did, she would put a star. And if we didn’t
she would tell us to correct it. And if we didn’t get it, she would help us.
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I asked if that was helpful to her and she said, “I got them right fortunately and she told me that’s
a ‘Good job’ but sometimes when I don’t get the work we are doing and when she walks around,
she helps me and explains” (Isabel, S.P.).
Stella, also very reserved in class, put achievement first and told me that she appreciated
“the way Mrs. Hancock teaches” as a tremendous assist to her in times of challenge. Stella
explained that Mrs. Hancock was always circulating and available to model or explain a process
again metacognitively or in a different way, and then give her time to work on it independently
or with classmates.
She’ll show us like if she was doing it . . . like if she was a student herself, she’ll show us
how she would work out the problem. And then she’ll see how we are doing it and then
we’ll figure out a strategy and . . . do it on our own. Another thing that helps us is when
we don’t understand what she did . . . we can talk to our partner and tell her. She’ll [Mrs.
Hancock] say “okay turn and talk to your partner and then tell us what I just did.” And so
it like just helps us understand more of what she does. (Stella, S.P.)
Stella said that sometimes the problem and the assistance were something very small, like when
they were working on reciprocals and having trouble: “All she told us was that when we don’t
remember reciprocal, just imagine you are flipping the whole problem . . . because practically
that’s what we’re doing.” And after that, Stella reported that she and her group had it.
Mrs. Hancock concurred and remarked that Stella tended to be very independent, and
listened very carefully to feedback, because the feedback allowed her to go off on her own
successfully. “She’s one of those kids that isn’t worried [so much] about getting it the first time,
but for her it’s about getting it right.” So with that focused approach, Mrs. Hancock found it
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useful to give feedback to Stella both individually and in a small group then letting her go off
with it on her own because “She knows she can get there so . . . she’s willing to be patient with
it.”
In one interview, Zeke, the class’s top student, she saw the high expectations he had for
himself and described his attitude toward fifth grade work, “I always go for the bonus.” Highly
competitive, Zeke liked fifth grade because, “I went to a high level of thinking . . . Every time
you learn a new thing, you’re achieving something and your future.” He was proud of going
from an N-level reader to V-level at the time of the interview. He told me, “N is like you really
need help but V shows your achievement and [that] you’re accomplishing your goals. The
thinking [in those books] changes and gets more deeper.” As motivated as Zeke was to be the
best, Mrs. Hancock had to monitor him to make sure that his work was quality work:
He is never boastful and can come up with the most creative ways to solve problems . . .
and has just the right amount of competitiveness both with himself and with others to
keep him from being complacent . . . He can get in his own way though . . . and get a
little too sloppy when he’s just like, “Oh I know this. It’s too easy” . . . So for example,
even if he tests out of a chapter, he’ll also take the quick checks that I gave throughout
the chapter and sometimes he will have done well on the tests at the beginning of the unit
. . . but meanwhile, he’ll make sloppy mistakes on the quick check. So I told him, “You
got the test 100% right? And then it’s like you’re thinking, ‘Oh it’s so easy, it’s so easy, I
can do this’ and you get sloppy” . . . I’ve had to do that a couple of times this year and [I
remind him] “You know I’m not going to let you test out if you are not going to . . . you
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have to consistently get it all right.” But it’s still not arrogance . . . he just gets careless.
(K. Hancock, S.P.)
Zeke acknowledged that his progress is closely monitored and that included reading, “Reading is
like a new adventure . . . Mrs. Hancock pushes me into deeper thinking and gives me a better
strategy to use.” He went to say that strategy groups helped him, “She sometimes holds her
meeting of students, to go over what we are learning and tries to get us another strategy or a new
strategy.” When I asked him if the strategy group work impacted his work, Zeke replied, “Yes, it
affected it because if she talks to us about it, she’s going to expect to see it” (Zeke, S.P.).
Hancock explained that to operationalize high expectations, close monitoring was
essential for the students to gain mastery. She explained there were occasions when Isabel or
Zeke or Alex, for example, may have gotten the problem correct, but their work was not strong.
In that case, she said, “I pulled that group . . . who got it, to sit through it [a strategy group] also,
to make sure they clearly understood it too. So they had an enrichment thing . . . and did a
review.” Having observed Mrs. Hancock dedicating scaffolding time to conduct these individual
and small group support sessions in both language arts and math, I asked Mrs. Hancock about
this approach. She explained that the key was to focus on one strategy at a time, specific to that
student or target skill, and to be vigilant and accessible:
Every day there is the opportunity for them to get help on the rug . . . so when a bunch of
kids didn’t get function tables on the test this week, [I noticed] they couldn’t come up
with a rule for putting the addition or subtraction columns, so I pulled those kids.
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Hancock stated that this system of differentiated instruction only worked when there was
ongoing feedback to students that focused on strategies specific to that student’s individual
learning objective, a location Vygotsky (1978) described as the zone of proximal development.
Multiple Supports and Gradual Release of Responsibility
Nate listed a series of classroom tools and practices that helped him be successful,
including notebooks, technology, lesson delivery techniques, and the teacher circulating. Nate
said that it really helped that Mrs. Hancock used the document projector and PowerPoint and
constantly repeated and summarized the key point to remember or think about:
If she keeps on repeating a word or idea two or thee times then I’m like “Oh I have to
write it down because it must be really important. And then on the test, I go “Oh yeah,
Mrs. Hancock said that question like three or four times and I got the question right”. The
most helpful thing she does for me in class is that she will repeat herself. If someone [gets
stuck and] asks a question, like I had a problem in Math, she answered it and I’m like
“Oh, that’s how you do it on that problem. (Nate, S.P.)
Nate mentioned that when he was stuck on fractions, she went to the Elmo “and she wrote it . . .
and how to do it . . . and get to . . . the answer step by step.”
Nate also relied on his notebooks and made good use of them. Nate shared that the
journals were very helpful not just in reading, but in math, science, and social studies. He
explained that they have journals for every subject area and he liked to look back at his journals
to prepare for his tests for both content and strategies. Nate explained:
We write everything in our notebooks . . . Like we have notebooks for social studies,
writing, math, reading, for everything. And then I look back at it. She said we could use
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our notebooks so I looked back and I’m like “Oh so that’s how you do it” and that helped
me. (Nate, S.P.)
Isabel added that she also used her journals all of the time and that sometimes Mrs.
Hancock required her to use her own ideas from the journal and not from the book that they were
working from. For Isabel, each journal had a specific purpose, “like for math we use them to do
our work, for reading . . . to write down teaching points and our thinking . . . and for writing . . .
to gather ideas and write about things.” Isabel used room charts on the walls including the T
charts, the number line for negative and positive numbers, or the chart on target content
vocabulary. She liked the latter chart “on the wall that tells the meanings of words and if I don’t
know a meaning of a word I can look at that wall and see what it means” (Isabel, S.P.).
All of the students except for one described the mini-lesson as a tool that helped them to
be successful. In the reading model they referred to, Mrs. Hancock selected a teaching point each
day that was then demonstrated and explored as a group during the mini-lesson on the rug. The
mini-lesson consisted of four parts starting with the connection, where the teacher told a short
story from her life that helped connect the children to the teaching point of the day. This was
followed by the teaching point of the day, which was explicitly presented, “Today I’m going to
teach you . . . ,” actively contextualized, and put into practice with an exemplar text read aloud.
The teaching point was followed by active engagement where the students practiced the skill and
Mrs. Hancock circulated to listen. The mini-lesson ended with a send-off or link, when Mrs.
Hancock revisited the purpose and teaching point of the lesson and then sent the students to do
independent work with that strategy applying it to their own reading if it made sense. Isabel told
me she liked that Mrs. Hancock provided these clear teaching points, and she found it helpful
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that they first had to apply the new lesson with the exemplar text that the teacher gave them and
then independently got to apply them to their own reading books. Isabel said that doing the
independent work was not harder because Mrs. Hancock always “explains it to us in the minilesson.”
I asked Mrs. Hancock what made the mini-lessons effective and her response was that
she coplanned with another fifth-grade teacher so they could ensure a consistent structure and
authenticity for the students.
I mean ultimately for reading and writing how we come up with the mini-lessons is we
think about what we do as readers . . . So I mean in Writers Workshop we go through the
unit and we plan it out like “Okay, what would you do if you were writing a literary essay
in the real world?” . . . . So then we try to plan that out and break it down to kid-sized
bites. And I think the same thing for reading because a lot of time when we plan the
model, we'll get a great teaching plan in our head and then we go out to plan out the
model in the active involvement and we can't find an example in a book. And then
Veronica [her colleague] is always the one that says “Then why are we doing that?” If we
can't find a place [or exemplar text] to easily to model it then it's not something they [the
students] are going to be able to do. Then it's not real and we don’t need to do that lesson.
(K. Hancock, S.P.)
I was struck again by the prioritization of the student’s cognitive requirements over the teacher’s
convenience. In planning for content and skill mastery, both Mrs. Hancock and her colleague
centralized student access to the content through a structure of the mini-lesson that required a
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connection, explicit teaching point, exemplar text, active engagement, and independent
application.
In summary, what Anastasia, Isabel, Stella, Alex, Nate, Zeke, and their teacher described
as a factor in their academic success was a system of mastery learning, consisting of high
expectations, differentiated instruction in the student’s zone of proximal development, formative
assessment, frequent and precise monitoring, scaffolded learning time, and multiple supports to
develop academic independence.
Mastery learning theory posits that every student can gain mastery if he or she is
provided adequate time (Carroll, 1963). Mastery learning theory assumptions are that each
student learns in his or her unique way, and that students, as varied learners, may require
different amounts of time and support to achieve mastery. The concept of mastery learning is
derived from the criterion mastery method formulated by Carroll (1963). Bloom (1968) studied
variations in student learning and developed a systematic approach to assessment and instruction
that prioritized criterion mastery over normative approaches, recognized personal learning
differences, provided specific correctives, and allowed for the provision of time so that the
student masters the concept before moving to new topics. Bloom (1968) asserted that mastery
learning would address the needs of both struggling learners and advanced learners in a way that
would shift achievement distribution from the bell curve to a distribution of 80% achievement
(Bloom, 1968). In Bloom’s (1968) approach, the teacher must define mastery, plan for mastery,
teach for mastery, and grade for mastery. Guskey (2005) operationalized this approach further so
that these steps included frequent and targeted formative assessments, strategy-based instruction
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(“correctives”) dictated by the student’s zone of proximal development, utilizing scaffolding and
feedback loops until mastery is attained.
Anastasia, Nate, and all of the other students and their teacher believed that they could
master each learning objective and referred to their own high expectations that were encouraged
by and addressed in collaboration with their teacher. Each of the students described his or her
feedback loops, correctives, teacher scaffolding, peer interaction, and specific classroom
supports such as notebooks, anchor charts, strategy groups, teacher mini-lessons, and
conferencing as factors in successfully meeting their learning goals.
Making mastery of the appropriate content or skill for each child a priority, the classroom
culture was structured to support this primary objective. For example, the classroom library
consisted of over 1,000 books, and Mrs. Hancock classified every book by different categories
including level of difficulty, genre, teaching unit, author’s purpose, and author. Organization of
the books varied as teaching units changed. Every student was required to have “just right”
books, which meant books within his or her fluent reading level, and all students were trained
how to determine their reading level. No student could progress to the next level without passing
a teacher-administered assessment. Zeke referred to this practice when he discussed the value of
his book club:
Every time you finish a book you don’t just automatically get a different book . . . Mrs.
Hancock decides [if you’re ready] . . . You have to prove that you really understand the
book and you need sharp thinking . . . I like reading in book clubs . . . because they [my
partners] help show me their thinking and I try to think differently and deeper. (Zeke,
S.P.)
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According to the students and Mrs. Hancock, consistent with mastery learning principles, time
was allowed, dedicated, and institutionalized in the mini-lessons, strategy groups, Turn and
Talks, interactive journals, and conferencing for each student to work on his or her specific skill.
Mrs. Hancock designed and facilitated a high accountability and high support context essential to
the effectiveness of the mastery system.
Both the students and Mrs. Hancock described content and skill mastery as the priority,
with a focus on excellence and continuous improvement. Underlying this priority was the shared
belief by students and teacher that each learning objective was appropriate, attainable, and could
be mastered with sufficient time and support. The pattern of each student’s commitment to high
achievement and reliance on the specific supportive structures, demonstrated a classroom culture
of high expectations, high support, and accountability that Mrs. Hancock felt was her primary
responsibility:
I think . . . I'd like to think I motivate them but I think I probably hold them accountable
more than . . . but I think by holding them accountable they are motivated to meet my
standards, so because I think it's my job to provide the rigorous curriculum and then give
them a way to get there. So they know this is my expectation whether it's behavioral,
academic, life long, whatever it is, then I have to work backwards to figure out how to get
them there. So for some of them they share my standard of school as important. So for
others it is just motivating them to care about school. For others it's trying to find a way
to challenge them. Some of them, everyday, I'm just trying to keep up with them. Like for
the fourth graders from last year, I'm constantly asking them, “you've already done that?
Okay well then let's think of something else we could do.” So for some of them, it is
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keeping up with them, making sure that each one is getting what they need to be pushed
forward, whatever area that's in. Whether it's motivation, academics, reading, math,
whatever, pushing them to be better. (K. Hancock, S.P.)
Mrs. Hancock understood that each student was a unique learner, and she dedicated time
to assess and analyze their individual work formatively to determine each student’s zone of
proximal development. At the same time that she and Anastasia focused on character study and
identifying the linkage with character development and author’s purpose, she and Alex were
working on elaboration and going deeper into story analysis. This is consistent with the frequent
formative assessments and articulated correctives that Guskey (2005) described as key features
of the mastery learning system. Mrs. Hancock worked diligently to make sure these six students,
as well as the other advanced students, were not held back in any way:
[In math] they have to use what I taught them that day whereas in reading and in writing
they might not. But they go back [to their notes] and it’s there. I probably differentiate
less in math because the standards are less flexible . . . . I have six kids that get different
homework. They have advanced homework and this year I have let kids test out of
chapters and then they do independent work because I think it's not fair to them to have to
listen to the same thing. So I give them the test at the beginning and if they get 100% then
they can test out of it. And those are the ones that I have a hard time keeping up with
because I'm like “Okay where is that seventh grade textbook” [laughter].
So and then they all have to do . . . they all basically do the same core part of it
[advanced textbook] because . . . they have already proven they can do the core work.
And then I have a whole group of kids that can do enrichment stuff after they finish their
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independent work because they get done so fast. I don’t ever want to just give more
problems - enrichment needs to be harder but challenging and engaging. So they have
proven consistently that they get their materials so then they have enrichment stuff that
they can do after. (K. Hancock, S.P.)
Hancock continued and acknowledged the necessity and challenge of differentiation with
all of her students. Again, to follow through on this commitment, from a classroom management
perspective, Hancock referred to teacher collaboration:
And then there are the [other] kids I work with at the rug. They don’t do as many
problems because we have to do them step-by-step together so it takes longer. So they
don’t have as many problems but it all works out. It all starts the same and then gets
spread out. Yeah and they are all different . . . well I mean Veronica and I prep it together
so I do the enrichment math homework and then she finds enrichment class work so that
helps. We have to each do part of it and we plan in advance, so we will copy like 30
enrichment opportunities so that we don’t have to be doing it everyday otherwise you
can't keep up with it . . . And then I know my kids so I know who needs to get the extra
help with the rug whether they want to or not . . . . I'm sure there is a better way to keep
up with it but I'm always trying to figure that way out (K. Hancock, S.P.)
I observed that for all of the students in her classroom—including the six students who
were interviewed in this study—Mrs. Hancock applied the principle of differentiation in service
of the primary goal that each student masters the curriculum. Depending on the skill or content, I
observed that all students—including the six in this study—were taught in strategy groups on the
rug at one time or another. Mrs. Hancock emphasized that this system of supports was not
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designed to foster dependence but to develop autonomy through the acquisition of key content,
strategies, problem-solving habits, and their independent utilization of resources. For example, to
encourage stamina and independence, she created the review day:
Every day I'm on the rug some of the time, you know but you have to balance that . . . On
review days I don’t meet with them because that's the day for them to try to figure out
what they needed help with on their own, without me helping them so I make them get
started [on their own] and then I will answer questions . . . It’s true that some of them
want me to do the work for them which I refuse to do . . . I tell them “I've already done
this I don’t need to do this work again” . . . I'm always very aware about helplessness and
I don’t accept that. (K. Hancock, S.P.)
Hancock referred to all of her support for mastery as focused on fostering a gradual release of
responsibility.
Mastery learning approaches have proven effective and matched the students’
experiences in this study. In their review of the mastery learning research, Zimmerman and
DiBenedetto (2008) reported on the impact of mastery learning based on meta-analyses of
previous research. Mastery learning was found to have resulted in significantly less variation
between student achievement in mastery learning classes than among students in control classes
(Kulik, Kulik, & Bangert-Downs,1990), greater student motivation (Guskey & Gates, 1986), and
longer student learning retention (Zimmerman & Benedetto, 2008).
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Family Caring and Funds of Knowledge
“My parents are the reason that I am a good student.”
-- Zeke
“School is fun . . . Most people don’t think that, but it is and I get to meet with my
friends. But my house is my favorite place because that is where I’m with my
family.”
-- Isabel
“My mom helps me to be successful. She tells me do real good in school because
that’s the most important thing in your life.”
--Nate
“My family is great,” Alex told me with a huge smile, “I couldn’t do anything with out
them.” The sense of family belonging, caring, and unity captured in this short admission by Alex
was typical of the sentiment expressed by each these students in their own unique way through
the stories they shared and the family dynamics they described. Their stories of family
togetherness were frequent, prominent, poignant, and a source of pride when the students
discussed their success and their families. The students also addressed their parents’
expectations, helpful structures and routines, immediate and extended family influences, and
then foundational beliefs that were important to them and contributed to their success. I will
follow that order in this analysis and include relevant parent and teacher data as appropriate.
Family Unity and Togetherness
Nate’s stepdad, Juan, had been with him from a very early age and was referred to as
“dad” by everyone in the family. I also refer to him as “dad” in this section. The closeness of
Nate’s family was in large part built around shared activities, which quickly became evident
early into my visit to their home. Family pictures and souvenirs from nature neatly adorned the
mantle and shelves that gave this tidy and tastefully decorated living room a warm, welcoming
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feel. The first thing I noticed as I entered the door was a large aquarium encased in a beautiful
redwood stand. “My dad and I built that together,” Nate informed me proudly. “Yes, we did,”
said his dad equally proudly. “He [Juan] works with what he loves, working with wood,” added
his mom, “one of the main things is that he teaches him the measurements – why this has to go
here and stuff like that, to make it work” (A. Flores, S.P.). Juan worked as a carpenter and mason
and loved his work. Nate shared that one of his favorite things was “helping my dad cut wood or
anything that he needs help with” (Nate, S.P.). They went on to show me picture frames that they
built to display some of the camping artifacts and pieces of wood they had found and used the
natural shape of the wood to craft into wood sculptures of animals.
Nate was no different with his mom, Adelaide, who worked part time as a cake decorator.
Nate told me that he enjoyed working beside her: “I like helping my mom with her work . . . she
decorates cakes for everything, like quinceañeras and weddings” (Nate, S.P.). Juan was proud
that when they did weddings, they did them as a family, “We have them help us, you know, carry
up these, or do that, we’re getting them involved in stuff liked that” (J. Flores, S.P.). Adelaide
felt that the balance of fun activities and shared work activities was important. She said that they
loved going to the pier to walk, eat, and play games—they loved their video games too:
But most of what we do, we do it together because helping each other is important . . . I
always tell them that school is important and helping each other . . . is one of the main
things. (A. Flores, S.P.)
For Isabel, family was first, “School is fun . . . Most people don’t think that, but it is and I
get to meet with my friends. But my house is my favorite place because that is where I’m with
my family” (Isabel, S.P.). Isabel looked forward each day to coming to school and then going
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home to do whatever the family had planned. Sometimes after the daily routine of dinner
together and homework, the family would go on walks, ride bikes in the park, or go to the mall
together. Her mother, Clara, described a typical afternoon with Isabel:
Cuando venimos [de la escuela] ella siempre viene contando su día. Las acostumbré a
contarme cómo fue su día, que hicieron, desde pequeñitas para que yá cuando yá fueran
más grandes no me costara que les dijera. Yá llegan a la casa, trato de que cuando ellas
llegan, esté la comida lista, tratamos de comer a esa hora juntos todos. Ahí se quedan un
rato, ella mira televisión o se pone a jugar o se pone a jugar con su Ipod. Ya después
tarea, hay que hacer tarea . . . ya queda su día libre. A veces vienen sus amigas para acá
también, juega son sus amigas. A ella le encanta mucho salir a andar en bicicleta sola y
con familia. Ella está siempre como haciendo ejercicios, . . . no puede estar quieta. Tiene
que estarse moviendo./When we are on our way home from school, she always tells me
about her day. I got her and her sister used to this as a routine at a very early age so when
they got older it would already be a part of our relationship and I would not have to force
it. Once arriving home, I try to make sure that dinner is waiting for them because we
want to have dinner together as a family. After we eat, she might watch some television
or play with her iPod and after homework, she has to do her homework, then she is free.
Sometimes her friends come over and she plays with them. Above all, Isabel likes to be
active, so she is always exercising or we might go bike riding as a family. One thing for
sure, she cannot be still. (C. Campos, S.P.)
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Her mother’s eyes lit up as she talked about Isabel, “Es una niña preciosa: siempre alegre,
riendo, inteligente, activa. Nada le quita su alegría./She is a wonderful girl: always happy,
smiling, intelligent, energetic. Nothing can take her happiness away” (C. Campos, S.P.).
Anastasia, when the topic of family came up, announced how excited she was about her
“pretty awesome” upcoming annual summer trip to the military base back east to see her dad
(“He spoils me constantly”) and siblings (”I get two sets of presents”). She shared that her
“pretty awesome” summer meant Texas barbecues and “lots of amusement parks.” Just as
quickly, she switched back to family at home, launching into plans for her birthday (“We’re
making cupcakes!”), recounting her weekend hike and geology dig with her mom (“I love the
fresh air”), and physics conversations with her stepdad, Mike, about expanding stars, Euler’s
(pronounced “oilers”) Formula, and Stephen Hawkings, prompting her to warn me, “Well when
that star expands they expand slowly . . . but they get really huge [they] will go into our orbit and
will basically fry us” (Anastasia, S.P.). Although I witnessed Anastasia take very good care of
her younger third-grade sister, Anastasia’s references to her tended to be minimal and confined
to her sister being the messy person with whom Anastasia had to share a room. Family and home
for Anastasia also included Grandma’s house in North Dakota, her secret favorite place: “It’s big
and open, something that I’m not really used to . . . [so] we have so much open space to play . . .
and it’s always clean.” Anastasia loved to crochet, especially baby blankets and flowers, and the
North Dakota house was the special place where her Grandmother first taught her.
Not all of the students conveyed halcyon settings. Alex’s home life was quite different
from the rest of the students, but despite the significant stressors they experienced, the family
was equally close and united. “We are like a great family,” he told me at the beginning of the
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interview. Following the tragic death of Alex’s father three years prior in Mexico, the family was
devastated, and his father’s memory remained a regular topic of conversation. It was not an easy
time for them. Alex’s mother worked in a factory as she does today, made less than minimum
wage, and felt guilty because she worked long hours and had little time to spend with the
children. Mrs. Ayala recalled that it was tough in part because the kids really didn’t understand:
Al principio, cuando ellos repitieron el primer año yo lloraba porque me sentía
incompetente para ayudarles a seguir adelante. No les podía yo ayudar porque tenía que
trabajar y otra cosa porque no tenía yo todos los estudios que ellos estudiaban, entonces
tenía yo que seguir adelante, y un día Frankie me dijo, todos los niños van aprendiendo y
tú no nos enseñas nada. Y yo le dije, porque ellos son afortunados, ellos tienen su papá, y
yo tengo que trabajar, tengo que hacer de papá y mamá. Y por eso ustedes van a la
escuela, a aprender. Y ahí tienen que aprender ustedes . . . Le dije si tú quieres que yo
estudie para enseñarte qué es lo correcto, y tú tienes la razón, pero ¿Quién nos va a dar
para comer, o quién nos va a dar para sobrevivir? ¿No trabajo, o comemos?/At first, the
kids had to be retained and I cried and cried because I felt incompetent as a mother and
unable to help them succeed. I couldn’t help them with their schoolwork because I had to
work so much and I actually had less schooling than they are receiving. So I have to keep
on pushing ahead the way I know how for us to succeed. One day, Frankie told that all
the other kids were learning but I wasn’t teaching him anything. I told him that they were
fortunate that they had their dad but I have to work and be both the mother and the father
in the family. Because of this, you have to go to school and learn. I told him if you want
me to go to school so that I can teach you, I understand because you’re right, that is a
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good thing, but who is going to provide for us? If I don’t work, how would we live? Shall
I not work or shall we eat? (Sra. Ayala, S.P.).
Alex’s mom may have worked all day but nothing in the house was out of place. When I
sat down in Alex’s home to do the first interview with his mom, they offered the living room or
the kitchen table as a venue. The living room shelves held cherished family pictures neatly
spaced and a big screen television showed a wrestling match without the sound. A large leather
sofa sat across from the television. We all chose the kitchen table, however. A plate of fresh fruit
and crackers was arranged on the table and there we sat.
Throughout the interview, the Alex and his brother Javier seemed to take turns standing
beside their mom with their hands affectionately resting on her shoulder. The Ayala family
seemed to speak as one. When I listened to Alex’s ideas throughout this study, I often heard his
mother’s voice. I heard her philosophy about life and her commitment to family. Alex also
appreciated his stepfather, who was always there for him, and indeed for every member of his
family. To Alex, helping and taking care of each other was the most important thing:
My family is great and I love them because I couldn’t do nothing without them because
of all they’ve done for me. My brothers and sisters are great because they keep taking
care of me and we are a great family. What’s really sad to me is that my dad died and I
still remember him but . . . I am grateful because I still have a stepdad who is like a real
dad to us. (Alex, S.P.)
Alex had internalized his mother’s belief in the duty to care for each other and was vigilant about
it. Projecting into the future, Alex was interested in joining the military, and later law
enforcement. He said, “I want to make the world a better place.”
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Home School Parent Involvement and High Expectations
These students reported that they wanted to do well for their families. They wanted to
feel the sense of satisfaction and accomplishment of giving back to their parents, and they
described how proud they were when they did so. Isabel recounted that when she received her
proficient and above standardized test scores at home, the whole family read them together: “I
was proud of it [my scores] because I . . . worked hard and I feel good because I know that my
mom was really proud of me and my dad, too” (Isabel, S.P.). Speaking about his scores, Zeke
said, “I’m proud of my work. I’m doing so good,” and attributed his success directly to his mom
and dad, “My parents are the reason I’m a good student.” Anastasia commented, “I like to
impress my parents, you know . . . I’m proud of being an overachiever and caring [person].”
Responses such as those indicate synchronicity between the students’ perceived home values and
their performance in school. The conversations that the students and their parents shared also
revealed that there were four dimensions of direct family support of their academic success:
exercising high expectations, involvement in their academics and schooling, pro-academic
routines and structures, and direct intervention, which was sometimes an extended family affair.
The parents recognized that school success also depended on school and home forming a
mutual partnership of high expectations. The students, the parents, and Mrs. Hancock told of the
important interventions where this value was modeled and operationalized successfully. Zeke
told me that when he was in the first and second grade, he was struggling, but, “They worked it
out for me . . . [In second grade] they [my parents] did put me in speech, and they didn’t give up
on me.” Zeke said that after that, they took him out of that school and put him in a better school,
Earhart. Stella’s parents recalled when they had to remove her from a setting they found
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unwelcoming and unsupportive and enrolled her into Earhart. Katherine Hancock shared that
when Nate was misbehaving and not focusing, she brought his parents in:
The whole first trimester, he was goofy . . . and immature and I don t know that had
continued he would do as well. But, once those weekly reports started going home and he
was having two's and his mother saw that, I got to know right away [from her] “This is
not acceptable what is going on” . . . Here is the situation where the parents were right on
top of things. He started to become good friends with Zeke who we just discussed has
high expectations . . . you know the more they surround themselves with people who
have high expectations for themselves, then their expectations increase. And so he knew
that I was watching, he knew his mum was watching, hid dad was watching, Zeke was
watching and next thing you know he's matured and really risen to those expectations (K.
Hancock, S.P.).
Isabel’s father, Jesus, worked as a plumber and handyman and was fully committed to
supporting the family through sacrifice and balance. Years before, when he first began working,
he informed his employer that he was starting his family and that he needed to be involved. His
employer understood and gave him a schedule that allowed him to come in to work later so that
he had his early mornings free. Mr. Campos explained:
Mis horas son largas, son muy largas [pero] lo bueno es que trabajo local y eso me ha
permitido estar a lo mejor . . . . No tengo mucho tiempo para estar con mis hijas , pero yo
las he llevado todos los años a la escuela. En la mañana yo estoy allí con ellas./I work
long hours but I stay local, which has worked out well . . . I don’t have a lot time to spend
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with my daughters but I have been able to take them to school every day. So each
morning I get to be with them. (J. Campos, S.P.)
Being with the kids was a priority for Clara, Isabel’s mother, as well. Clara was a stay-athome mom by choice, and she made full use of the time balancing school with home
responsibilities. Jesus fully supported her regardless of the financial sacrifice because family
time together and involvement at school were their priorities. Family dinners for example were a
daily ritual and cherished time by all. Having meals prepared, being available to assist at school,
helping with homework, and maintaining order in the house, were considered by Mrs. Campos
essential undertakings to create the proper support at home.
With girls at two different schools, Mrs. Campos felt she could not just manage the
household. Mrs. Campos also made sure that at both schools, she attended meetings and
connected with teachers whenever necessary to guarantee that both girls were supported at
school and at home equally. “Ser ama de casa piensan que es muy fácil y muy cómoda, pero no
es. Es mucho trabajo./To be a stay at home mom sounds easy and comfortable but it isn’t. It is a
lot of work,” Clara declared. She explained that for their family, school involvement was a
priority:
Para mí, mi meta es que ella llegue hasta el final, al college. Yo voy a luchar y hacer
todo lo posible para que ella llegue a la universidad las dos . . . que lleguen a graduarse
de una Carrera. Antes siempre me decía, “Ven y ayuda a la escuela,” todos los años.
Como con Miss Suk yo siempre estuve ahí ayudando. Siempre iba un día a la semana, a
veces dos y lo que podía ayudaba . . . Me daba cuenta como era la escuela, como las
trataban y como eran las maestras . . . si yo iba, me quedaba todo el día, y uno escucha,
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mira como actúan las maestras, y observaba como actuaban, como los trataban a todos,
como las trataban a mis hijas./My goal is that she [Isabel] achieves the ultimate: going to
college. I am going to struggle and do whatever it takes so that both of my girls can
attend the university and graduate prepared to enter into a good career . . . Before, every
year, like when she was with Ms. Suk, Isabel told me to come and help out at school and
I was always there helping, sometimes once a week, sometimes twice, helping whenever
I could . . . I learned how the school operated, how the students were treated, and all
about the teachers. When I went, I usually stayed all day and I was able to observe how
everyone was treated and in particular how my daughters were treated. (C. Campos, S.P.)
Mrs. Campos was only able to do so because she and her husband agreed that despite the adverse
financial impact on the family, only one person would work so that she could be free to devote
her time to Isabel and her sister’s success in school. Isabel’s dad explained:
Vale la pena un poquito de sacrificio. Ella les da el tiempo en la escuela y en la casa.
Cuando regresan ya está su mama, está la comida, entonces comen felices y todo. Es un
sacrificio ¿no? porque no trabajando un miembro de la familia, va a faltar un poco . . .
entonces tengo que trabajar un poquito mas pero ellas tienen a la mama allí para todo:
para que les ayude en la tarea, y para que tengan sus alimentos. Esa es la que yo pienso
que es el sacrificio, el sacrificar de algunas cosas para obtener otras./The sacrifice is
worth it because my wife is free to devote time at the children’s school and at home.
When the kids get home from school, their mom is waiting for them, their dinner is
prepared, and everyone gets to eat happily and eat together. It is a sacrifice for sure with
only one person working, you know, but we know we have to give up something. I know
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I have to work a little more so that the girls can have their mom at home with them.
That’s what I deem a sacrifice: you give one thing of value to obtain something more
valuable. (J. Campos, S.P.)
Zeke’s parents made the same choice, and Stella shared that her parents tried to take turns: one
person with set hours and the other with flexibility. It was not without conflict, however:
My mom, is a work addict. She doesn’t like working but she is always working
constantly . . . She works from three o’clock in the afternoon to 11:30 at night at USC
hospital . . . . [My dad] has a [free lance] business in photography . . . He loves taking
photos of us and I usually spend a lot more time with him than my mom, because she is
always working . . . They fight about money sometimes. (Stella, S.P.)
I observed Stella’s dad at dismissal every day without fail, picking up her and her sister, greeting
her sister’s kinder teacher, checking to make sure they had their backpacks and homework, and
escorting them to their apartment complex a half block away. By the conclusion of this study,
Stella told me that her dad had gotten a new job and things were awkward at home because
everything was changing.
Parent involvement was also not without its challenges for Alex’s mom, who worked in a
factory and had little formal education. She related a sad and compelling story of her frustration
trying to help the kids the best way she could. Working in a factory, she made less than
minimum wage, and felt guilty because she worked long hours and had little time to spend with
the children. Mrs. Ayala recalled that it was tough in part because the kids really didn’t
understand, so she had to rely on teaching them early that hard choices had to be made:
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Al principio, cuando ellos repitieron el primer año yo lloraba porque me sentía
incompetente para ayudarles a seguir adelante. No les podía yo ayudar porque tenía que
trabajar y otra cosa porque no tenía yo todos los estudios que ellos estudiaban, entonces
tenía yo que seguir adelante. Un día Frankie me dijo,“Todos los niños van aprendiendo y
tú no nos enseñas nada.” Yo le dije que es porque ellos son afortunados, ellos tienen su
papá. Yo tengo que trabajar, tengo que hacer de papá y mamá. Y por eso ustedes van a
la escuela, a aprender. Y ahí tienen que aprender ustedes . . . Le dije si tú quieres que yo
estudie para enseñarte, qué es lo correcto, y tú tienes la razón, pero ¿Quién nos va a dar
para comer, o quién nos va a dar para sobrevivir? ¿No trabajo, o comemos?/At first, the
kids had to be retained and I cried and cried because I felt incompetent as a mother and
unable to help them succeed. I couldn’t help them with their schoolwork because I had to
work so much and I actually had less schooling than they are receiving. So I have to keep
on pushing ahead the way I know how for us to succeed. One day, Frankie told me that
all the other kids were learning but I wasn’t teaching him anything. I told him that they
were fortunate that those kids had their dad but I have to work and be both the mother
and the father in this family. “Because of this, you have to go to school and learn,” I told
him, “If you want me to go to school so that I can teach you, I understand because you’re
right, that is a good thing, but who is going to provide for us? If I don’t work, how would
we live? Shall I not work or shall we eat? (Sra. Ayala, S.P.)
Mrs. Ayala, like Isabel’s mom, emphasized to all three of her children that school was their work
and her expectation was that they would help each other, work hard, rely on their teachers (“Los
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maestros en esa escuela son buenos/The teachers in that school are very good”) (Sra. Ayala,
S.P.), and get good grades in school.
Most of the parents and students gave examples of high expectations at home and how
those high expectations are either internalized or reinforced. With one exception, every student
described his or her parents’ pride when they brought home good grades or high test scores. The
students described how important it was for their family and their future to be very good in
school and consistently get good grades. Zeke told me, “My parents help me by pushing me on
getting good grades. They’re the ones that make me like doing the bonuses and doing my
homework.” He said that his parents gave his sister and him the same advice, “They always tell
me, ‘Try your hardest, don’t give up, we know it’s hard but keep on trying. If you don’t
understand, tell your teacher, tell your partner or someone else’” (Zeke, S.P.). They expected his
sister and him to come home each day, get their homework done first, do their chores, and then
have time to play or be with the family. “I don’t miss a piece of learning time,” Zeke added.
In Isabel’s household, Clara and Jesus structured the afternoon and evenings to ensure
homework was done, and instructed their girls regularly on the value of education and good
grades. Clara explained that she required girls in fourth grade to begin taking full responsibility
for the housework, schoolwork, and all routines. She started with the alarm clock:
Comenzaron en el cuarto grado. Con la mas grande, entonces yo le dije, “Este es el
último día que yo la levanto mi hija para la escuela. De aquí en adelante usted ponga el
despertador entonces cada quien pone su alarma. Cada quien la pone sabiendo que
tienen su responsabilidad de levantarse y estar listas a tiempo también.” Yo creo que no
se han llegado tarde a la escuela/They began in the fourth grade. I told the oldest,
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“Today is the last day that I am going to get my daughters up for school. From this day
forward, you will need to set your own alarm. Each day you will set your own alarms and
take on the responsibility to get yourselves up and ready to go to school on time.” I don’t
think either of them has ever been late. (C. Campos, S.P.)
Clara told the story of the one day (“y una sola vez/and only one time”) Isabel’s older
sister came home with a “C”:
Yo le digo “¿Y qué es esto?” Entonces me dice “Otras mamas cuando los niños les
llevan una ‘C’ se ponen brincando de alegría. ¿Porqué yo te llevo una ‘C’ y tu te enojas?
Es una ‘C’ nada mas.” Pues, le digo “Yo no quiero volver a ver esta letra en tus
calificaciones . . . tiene que hacer las responsabilidades y . . . sus deberes escolares
primero . . . No trabajan pero . . . ustedes háganse de cuenta que la escuela es su trabajo.
Tienen que cumplir y sacar buenas calificaciones. Yo no me conformo con un dos o un
tres. Siempre ve por el cuatro. Siempre ve por lo más alto y no te conformes con menos”/
I said to her, “What is this?” Then she replied, “Other moms jump for joy when their
children bring home a “C.” Why are you getting so angry with me?” So I told her, “I
don’t want to ever see this grade on your report card again. You have to meet your
academic responsibilities first. You girls don’t go to work, so you have to realize that
your job is to go to school and get good grades. For me, a “B” or a “C” is not acceptable.
Always go for an “A” and do not settle for less. (C. Campos, S.P.)
Zeke’s parents, Bernardo and Cecilia, also organized their lives around family unity as a
foundation for success. Both Cecilia and Bernardo felt that the family togetherness was the basis
of success and worked to maintain a balance by putting school first but also saving time for fun.
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They had a normal routine during the week for the whole family that they felt they provided a
good foundation for the children and kept the family on the right track. Everyone rose early,
Bernardo or Cecilia took the kids to school, and then Bernardo was off to work. In the afternoon,
Zeke and Jaquelyn did their homework until Bernardo got home, at which time everyone
checked in and sat down to dinner together. Dinner was really the only time each day they were
all together so that was protected time where they customarily discussed the how things went at
school and other events of the day. As often as possible they liked to get out in the evening and
go shopping or down to the park or take the dog out for a walk. Afterwards they usually watched
a little television together, maybe played video games (even Bernardo and Cecilia played), and
then it was bedtime for the children. Every Sunday was set aside as a family day to go on short
trips, to eat out, go to the beach or anyplace that the family would have a good time. Bernardo
felt that in every family there were moments of conflict and challenge, but family unity helped
get everyone through those times. Bernardo and Cecilia felt that spending Sundays as a family
was obligatory given how much time they spent apart working and going to school during the
week.
The perspectives and efforts of the parents to maintain these structures seemed to pay off
in terms of the internalization of academic success habits and independent self-regulation. Even
though both the students and parents reported that the children were required to conform to
routines at home for chores and homework, the time of these interviews, all of the parents
reported that their respective student in this study were independently carrying out his or her
homework routine on a daily basis.
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Direct Homework Support
In discussing the role and contributions of their families to their academic success, every
student—with the exception of Alex—reported that there was someone at home who helped
them with their schoolwork should they not understand it or just need help. For routine
homework help, Zeke turned to his dad “Who is good in math.” Anastasia reported that she
accessed her step-dad, Mike, who was studying to be a physicist. Nate liked to work with his dad
in math. He discussed how he really appreciated his mom’s help on a recently completed special
project he brought to show me, a persuasive brochure he made full of symbols and images to
advocate for more physical education and sports at the school,
I’m proud of it because I like how it’s decorated and I have like a lot of examples. And
then since my mom helped me, it looks perfect, everything looks perfect. And, and I kind
of like Uncle Sam, you know, where it says "I want you." (Nate, S.P.)	
  
Nate also used to get help from his older sister, who was very special to him and had recently
moved to Utah. Nate missed her a lot and told me that before she moved he talked to her all of
the time.
Sometimes if I’m by myself at home with my brother, I’ll call her . . . She really helps me
. . . Last year she helped me a lot in fourth grade for homework . . . I’d call her and she
always told me how to do it. (Nate, S.P.)
Isabel reported that if she ran into trouble, she went to her sister first and then to her mom
for language arts and her dad for math. In her household, academic success was a family effort:
The people that help me are Mrs. Hancock, my friends, my sister, my mom, and my dad
too. They help me like when I'm feeling sad and stuff and Mrs. Hancock helps me by
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explaining to me and like answering my questions so I get the topic more . . . My mom
and my sister help me by helping me understand the subjects that I'm working on. I think
what's special about my dad is that I think me and him have a more relatable relationship
than my mom because my mom and my sister are always together and me and my dad are
always together. He's good at math too and . . . when I don’t get stuff he helps me and if I
don’t understand something he explains it to me. (Isabel, S.P.)
Many nights Isabel and her mom also enjoyed discussing social studies and whatever topic or
story Isabel was studying in school.
Stella, as I described in the previous section, told me proudly she shared her “readaholic”
mother’s love of reading from an early age, and they regularly engaged in book talks. She shook
her head and rolled her eyes jokingly when she told me that her dad also helped her with math,
even though he sometimes went a little overboard. Stella said she would have to call out to her
mom to rescue her, “Mom, he’s treating me like I’m in college!” Stella said that they were
usually available and always willing to help with whatever subject she is working on:
Basically whenever I need their help, they’ll come and help me . . . My mom, she’s really
good at language since she likes to read a lot and she helps me like with strategies to
come up with how to find the answer. (Stella, S.P.)
Like Stella, none of the students or their families reported any academic help from an agency or
entity outside of the classroom or family network. Outside of the classroom, the students and
families—immediate and extended—worked in partnership to make sense of assignments, see
projects through to completion, engage in pro-academic routines, deepen understanding, and
ensure top performance.
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Family Networks and Cultural Capital
The academic support and life lessons identified by the students as contributors to their
academic achievement and success in school did not come exclusively from the classroom or
immediate or proximate family member, but also tapped into the extended family network for at
least five of the six students. Family funds of knowledge were manifest in student experiences
with extended families across geographic, geopolitical, socioeconomic, and professional borders.
The students and their families described extended family mentorships, concomitant learning,
and extended family informational and experiential networks in ways that suggested a strong
impact on and expansion of social, cultural, and educational capital.
Zeke’s grandparents, for example, had a tourist visa so they came to the states every year
to visit the two Jimenez families in Hillmont community. Bernardo and Cecilia said they tried to
take the kids to see the grandparents in Guatemala as well. Cecilia and her seven siblings were
raised in central Mexico and her mother and two of her siblings were still there, so Mexico was
another travel destination for the family. Even though their parents could only visit as often as
money allowed, Bernardo and Cecilia felt it was essential and extremely beneficial to the Zeke’s
and Jacqueline’s understanding of the world, privilege, and diverse views, values, and
opportunities, that they visit their relatives in their respective countries.
Es un tiempo que les gusta mucho. Es muy bonito . . . [Los ninos] se dieron cuenta como
en realidad se vive en otro pais que no sea este pais. Por ejemplo en mi caso, en
Guatemala, se vive una pobreza extrema/This is a trip that they really like. It is beautiful
there . . . .and the children discover that the reality that people live in other countries is
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very different from the reality that we live here. For example, in my country, in
Guatemala, many people live lives of extreme poverty. (B. Jimenez, S.P.)
Cecilia agreed that it was the same when they visited her mother and family in Mexico,
“Que muchos ninos no tienen dinero suficiente como aqui. Ellos casi no tienen ni para
comer/Unlike here, many children lack the money to meet their basic needs including what they
will eat each day” (C. Jimenez, S.P.). At the same time, Cecilia recalled the beauty of growing
up in a pueblo where everyone knew everyone, and the family spent so much time in nature.
Cecilia and Bernardo felt that Zeke and his sister learned valuable lessons each time about life,
about appreciating the material benefits and opportunities that they had here, while enjoying their
relatives and the beauty of the cultures of their countries of origin.
Stella shared a diverse immediate and extended family network across both geographical
and socioeconomic domains that she felt supported her academically, socioemotionally, and
intellectually. Stella, in discussing her interests, her accomplishments, her plans for the future,
and what inspired her, placed her family at heart of the conversation. Stella was highly reflective
and in her schoolwork and conversation, she demonstrated an acute awareness of people,
context, and their motivations. She attributed it, in part, to her discussions with her mom, to
reading like her mom, and to being close to the many family members in her life, starting with
her mom. Stella told me:
I’m very good at reading and well . . . based on my grades, I’m improving in math a lot
and I feel like I’m good at science and social studies . . . It just seems very easy for me . .
. like I don’t have to think.
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She went on to explain that her strength was language:
My mom is a readaholic . . . When I was a baby, my mom, she would help me read. And
actually by the age of seven, I was already reading Harry Potter because my mom just
loved those books and I would just get annoyed with her. “Why is she so awed about this
book?” and so I finally just started reading. It was hard for me, because I wasn’t that
good yet but I would read them anyway. Finally I got frustrated and stopped, but I read
them. (Stella, S.P.)
She and her mom just recently discussed Because of Wynn Dixie. Stella said that book talks were
normal for them:
Even though I sleep in the other room, before I go to sleep at night I ask my mom “So
what are you reading?” and “What’s it about?” . . . Right now she loves Janet Evanovic
with her characters that just do crazy things . . . One of the reasons she [mom] has glasses
is because she has read so much that her eyes have tired out. (Stella, S.P.)
Stella explained that when her mom was little, she was not the kind of kid to play outside, so she
would spend a lot of time in the library. That habit continued throughout her lifetime and
naturally carried over to Stella.
Stella was also proud of learning to read in Spanish and attributed that to her grandfather,
who, one day gave her a book, “And I could just read it!” Her grandmother, who worked as a
tailor in a vintage clothing store, taught her to sew by hand and by machine, and soon Stella
discovered that she loved fashion, “I love to sew and when I have free time after my homework,
one of the things I like to do is make dresses for Catelyn’s dolls.” Stella now designed clothes
and reflected on how it began, “It was so much fun . . . Ever since I was little, I would sit down
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with my grandma on her bed while she would watch the novelas and we would just draw.” Stella
liked it when her mom took her to the swap meet to pick out fabrics, or when her grandma
brought home scraps from the vintage store that she could patch into new designs. Stella
included her time with her dad and a visit to his college as influential on her interest in design.
His work in photography “made it fun . . . Since he was studying graphic design, I got to see all
the cool designs and everything.” Both Stella and her parents mentioned several times that Stella
had expressed interest in the FBI, similar to that of her aunt who worked first in the child
molestation division and later became part of the presidential detail during the Clinton
Administration. Stella said that she had spoken with her aunt about it extensively and
what attracts me to that [the FBI] is that . . . you focus on one thing and you get to figure
out the problem . . . you have to think really fast because you have to know what to do
right away. (Stella, S.P.)
Stella spoke with warmth and affection about many members of her family but she noticeably
brightened when she mentioned her cousin and nina [godmother] Milena. Milena and Stella were
very close and, when Stella got excited about something she wanted to accomplish, Milena often
came up in the conversation. Stella told me that her bear adventure was with Milena, her
camping trips were with Milena, her college trip was with Milena, and she wanted to run
marathons like Milena. When she had an issue that was difficult to discuss with her mom, she
always called Milena, “I talk about most anything with her.” Stella said that from the time that
she was in first grade until now she had spent
a lot of time with her. Sometimes she will pick me up and I’ll go to her house and she’ll
help me with my homework or something. Then she’ll just ask me like “What do you
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want to be when you grow up?” I would tell her and we would go into conversation about
that. (Stella, S.P.)
Stella said that Milena had helped her with her homework since she was in first grade. So in the
same way that Milena helped her, Stella was proud that “I actually supported her because she’s
always wanted to be a teacher and I have always been kind of like a student . . . She’s my role
model.” Melena attended a local university and was studying to be a teacher at the time of this
study. “I always look up to my cousin Milena and my cousin Alfredo because they are going to
very good colleges and I’ve spent a lot of time with them so they are like my motivation” (Stella,
S.P.).
Enseñanzas
One source of knowledge that both students and parents internalized was what is
sometimes called in the Latin culture as enseñanzas/wisdom teaching (Canizales, 2007).
Enseñanzas are the guiding principles of the family and the culture that are communicated
constantly and without question. Though the content can be culturally specific, the phenomenon
of the enseñanza is present in virtually all cultures (Campbell, 1991; Kaufmann, 1996; Valdes,
1996). Enseñanzas are communicated in dichos/adages, in stories, as advice, and as reminders as
to what is really important in life and what purpose and beliefs we, as a family, will live by.
Enseñanzas are intimate in nature, philosophical and prescriptive, and often deeply held
personally and culturally. They are often meant to say more than just the meaning of the words.
Alex’s “taking care” and Mrs. Ayala’s “Sacrificio para que tenga para comer” translated into “I
work this hard and sacrifice under these conditions so that you will have roof over your head and
food to eat. I do this so you can study and have a better life.” These were value-laden statements
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meant not only to address a momentary condition, but also to access and apply cumulative
collective and personal wisdom to establish a moral and operational framework for making the
difficult decisions necessary to navigate life and to successfully make the important decisions.
Consistent with recent studies of Latin households, academics, and funds of knowledge
(Canizales, 2007; Gonzales et al., 2005; Gutierrez, 2008; Ibarra, 2004; Izarry, 2011; StantonSalazar, 2001), the concept and term enseñanza was consistent with the pattern of wisdom
teachings in the families under study.
Perseverance. Freire taught that learning takes place in the lived experience and in each
person or collective saying his, her, or their “word.” Alex’s mother, for example, was completely
dedicated to the success in school of Alex and his siblings, and strove to act on that dedication
the best way she knew how. When Alex’s older brother, Frankie, had difficulty in school, she
was desesperada/desperate. She felt that she had nowhere to turn and ended up using her savings
to buy a software program that was guaranteed to improve learning. She got ripped off.
She told the following story of good intentions, failure, desperation, and being caught in
the culture gap:
Compré un programa de, creo que aquí tengo un casete, . . . un día nos hablaron por
teléfono de la casa y nos dijeron que era un nivel del uno al doce. Yo pensé que ese curso
nos lo estaban mandando por parte de la escuela y para lo que yo entendí fue como una
propaganda. Entonces, yo agarré ese curso, pero a mí la persona a la que yo le dije que
tenía problemas con la enseñanza de mis hijos, él trató de vendernos ese curso, que
según él estaba titulado de la escuela, y según él, valía 2700. Ese curso me dijo que me
lo iba a dar en 1500 . . . yo a través de mi angustia y de eso, me engañó porque me dijo
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que me lo iba a dejar en 1500, y cuando firmé papeles y todo y me llegó el primer cobro,
era ¡2700! Entonces yo hablé a la compañía y le dije pues que la persona que me vendió
el curso, pues que trató de robarme. Me dijo, “Pero usted tenía que ver los papeles”, y
yo le dije que [no podia]porque no sabía leer ni escribir. Entonces, él me engaño, porque
sí yo fui honesta con él. El me dijo que eran 2700, y después me dijo que me lo iba a
rebajar por quererme ayudar con los niños y me lo dejó en 1500, y a la hora del pago fue
2700 . . . [Me] dijo que ellos no podían hacer nada, que eso era lo que valía el programa
y esos videos, son . . . como un maestro, donde en esos casetes, pones tu nombre, tu
información y te hace como un test, como de un examen. Eso es lo que yo entendí,
entonces me vinieron a la computadora. Entonces tenía la computadora, vino la persona
esa y me programó el programa, pero después me deshice de la computadora y ya no
sirvió./ I bought this program . . . I think I have the cassette here . . . One day they called
me on the phone and told me that their curriculum covered from first through twelfth
grade. I thought that the call was sponsored by the school. So I got the program from the
representative that I had shared my kids’ problems with, after he claimed that this
program was school approved. He said that the program was worth $2700 but he would
let me have it for $1500. Of course, in my desperation, I signed the papers and bought it
but when the first bill arrived, I was being charged $2700. I contacted the company to
complain that the salesperson had deceived me and they told me that it was my
responsibility to read the paper. I told them that unfortunately I am not able to read or
write and the sales rep lied to me even though I was honest with him about my situation .
. . . The company told me that they could not do anything about it, that $2700 was the
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cost of the videos, and they would be just like having a teacher at home. So I had to pay it
and a representative came out and programmed the software on the computer but very
soon after that the computer stopped working and the software never worked. (Mrs.
Ayala, S.P.)
From this point forward, the company disavowed any responsibility, and when Mrs. Gonzales
called the number of the vendor, they told her that he no longer worked with the company. Right
when Mrs. Gonzales was at the end of her rope, the principal of the school at the time became
aware of her situation and what had happened and reached out to her. Things began to turn
around:
La directora [anterior] me ayudó mucho porque tenía como una psicóloga para Frankie,
porque tenía problemas de aprendizaje . . . me lo sacaban para que le dieran como
enseñanza de lectura y no sé qué más. Hasta el quinto creo, estuve reunida con varias
maestras, en sí no sé bien de qué se trataba, pero lo que yo entendía era que era la ayuda
que él necesitaba, que todos le estaban ayudando. Yo me reuní varias veces con la
directora, no tenía conferencia como todos los niños porque habían más maestras que
estaban ayudando a mi hijo, y yo me sentía tan contenta que varias veces me puse a
llorar de agradecimiento y también porque estaba yo contenta de que mi hijo, a través de
eso, salió adelante./ The previous principal helped me tremendously when she got a
psychologist for Javier, who was having so many problems learning. They took him out
of class to give him extra reading instruction and I don’t know what else. This went on
through the fifth grade when he had met with various teachers. I’m not really sure what
they worked on but I know it was the help that he needed. I met with the principal and I
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didn’t have to have a parent conference like the other families because the teachers were
really helping my son. Sometimes I just cried with happiness and gratitude. Through all
of that my son came out ahead. (Sra. Ayala, S.P.)
Mrs. Ayala concluded:
Todo se les ha ayudado a ellos, el esfuerzo de que yo he hablado con ellos de que
estudien y de que le echen ganas,..creo que no soy la mejor mamá pero trato de hacer lo
mejor que puedo./All this has helped them. The constant emphasis on effort that I pound
into them: that they study, that they work hard . . . I may not be the best mom, but I
always try to do the best that I can. (Sra. Ayala, S.P.)
This story evolved into a life lesson and shared family journey of perseverance and partnership.
This was the power of her enseñanza. Sra. Ayala’s “word” was present when Alex described
addressing his struggle with learning the language, with daily visits with his teacher. His
mother’s “word” was clearly manifest in Alex’s proud declaration that he loved his family and
“could not do anything without them.” Sra. Ayala’s “word” was heard poignantly in Alex’s deep
sense of duty and his voiced commitment to becoming a policeman and to “make the world a
better place” (Alex, S.P.).
Resilience. Anastasia’s mom, Julie, cited resilience as a family strength. She felt the girls
had done a stellar job of moving from place to place and always making new friends and
integrating themselves into new environments. Anastasia’s experience at Earhart was indicative
of her approach, which was to get involved, get involved, and get involved. Although relatively
new to Earhart, Anastasia was front and center in leadership and supporting others. Anastasia
lead her Girls Scout troop, headed the student wellness committee, and helped organize a
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classroom tutoring service. Particularly for someone new to a school like Anastasia, such very
public leadership experiences came with tangible risks, and such risks could have resulted in
public failure, especially in a new environment such as a school where neither Anastasia nor
Mrs. Hancock could control every variable. But Anastasia did take the risks, and she did
succeed. From the perspective of family enseñanzas, in her interview, Anastasia’s mother, Julie,
specifically talked about the power and obligation of family members to give each other the
freedom to fail and to be there for each other if they did—no matter what. Julie was a strong
believer in unconditional love and felt that it kept them close and moving forward. “I believe that
the role of the family is to support the child and spouse or the significant other in their decisions .
. . to be able to talk to them, share your feelings and to let them know how you feel” (J. Rios,
S.P.).
Anastasia and her mom were extremely close and, from Julie’s perspective, she felt that it
was critical to support Anastasia’s desire and need to be independent and self-reliant. Julie felt
that if she continually made decisions for Anastasia she would rely too much on her, and “If I
push her in a certain direction she is going to push away from me. I would rather her be open and
honest and talk to me than to push me away.” At the same time, the value of unconditional love,
was a necessary safety net and manifested in a poignant way between them:
We actually have a form of communication that no one knows about, she . . . I give her a
journal and she will write a question or a comment or her feelings in the journal and she
will put it under my pillow at night and then I will write a response or a comment or
whatever back to her and put it under her pillow, so she can read it the next morning and
that’s our secret form of communication. (J. Rios, S.P.)
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Anastasia and her mom had developed a way to give space for Anastasia’s need for privacy and
closeness at the same time. Julie explained that it was not only a good choice but a powerful one,
It has made such a difference in our relationship, because writing a journal I found is very
powerful and if you have someone who can communicate with those or respond to your
thoughts and your ideas and your questions, privately it really helps you grow, that’s like
having your own personal therapist . . . you have to communicate to keep a relationship.
(J. Rios, S.P.)
Julie said that was their family value to let people make their own decisions and to let
them fail, if necessary. Should they fail, no one should say “I told you so,” but should help them
reflect on what went wrong, if anything. and how to pick up and best move forward. Family, in
her eyes, needed to be there no matter what. “Life is not a question of failing or succeeding but I
think it’s an adventure, a journey, there’s no real failure.” Julie felt that in life, “You just do what
you think is rational, you make a decision, and your family is there to support you either way” (J.
Rios, S.P.).
This belief in resilience and the power of family communication was expressed equally in
Stella’s family. As we heard from Stella earlier, she approached any academic challenge with a
commitment to work harder until she got it. Rooted in the human capital of her family
relationships (Delgado-Bernal, 1998) with, for example, her nina, Milena, who was running
marathons, attending the university, and student teaching, and her aunt in Honduras, who served
in the United States Secret Service, Stella confidently and knowledgeably voiced her aspirations
to attend the university, and potentially join the FBI. This suggested another significant
dimension of family funds of knowledge. Canizales’s (2007) study of Latino academic
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consciousness characterized this relationship as the students recognizing their parents as their
primary teachers and holders of knowledge who are important to their success. Stella’s parents
insisted that they did not hesitate to share their points of view with Stella and, because she
listened well, they felt comfortable giving her greater freedom of choice in some matters and
were impressed by her independence and responsibility. They both stressed that education was
the key to success but equally important were the habits of character that are required, such as
motivation, resilience, and good judgment. Fernando believed that success was different for
every person in what they wanted to accomplish but they taught their daughters, Stella and her
sister, that the process was also key, “Success is not only the success that happens when you
actually get there, success is [happening when] . . . everyday you make that step towards your
goal.” Fernando added that they taught the kids resilience in the face of mistakes:
You can fall, get up, dust your self off, and continue working because that is just part of
life . . . You don’t blame the teachers, don’t blame the school, you don’t blame anybody,
you blame yourself. You take responsibility and do what you have to do to get to where
you want to be. (F. Gonzalez, S.P.)
Sofia worked in a county hospital and witnessed the effects of bad choices every day. She
made sure that her “kids need to know that I’m not going to sugar coat anything. You start doing
drugs and you are going to end up drugged and you are not going to know what did they do to
you.” Stella not only received this kind of guidance from Sofia and Fernando, but also from her
cousin Milena and her big sister in Texas. Sofia said:
I make sure that that communication is open, because Stella will talk to her [big sister]
with things that she feels she can’t talk to me about. Her sister has the right answers for
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her so I’m glad she is in her life. She looks out for her [Stella] and Stella looks up to her.
(S. Gonzales, S.P.)
Both Sofia and Fernando felt that the strong sense of community that family brought had helped
out a lot and that Stella was a lovely child whom they could depend on as a person as well as in
her commitment to her academics.
Education as priority. For Stella’s mom, academics had always been a priority. She told
the story about growing up in Central America and how it instilled the importance of a strong
education. Sofia said that her father, Stella’s grandfather, was very calm now but when she was
growing up, he was extremely strict. There were always books around the house from medical
school, about medical stuff. He was a professor of medicine at the university, and the household
focused only on reading and learning. There was no compromise:
He would take me to school when he was teaching and say “This is where you are going
to get your food. This is your knowledge that you won’t get anywhere else if you don’t
study” . . . He wanted straight A’s and I could never bring home less than a seven. No
parties. We didn’t own a television. He called it the stupid box . . . He would sit us down
in a room in front of the pizarron [chalkboard] and go over the homework for the day and
he would make us read it, learn it, because he used to teach and he expected the same
thing from us. Home and school was the same thing. (S. Gonzales, S.P.)
The family tradition has continued and evolved. Stella was maintaining the highest grades
academically and equally important in terms of family ethos, shared that although her mom
worked the swing shift, she loved to still stay up and talk books with her mom at night.
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In service to this commitment to educational success, Stella mentioned earlier that her
parents had tried having just her mom work and her dad take charge of her and her sister Catelyn
each day. Sofia and Fernando also discussed what a financial strain that placed on the family but
they felt it was the best way to make sure the girls had whatever they needed to be successful in
school. Like Sofia and Fernando, in at least three of the five remaining households, parents stated
explicitly that the choice to sacrifice in this or a similar way for a healthy and successful family
was considered family conversation and an essential teaching that their children understood.
When Isabel, for example, named her dad as an important part of her success, she also explained
that he not only helped with her work but also, “He tells me that if you have a good education
you'll have a better life and he tells me that it's better to have an education than to not and better
to have better life than to just not” (Isabel, S.P.). In almost every household, like Isabel’s, a
parent talked about the financially difficult but mutual decision that one parent would stay home,
because it was more important to them that their child had someone to come home to that would
help them all stay on track. Modeling the importance of this commitment, Isabel’s dad was clear
about this decision:
Al no trabajar, va a faltar algunas cosas, no? Pero vale la pena porque ellos tienen la
mama alli para todo/To choose for one family member not to work is a sacrifice and one
is going to lack certain things but it’s worth it. They have their mom there for whatever is
needed. (J. Campos)
Summary
This study utilized student voices of these six low-income elementary school students to
find out how they had achieved academic success. In this section, I presented four major findings
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that emerged from this study. The principle findings of this study were: (a) All six students
employed an effort-based growth mindset. All six students consistently reported that they relied
on hard work, risk-taking, challenge seeking, critical feedback, strategy employment—not on
how “smart” they were—to grow their ability and succeed at higher and higher levels. The
second major finding was: (b) All six students benefitted from an interactive dialogic classroom.
All six students indicated that they relied upon and benefitted from an inclusive, rigorous, and
challenging dialogue-centered collaborative classroom. They all described learning from their
classroom community of extensive dialogue-centered peer and teacher/student collaboration.
They described a classroom culture of critical thinking, voice, and social imagination. The third
major finding was: (c) All six students described a culture of mastery learning. All six students
also attributed their success to a mutual commitment of student and teacher to high academic
expectations, multiple formative supports, and extensive differentiation that prioritized content
and skill mastery over summative structures. The fourth major finding was: (d) All students
indicated that family funds of knowledge—competencies, unity, support, experiences, and
enseñanzas—provided a significant source of cultural and educational capital and played a
central role in their success. All six students perceived their parents as their teachers, and their
close-knit families and values as both the source and purpose of their success in school. Students
repeatedly identified extended family support, richly diverse family experiences, family rituals,
conversations, and togetherness, a shared belief in the power of education, and valued teachings
as cherished and essential reasons for their success. Finally, both students and parents expressed
pride in and love for their families—immediate and extended—as deeply treasured parts of the
fabric of their lives.
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CHAPTER FIVE	
  
IMPLICATIONS, RECOMMENDATIONS, AND FINAL REFLECTIONS
Introduction
“Without dialogue there is no communication. Without communication there is no education.”
--Paulo Freire, Education for a Critical Consciousness
The transformational path at the level of first schooling is not ideologically free
(Bartolome, 2008; Darder, 2009) but highly nuanced and historically situated and calls for an
informative framework that emanates from the intersection of humanistic, sociocultural,
individual, and developmental needs and repertoires of the student (Darling-Hammond, 2007a;
Giroux, 2009; Martin-Baro, 1994; Wagner, 2008). Freire (1998) insisted that this cannot be
properly accomplished in education without including the voice of those whom schools serve
and, by listening to them, discovering how they read the world. Listening to these students
discuss their beliefs and experiences in a voice-centered classroom and academically supportive
family structure illuminated their respective needs and their existing funds of knowledge beyond
those measured and dictated by standardized testing. This knowledge can assist educational
leaders for social justice to foster effective classroom learning communities and inclusively
engage their school communities in critical and generative practice for systemic practices that
support academic success (hooks, 2003; Johnson, 2006; Noguera, 2007; Ravitch, 2010; Schultz,
2011).
The purpose of this intrinsic critical case study was to provide an opportunity for
academically successful low-income students to tell their own stories about their achievement.
Through the perspectives and narratives of Nate, Stella, Alex, Isabel, Zeke, and Anastasia, along
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with their parents and teacher, this study sought to learn how they viewed themselves
academically and how they perceived their academic success was achieved and supported.
Earhart Elementary School matched the goals of this study and provided the potential for a rich
qualitative data base in that it was situated in a low-income community, the majority of the
student body was on free and reduced lunch, the students represented a variety of nationalities
and ethnicities, and the number of second language learners exceeded 60% of the student
population. Earhart was also a Title I Achieving School, which suggested that there may have
been systems in place that supported academic success and could have potentially contributed to
the data.
Freirean social justice posits that students and parents are subjects not objects of the
educational processes. Therefore their voices are required in educational discourse, and we can
only come to know and value their full reality through their voices. Every student and parent in
this study specifically expressed his or her appreciation at being included, and demonstrated
eagerness and pride in sharing their stories. On many occasions, I had to send them away from
impromptu visits to my office with a “Not today” or “Not until lunchtime.” As principal of the
school and the researcher, I had the benefit of established relationships with some of the students
prior to the study, which turned out to facilitate rapport and credibility. I also, as principal, had
access to the classrooms and the students, and they, in turn, had access to me, as needed. This
resulted in an ongoing dialogue between the students and me, and numerous informal encounters
with parents provided us an opportunity to ask or answer questions, as needed.
The stories of our six students are their stories. This qualitative research, from a
constructivist/feminist perspective, sought to capture and value people’s lived experiences, the
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meaning that they make of those experiences, and how these constructed experiences reflected
and contribute to their educational realities and the issues such as race, class, and culture. This
qualitative study, its data, and findings formed a combination of participant perspectives and
researcher standpoints that carried no single truth or essentialist claim, but rather reflected
realities expressed in and through voices that were at all times plural and shifting, and
contextually bound. It was in the pluralistic dynamic nature of voice that the value of their
perspectives emerged. From a Freirean perspective, the life of the community is communicated,
problematized, and liberated by “saying its word.” This study intended to provide a platform for
the participants to say their “word,” It is therefore appropriate and imperative that practitioners
and policy makers understand the educational and policy implications of the findings and
analysis presented in this research.
In this chapter I present the implications of our findings around students’ academic
identity, voices, and funds of knowledge. Based on these findings, I make recommendations to
teachers, administrators, students, and parents, along with recommendations for further research.
I conclude this chapter with a personal reflection on the implications of this study for social
justice leadership in education.
Implications
Effort Driven
In this study we learned that our six Earhart students were all fully committed to learning.
They saw themselves as hard workers and were willing to persevere until they achieved their
goals. We learned that they had very high expectations for themselves and they were confident
and ready to take the challenge. They communicated a strong locus of control, taking
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responsibility to do what ever was necessary to succeed, and independently taking charge of their
grades and performances. They thrived on choice, feedback, and family and teacher approval.
Student identity negotiation was ongoing, which suggested that there were multiple factors and
contexts that could be discussed to support the development and maintenance of a pro-academic
identity for successful students.
Developing a pro-academic identity can start long before the students walk through the
fifth-grade door (Wortham, 2006). In the master narrative, for these academically successful
Earhart students, the articulation of their home and cultural messages about the value of learning,
education, and effort, with similar classroom messages about the value of learning, education and
effort, and their choices to work consistent with those values, were reinforced by success. Four
of the six students had experienced dialogic, student-centered classroom settings for a series of
years at Earhart prior to entering Mrs. Hancock’s classroom. High academic expectations are
only effective when accompanied by highly supportive structures at home, and classrooms that
practice, as a matter of routine, clear and challenging objectives, scaffolded learning, ongoing
feedback, social learning opportunities, mastery learning, and strategic instruction that gradually
releases responsibility of strategy employment to the student. This is done by providing explicit,
metacognitive instruction, guided application, multiple rehearsal opportunities, and ongoing
feedback from teacher or peers. In dialogic classrooms, the ideas of the students are central to the
learning process, as is the phenomenon of social exchange. This classroom cultural valuing of
the dialogic engagement positively reinforces the process and validity of individual effort.
Participation as subject rather than the object of learning strengthens the pro-academic identity.
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One significant finding in this study was that Earhart students appeared to exercise a
malleable or incremental view of intelligence and success, as opposed to a fixed view of
intelligence that could have direct and adverse academic consequences over time. The students
saw themselves as essentially hard working (a trait that was within their control), and believed
that success, learning, and ability were attainable in proportion to the effort they invested and the
strategies they employed. This dynamic view of their success making suggests that they did not
self-identify as the smartest in the class but as the hardest working. Dweck’s (2000) work in this
area found that students with this incremental or dynamic view of intelligence are significantly
more likely to seek academic challenges, persevere in the face of difficulty, demonstrate
openness to taking risks, apply strategies in multiple ways, and intrinsically enjoy learning and
discovery (Rattan, Good, & Dweck, 2012; Yeager & Dweck, 2012). It matters how students
identify with intelligence and success.
Student Voices

	
  

“Voice is the tool by which we make ourselves known, name our experience, and
participate in decisions that affect our lives”
-- Shannon, High School Student	
  
In this study, the premises of the student voice conceptual framework were “that young

people have unique perspectives on learning, teaching, and schooling; that their insights warrant
not only the attention but the responses of adults; and that they should be afforded opportunities
to actively shape their education” (Cook-Sather, 2006, pp. 359–360). Including student voices
meaningfully transforms our conceptions of what we do as leaders and participants in fostering
sustainably effective educational experiences for ourselves and for our students. The
constructivist, dialogic classroom that our six students and their teacher described as contributory
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to their success served as a space where the process of knowledge building was opened up to
them as active participants, resulting in a qualitatively different and more powerful educational
experience (Adler et al., 2003; Asterhan & Schwartz, 2007; Cook-Sather, 2010; Mercer &
Littleton, 2007, Soter et al., 2008; Wegerif, 2007).
As the Earhart principal, I am grateful to the six students and their families for opening
their inner lives to me and to this study. They told us that they relied on us to challenge them
each day with new opportunities and new tools to be their best. They also said that they were
committed to always work hard and to try what we asked of them. They told us that they did the
best when we provided them clear and timely feedback. They told us that they trusted us to lead
them where they needed to go and they liked being able to do it their way sometimes. Finally,
they told us that they enjoyed learning from each other and about each other and that at the end
of the day what was most important to them were friends and family.
I am grateful to their parents for creating a healthy and life-affirming space in their
family culture for their children to express and explore ideas with them. Isabel’s adamant
advocacy for civil rights began as a young girl at the dinner table. Zeke’s keen perceptions of
symbol, characters, and power dynamics during reader’s workshop took root at his dad’s side
during their visits to Guatemala and Mexico, where they always discussed the gaps in wealth and
poverty and the meaning of opportunity. Anastasia’s daily journal with her mom and Stella’s
nightly book chats with her mother were two moving examples of voice embedded in love and
meaning. Nate’s conversations with his dad while building cabinets or with his mom at the last
wedding that she catered were long-standing invitations to voice. Each evening after she came
home from work, Mrs. Ayala’s enseñanzas provided conceptual frameworks for collectively
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analyzing the news of day and engaging Alex and his brother and sister in solidarity to make it
through, together.
As school settings we don’t want to necessarily replicate what is deeply intimate at the
familial level because, as Richard Rodriquez (2004) has argued, such relationships gain their
meaning from the familial. Nevertheless, as schools, we have a lot of catching up to do and there
are versions of these relationships that work. Mrs. Hancock is one of a number of teachers that
had her students maintain interactive journals in all subject areas. Students could not wait until
they received their feedback and did not hesitate to remind her on those rare occasions when they
do not hear from her in the allotted time. The children and this study benefitted from their
academic trajectory at Earhart, which included a series of workshop classrooms where they
learned to work in partnerships, the language of purposeful academic conversation, and to value
themselves as writers and write from their lived experiences.
Johnston (2012) reminded us that schools and classrooms are natural marketplaces and
watering holes and are therefore purposed to operate as dialogic ecologies. Voice is both
speaking and participation and requires listening. It is our word and our currency. Dialogic
participant structures are essential to the fundamental intellectual development of students as
they serve as the source of and arena for, the exercise and development of social imagination,
respectively:
It is through our conversations that make connections between emotions and desire,
particularly in causal explanations . . . that children learn how to understand and share
emotions and sensations – developing their empathy – and expand their ability to
understand the beliefs and wishes of others. (Johnston, 2012, p. 75)
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Finally, from a critical perspective, the role of student voice is essential as its relationship
to agency is symbiotic and elegant. Academic dialogue as inquiry is an invitation to change. We
open a book, we read something, we discuss it and hear the ideas of others, and we change. We
follow a character from the beginning of a journey to the end to learn how and why that character
changes. We hear some advice at one age and we hear it again later and we think about it
differently. We join classmates in discussion about a project, an assignment, or guiding question
to answer; we begin with no answer and engage in a process of sharing, evaluating, and
accepting or rejecting ideas: trial and error, change.
Children must experience many things as at least potentially changeable, not just aspects
of the world outside of themselves, but also aspects of themselves—their learning, their
identities, their intellect, their personal attributes, and their ways of relating to others. In
the talk of the classroom, we want to hear the threads of dynamic view of intellect—
indeed, of self. (Johnston, 2012, p. 27)
To encourage, invite, and release the agentive nature of voice, classrooms must organize
purposeful dialogic opportunities and situate the one theme that permeates inquiry as the concept
of change. For people to have agency, they must see change and believe that things are
changeable.
Funds of Knowledge
The typology of funds of knowledge employed in this study was rooted in the daily lives
of the students and their community and based on the premise developed by Gonzalez and Moll
(2002) that “people are competent to have knowledge and their life experiences have given them
that knowledge” (p. 625). Such knowledge developed historically, culturally, and within family
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and kinship networks serves the well being of the family and the community. This knowledge
can emanate from the micro-cultures of families, extended families, elders, work, and culture,
and can consist of values, beliefs, practices, and networks. The power of funds of knowledge
awareness is that it draws our attention to the valuable knowledges and supports that are often
overlooked in schools where the reproduction of sociopolitical and cultural marginalization is
institutionalized.
In our study, the Earhart students benefited from strong family bonds that, in each case,
included extended family and multiple geographical connections. Alex’s family, who had the
least materially of each of the families, relied upon strong kinship bonds supported by extended
family to make sure that all of his needs were met. His mother guided them with the enseñanzas
that prioritized hard work, fairness, family unity, extended family cooperation, sharing, and the
duty to love and care for each other. Knowing that Alex’s mom lacked flexibility in her factory
job and was fragile in health, his stepfather made sure that he could be covered at work to pick
up the kids when they were sick or had appointments and to coordinate child care with the rest of
the family. Stella’s extended family also valued strong family bonds and her kinship network
provided her a tremendous range of experiences, nourishing her familiarity with history,
institutions, linguistic tradition, and career pathways that exceeded that of most of her peers and
many adults. Because of her family bonds, her daily cultural life included three countries,
Honduras, Mexico, and the United States. Stella’s family structure provided her with a wide
range of cultural and social capital that permeated her academic and social identities and
contributed to her institutional and personal empowerment.
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The onus is upon schools to institutionalize practices, structures, and beliefs that
discover, value, and include a place for the relevant funds of knowledge that our students and
their communities possess. Such exclusion objectifies students and denies them what Lave and
Wenger (1998) have termed “the identity of master practitioner” needed to achieve full
membership in the learning community. To fail to do so is to say that there is no place for
students and their families to contribute their cultural life and resources in an educational setting,
and that the only the dominant cultural version of our society’s cultural values can serve as the
optimal learning environment. We know from situational cognition theory and Wenger’s (1998)
work on communities of practice that a strong link exists between identity formation, learning,
and participant structures. Cultural silencing eliminates valuable information about and within
the student community, communicates subordinate status assignment, miseducates the entire
school community and normalizes hegemony. Cultural silencing reinforces stereotypes because
it eliminates the flow of authentic information and critique. This discourse is directly associated
with feminist/constructivist discourse on student voice.
Recommendations
Teachers and Administrators
Structure classrooms to foster effort-based views of intelligence. Dynamic learning–
style students are more likely to persevere through obstacles, seek new opportunities to develop
themselves, and pursue ambitious learning and life goals (Dweck, 2010; Grant & Dweck, 2003;
Yeager & Dweck, 2012). Clearly motivated students who see themselves as capable of achieving
their learning goals and regularly seek academic challenge will be more prepared to persevere as
they advance through the grade levels, encounter more complex content and skill demands, and
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navigate the college-going phase of their lives (Dweck & Bempechat, 1983; Good et al., 2012).
For schools, teachers, and parents, this distinction has implications for the kind of praise that is
given (Dweck, 2007), how tasks and feedback are structured, students’ sense of belonging (Good
et al., 2012), the degree of strategies given to students in instruction (Dweck, 2000; Gillet,
Vallerand, & LaFreniere, 2012), and how school, classroom, and home systems value,
characterize, and reward performance (Dweck, 2000; Moorman & Pomerantz, 2010).
Praise and rewards that focus on attributes and not performances can demotivate. Parents,
teachers, and structures should revisit praise practices to make sure that verbal and material
reinforcement is focused on effort and strategy effectiveness. “Your opening dialogue captured
my attention immediately,” and not attributes, like, “You’re a pretty good writer.” Instruction
that does not gradually release strategies to students can undermine their autonomy, limit their
performance opportunities to proscribed classroom tasks, and make them teacher dependent,
handicapping their ability to exercise effort to advance their learning. Effort-driven malleable
views of intelligence and success can assist classes of students that may lack confidence in an
academic arena—such as girls in the sciences or math—to reframe their potential for success and
have faith in the investment of strategies and effort as a vehicle for long-term accomplishment in
their desired field. Even parents and teachers of preschoolers have to fight the tendency to give
praise with stable attributes, for example, “You are a good drawer,” as opposed to “See how the
shadowing you did made the eyes sparkle.” Children at all ages engage in self-evaluation and for
these preschoolers, the former praise example robs the child of a sense of control over the
outcome in the face of task adversity (Cimpian, Arce, Markman, & Dweck, 2007). In sum, it is
important to reflect and evaluate on the nature of the beliefs, instruction, reinforcements, and
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accountability practices in the learning community. It is critical that these beliefs and practices
focus on effort, strategy, and mastery learning, for example, and are consistent with a dynamic
approach to intelligence, in order to foster the long- and short-term development of autonomy,
motivation, locus of control, and an intrinsic commitment to learning.
Mastery learning: Knowing students and meticulous differentiation. The need for
students to be fully known by their teacher comes through in high school qualitative research and
was a consistent finding in these high-achieving Earhart students. Mastery learning begins with
sustainable content or skill mastery (not summative performance success) as the primary
objective and the provision of the appropriate time and strategic support to achieve mastery
(Guskey, 2005). In the mastery learning system, this objective is shaped and fostered by high
expectations, strategic support within the student’s zone of proximal development, formative
feedback loops, and gradual release of responsibility (Darnon, Butera, & Harackiewicz, 2007;
Francis, Read, & Skelton, 2012; Zimmerman & DiBenedetto, 2008). “Knowing” the students
encompasses a thorough awareness of the student academically in terms of strengths, weaknesses
and learning styles as well as familiarity with the student personally. It requires a sincere belief
as well that their lives are worth knowing, hold their own unique treasures, and bring value to the
teacher, the school, the discourse, and the students themselves. It is noteworthy and consistent
that in their classroom, each student was engaged in the readers and writer’s workshop
approaches, which reciprocally engaged the students’ individual lives, connections, and interests
as essential content and curriculum. These students relied heavily upon very specific teacher
feedback on a frequent basis to assess their own progress toward meeting their personal
standards and those of the teacher and to receive guidance on the precise strategy required to
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accomplish that learning objective. Mrs. Hancock reviewed each student’s reading, writing, and
math notebooks regularly and wrote interactive notes to students regarding what to work on,
clarifying questions, or focus questions for their thinking in preparation for daily or weekly
conferencing. A study by Gusky and Gates (1986) found:
Mastery learning led to significant reductions in correction time as the student progressed
through subject matter units. They spent more time engaged in learning and developed
more positive attitudes about their ability to learn than students in traditional classes . . .
In addition . . . [the researchers] discovered important motivational benefits for teachers.
Teachers in mastery learning classes felt more personal responsibility for their students’
learning outcomes, held higher expectations for their students, and reported more positive
attitudes toward teaching than teachers in traditional classes. (Zimmerman &
DiBenedetto, 2008, p. 210)
The mastery learning teacher must rely heavily on these two domains of student
knowledge—academic and personal—to make appropriate decisions in terms of designing
instruction, allocating time, assigning partnerships, accessing funds of knowledge, collaborating
with the parents, pushing their ZPD, and creating a classroom rapport that engenders trust and
the academic and emotional safety necessary to take risks and sustain effort to mastery.
Dialogic classrooms. One participant structure that fostered both kinds of teacher
knowledge of each student was the dialogic classroom. Learning is sociocultural and allows
students to teach and learn from peers and to co-construct meaning and skill sets. Dialogic
classrooms build community through regular purposeful conversation-driven collaboration that
over time generates familiarity, transparency, employing multiple purposeful partnerships.
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Students gain knowledge and appreciation of their classmates as co-learners and, as we learned
in this study, often Mrs. Hancock established a culture of regular-focused conversation
opportunities. Our students’ supportive voice preferences and Mrs. Hancock’s practices can be
summarized in the six practices Reznitskaya (2012) outlined that characterize dialogic teaching
and learning culture in the classroom: flexible power relations and authority over the content and
form of discourse; guiding questions that are open and divergent to inspire and create a welcome
space for meaningful inquiry; providing meaningful, specific, strategic-driven feedback; students
and teachers engage in connecting ideas and meta-level reflection; students take public positions
on complex issues and metacognitively elaborate on thinking and reasoning; and students listen
and react to each other’s reasoning and collaboratively co-construct knowledge and meaningmaking (pp. 447–448). Purposeful talk in this dialogic classroom, thus, centralized student voice
as a generator of knowledge.
Sometimes strategically prompted, sometimes not, these routine conversation structures
allowed students multiple rehearsal opportunities to safely explore and internalize new learning,
or test and explain ideas linked to the central learning objectives. Dialogic participant structures
appear to function best when they are a fully integrated part of the daily routines and culture of
learning. For English language learners and students coming to school with less or different
academic language, dialogic classrooms can create a third space when designed to elicit student
connections, supported by the appropriate language frames and explicit syntactic instruction
specific to the cognitive relationships in the lesson content. Finally dialogic classrooms provide
the teacher with instant, real time assessment for understanding, insight into the student’s
thinking and logic system, and real-time scaffolding opportunities.
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Make a space for student funds of knowledge. Even in the current climate of No Child
Left Behind and Common Core dominance of institutional resources and attention, opening
school doors and practices to student and family funds of knowledge is not impossible and is
occurring in interesting and meaningful ways. Institutions, like individuals, have zones of
proximal development and transformative educators have identified these zones and created
spaces where the worlds of students and schools are no longer separate. One example is found in
the creation of hybrid spaces sometimes called the “third space” (Moje et al., 2004). Moje et al.
(2004) defined hybrid spaces as a navigational space where students’ funds of knowledge (often
marginalized) are legitimately linked and scaffolded with school funds of knowledge to create
optimal learning environment and maximize the ability of students and educators to navigate
both discourse terrains. According to Moje et al. (2004), “Everyday resources are integrated with
disciplinary learning to construct new texts and new literacy practices that merge the different
aspects of knowledge and ways of knowing offered in a variety of spaces” (p. 44). Furthermore,
Gutierrez (1999) stated:
The construct of the Third Space has been productive in helping us understand the
complexity of learning environments and their transformative potential . . . Our analysis
of third spaces has shown that learning contexts are immanently hybrid, that is polycontextual multi-voiced and multi-scripted. (Gutierrez, Baquedano-Lopez, & Tejeda,
1999, p. 287)
Third space classrooms thus function as sites of intellectual conflict, dialectic tension, and
thought diversity, rupture, innovation, and change that lead to new learning and expanded
intellectual boundaries. Again, hybrid spaces are, in essence, zones of proximal development that
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can be served by a range of integrative practices representing a continuum of complexity and
participation—from a mindful practice of student-centered readers and writers’ workshop
(Calkins & Tolan, 2010; Johnston, 2012) to codesigned action research (Barton & Tan, 2009;
Gutierrez, 2008). Hybridity requires that the classrooms are structured to bring the lived world
and ways of knowing of students and communities as partners and shapers of the learning scope
and process. Hybrid spaces can support and enhance learning in literacy, sciences, and the arts by
activating and synthesizing funds of knowledge of schools, students, and families to create more
democratic and transformative learning communities (Anzaldua, 1987; Barton & Tan, 2009;
Calabrese-Barton, Tan, & Rivet, 2008; Gutierrez, 2008; Gutierrez & Rogoff, 2003; Lave &
Wenger, 1991; Moll et al., 1992; Moje, Collazo, Carrillo, & Marx, 2001; Moje et al., 2004; Paris
& Ball, 2009; Patterson & Baldwin, 2001; Upadhyay, 2006).
Make a place for family funds of knowledge. These six families, each in its unique way
and to its own degree, was preparing its children with its cultural and social educational values
rooted in its belief systems, experiences, and traditions in a way that contributed to and
collaborated with the institutional cultural capital provided by Earhart School for both short- and
longer-term academic success. Part of these families’ belief systems and enseñanzas were that
this process of academic success is collaborative, involving the immediate family, extended
family, classmates, schools, teachers, and administrators. At Earhart, these six students were in
receptive, voice-seeking classrooms that asked them to bring their stories to school each day and
reached out to families to enter into an ongoing partnership around academic and social success.
To activate and maximize the impact of these funds of knowledge, however, a school and
classroom must be institutionally receptive to knowing, naming, and incorporating them into the
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curriculum and daily life of the school. In most schools, however, including Earhart in general,
curricular decisions and the scope of the content were largely exclusive of these funds and their
agents in content and design.
One way to counter the hegemonic inertia of learning institutions is to enter into a
relationship with students and their families in ways that value and include their lived
experiences (Gonzales, et al., 2005; Hughes & Greenhough, 2006; Hughes & Pollard, 2006;
Patterson & Baldwin, 2001). This serves as a challenge to teachers and educators to
reconceptualize what it means to know a student and his or her family and to be inclusive of their
funds of knowledge in classroom discourse, pedagogy, and curriculum. Children and families
absorb knowledges, identities, and skill sets outside of the school setting which they will use to
negotiate learning and participation in the school; but unless these resources are recognized and
understood, they may not be welcome or positively received. These funds are in a dynamic
relationship with the social, political, and economic conditions of the time, and therefore are
often changing and evolving into new versions. Only when educational institutions are in
relationship at the vital centers of their mission—curriculum, instruction, governance, culture—
can the organizations be responsive and receptive to these changes (Martin, Fergus, & Noguera,
2010).
Additional Recommendations for Practitioners, Policymakers, and Future Research
The results of this study inform the recommendations that follow for practitioners and
policymakers. Teachers, parents, administrators, and schools of education can further support
student voice and academic success by implementing the following:
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•

Design the work and assessment in classes around the principle of Mastery Learning so
that students can be supported in regularly exercising effort, perseverance, risk-taking
and collaborative learning to work on any skill or content until they achieve mastery;

•

Explicitly teach students academic, cognitive, inquiry, and analytical strategies through a
gradual release of responsibility approach, to an equal or greater degree than content, to
develop academic independence, strategic choice, critical thinking and cognitive agility
over time;

•

Identify, name, and incorporate student and family funds of knowledge and their “word”
into the daily curriculum, instruction, participant structures, and cultural life of the
school;

•

Codevelop and establish an explicit vision of social justice that can inform and deepen
the intellectual, democratic, agentive, and transformative nature of the academic, social,
and communal life of the educational institution and operationalizes the centrality of
student voice;

•

Bring parents into the life of the school as partners and codevelop the curriculum of the
partnership;

•

Bring 21st-century resources, opportunities, and inquiry into the daily academic,
intellectual, and experiential life of the schools in low-income and historically
marginalized communities to authentically maximize social, cultural, and academic
capital building opportunities; and remove the current institutionalized de facto
constraints on the scope of intellectual inquiry, exposure to the knowledges, and
experiences required for economic and political advancement and parity.
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•

Start simply.

The following are recommendations for future research based on this study:
•

Research that expands the class of participants and seeks to understand what factors serve
or disserve academic success from an elementary student’s perspectives using student
voice methodology with both high- and low-achieving students;

•

Research that seeks to investigate the long-term impact on language and academic
success of dialogical classrooms;

•

Research that seeks to determine if student-centered practices, experiences, and
participant structures—such as project-based learning—effectively support, develop, and
strengthen locus of control and/or effort-driven view of intelligence and academic
success;

•

Action research that seeks to co-construct with students and parents social and cultural
capital building activities for long-term student academic success;

•

Research based on Bersteinian voice critique (Fleming, 2004) that seeks to learn more of
how the nature of the pedagogy of student voice work itself constrains or enhances that
voice.
Conclusion and Final Reflections

“Ninguem se libera ninguem; so se libera em comunhao/No one becomes free on their own, we
can only achieve freedom together.”
--Paulo Freire, Pedagogia dos Oprimidos
As educational leaders for social justice, our commitment is to be vigilant in seeking and
creating opportunities to optimize the role of students, families, and teachers as co-constructors
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of a healthy, productive, and empowering educational community. This can include both the
areas of school governance and operations, and how teaching and learning functions in the
classrooms. Student voices literature suggests that when student voices have been properly
accessed and valued, they can help us gain valuable insight for identifying, analyzing, and
addressing ways in which schools can disserve or serve students. Our six students stepped up to
this opportunity and this challenge, and they shared valuable perceptions and perspectives to
inform what we can do in and outside of the classroom to support and maximize academic
success. A number of classrooms at Earhart have a long tradition of implementing workshop
approaches to reading and writing, as developed at the Teachers College at Columbia University.
The idea of student-centeredness in instruction, meaning-focused learning activities, and regular
student dialogic opportunities is not new and was reflected in the performances and interview
data. However, classroom dialogue is often content focused and time constrained, so this study
provided new insight into the students’ prioritizing of hard work, perseverance, the need to be
challenged, and the potential to go deeper on issues if we could include students’ backgrounds
and families more meaningfully in the learning unit. Finally, funds of knowledge studies identify
families and family ecologies as a rich resource for students and schools. This was certainly true
for our students and their families. This methodology afforded us a valuable glimpse into the rich
and varied family lives of the students and put the conditions in motion to increase and deepen
our partnerships at Earhart. As much as Earhart values and welcomes its parents, we know little
about them, and as an institution we proscribe the parameters for interaction, therefore
objectifying them and simultaneously limiting the world from which we draw to make our
decisions. One realization this study made clear to me as a site leader and researcher for
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transformative education is also at the foundation of Gonzales et al.’s (2005) work on funds of
knowledge: We don’t know what we don’t know. Our children are our messengers. When we
listen to them as individuals and institutions, as we listened to Nate, we will always learn what
we need to know to become more of who we need to be. We learned that in concert with their
family knowledge, their school’s knowledge, and their commitment to academic excellence that
they have figured out that effort and partnership leads to expansive bounds of learning and
actualization. We learned from their voices and those of their parents and teachers that as their
and our school, we need to honor their effort and knowledge, and structure our classrooms,
discourse, and relationships to protect, fortify, and unleash their effort to maximize their
potential. And when we don’t have institutionalized structures to guarantee meaningful
inclusion, we are missing the contributions and fellowship of the varied and valuable members of
our school communities—we are missing a large portion of who we are. The children are our
messengers, and they speak clearly when given the chance. As educational leaders for social
justice, we must exercise the courage, as Nate reminds us, “to take the challenge,” and create our
schools as learning communities of partnership and navigational third spaces of shared voices,
shared knowledge, and academic synergy to maximize the academic, social, and humanitarian
potential of our students and our schools as egalitarian institutions of possibility.
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